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Abstract
Commitment schemes are a fundamental primitive in modern cryptography, serving as a building block for a myriad of complex protocols and applications. Universally composable commitment schemes are of particular interest, since they can be seamlessly combined with other
universally composable primitives and protocols while retaining security guarantees. Moreover,
commitments with homomorphic properties enable significantly more efficient constructions of
protocols for applications such as zero knowledge proofs, two-party computation through garbled
circuits and multiparty computation. However, achieving universal composability for commitment schemes often sacrifices both concrete and asymptotic efficiency, specially if homomorphic
properties are required.
In this thesis we bridge the gap between stand alone and universally composable commitment
schemes, for which we achieve optimal efficiency while obtaining homomorphic properties. We
obtain schemes with amortized linear computational complexity and an optimal amortized ratio
between message length and the amount of communication required to commit to a message,
which we call rate. We also construct schemes with additive and/or multiplicative homomorphism. Our best scheme achieves linear complexity for both the sender and the receiver, rate-1
and additive homomorphism. On the other hand, schemes with both multiplicative and additive homomorphism based on our approach can only achieve poly-logarithmic overhead for both
communication and computational complexity.
We develop a technique for constructing universally composable commitments schemes that
allow for an unlimited number of commitments using solely cheap symmetric key operations after
a setup phase that requires only a small number of expensive public key operations completely
independent from both the number of commitments to be executed later and their contents. The
downside of achieving universal composability for most interesting two party and multiparty
functionalities lies on the fact that some form of setup is required. We use a number of oblivious
transfers only related to a statistical security parameter as a setup. The rest of our constructions
leverage secret sharing and coding theory techniques, including a novel method for verifying that
a large number of strings are codewords of a given linear code with linear complexity.
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Resumé
Commitments er et fundamentalt primitiv i moderne kryptografi og agerer byggeklods for et
utal af komplekse protokoller og applikationer. Universally composable commitments er af
speciel interesse, da de problemfrit kan kombineres med andre universally composable primitiver og protokoller, og stadig beholde sikkerhedsgarantierne. Ikke mindst kan commitments
med homomorfiske egenskaber øge effektiviteten ved konstruktioner af protokoller fx gennem
vidensløse beviser, toparts-protokoller gennem garbled circuits samt sikker flerpartsberegning.
At opnå universally composable commitments kræver dog ofte et kompromis i forhold konkrete
og asymptotisk effektivitet, specielt hvis homomorfiske egenskaber er ønsket.
I denne afhandling vil vi undersøge området mellem selvstændige og universally composable commitments, hvor vi opnår optimal effektivitet og samtidig homomorfiske egenskaber. Vi
opnår konstruktioner med amortiseret lineær beregningskompleksitet og et optimal amortiseret
forhold mellem beskedlængden og mængden af kommunikation krævet for at binde sig til en
besked, som vi kalder rate. Vi konstruerer også commitments med additive og/eller multiplikative homomorfismer. Vores bedste konstruktion opnår lineær kompleksitet for både sender og
modtager, en rate på 1 samt additiv homomorfisme. På den anden side vil konstruktioner med
multiplikative og additive homomorfismer baseret på vores fremgangsmåde opnå polylogaritmisk overhead for både kommunikations- og beregningskompleksiteten.
Vi udvikler en teknik til at konstruere universally composable commitments som tillader et
ubegrænset antal af commitments kun ved brug af billig symmetrisk-nøgle operationer. Dette
tillades efter en setup-fase, som kun kræver et lille antal dyre asymmetrisk-nøgle operationer,
og som er uafhængig af både antallet af commitments vi vil udføre samt deres indhold. Det
negative ved at opnå universal composability for to- og flerparts funktionaliteter er, at der er
krævet en eller anden form for setup. Vi bruger et antal oblivious transfers som setup kun
afhængig af en statistisk sikkerhedsparameter. Resten af vores konstruktioner bruger secretsharing og teknikker fra kodningsteori, inklusiv en ny metode til at verificere at en stor mængde
af strenge er kodeord fra en given lineær kode med lineær kompleksitet.
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Overview
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Chapter 1

Introduction
First introduced by Blum [13] as a means for “coin-flipping over the telephone”, commitments
schemes are a fundamental two-party cryptographic primitive that finds numerous applications,
serving as a building block of many complex cryptographic protocols. Basically, a commitment
scheme behaves akin to a “locked box”, allowing a sender P to commit to a message by putting it
into the box, locking it and sending it to the a receiver V . Even though it holds the box, V does
not learn anything about the message since the box is locked, meaning that the commitment
is hiding. Later on, P might choose to open its commitment by sending the key to the box to
V , allowing it to unlock the box and learn the message. In this stage, V can be sure that the
message it learned is the same that P had originally committed to, since V has held the box
the whole time and P could not have possibly altered the message inside.
Before we start discussing different constructions of commitments we should define the main
properties we will be analyzing. We are interested in obtaining schemes with high rate and low
computational complexity. By rate we mean the ratio k/n between the size k of a message and
the size n of a commitment to that message. Ideally we want commitments that achieve rate-1,
meaning that the commitment has the same size of the message, but we shall see that many
commitment schemes require a higher overhead in terms of commitment size to achieve security
and other properties. We will measure computational complexity of commitments schemes in
the size k of messages, analyzing how much work is needed per bit of a message. At times we
consider the amortized computational complexity of commitment schemes, analyzing how much
work is needed per bit of a message when many messages are committed to (and opened) at the
same time. Ideally we are interested in obtaining scheme with linear amortized computational
complexity in the size of the message (O(k)).
We are also interested in commitment schemes with homomorphic properties [85], which
can be used to increase efficiency in certain applications (as discussed later in this section).
An additively homomorphic commitment scheme allows a receiver who holds commitments to
messagea a and b to compute a commitment to the message a + b. Later on, the sender can
open this commitment to a+b without revealing any information about the individual messages
a and b. Analogously, a multiplicatively homomorphic commitment scheme allows a receiver
who holds commitments to messagea a and b to compute a commitment to the message ab
and a sender to open to ab without revealing any information about the individual messages.
Notice that achieving multiplicative homomorphism might require an extra message from the
sender apart from the regular opening. When a commitment scheme enjoys both additive and
multiplicative homomoprhism we say it is fully homomorphic.
In the stand alone setting (where binding and hinding are only guaranteed for isolated
executions), commitments have been extensively studied and several efficient constructions with
interesting properties are known. In this setting, commitments can constructed generically from
3

claw-free permutation [25], any one-way permutation [75], any collision-free hash function [60],
or even any one way function [59] and imply results as strong as zero-knowledge proofs for
all languages in NP [53]. Constructions based on very cheap symmetric primitives that can
achieve optimal computational complexity are also known, such as the scheme based on any
pseudorandom number generator (PRG) by Naor [73]. If public operations are used, additively
homomorphic properties can be achieved by constructions such as the one by Pedersen [82].
Even though stand alone commitment schemes can be constructed from a number of generic
primitives, instantiated with optimal complexity and achieve interesting homomorphic properties, their security is only guaranteed in isolated executions. Concretely, in certain cases where
more than one commitment is given to an adversary (which is often the case in many applications), there is no guarantee that the hiding and binding properties will hold. This problem
has inspired a long line of research into non-malleable commitments [6, 16, 29, 45, 46, 54, 68,
69, 80, 81]. Even though such schemes provide strong security guarantees and can be used as
a means to achieve security in even stronger models [70], known lower bounds [79] show that
there’s no hope to construct such schemes with optimal round and communication complexity
and we are interested in schemes that can be securely composed while retaining efficiency and
homomorphic properties.
Composability is an important property of cryptogrpahic protocols that guarantees that
security is retained even if the protocol is executed concurrently with other protocols or copies
of itself. This property allows protocols to be seamlessly combined as building blocks for complex
applications without the need to analyze the security of each individual sub-protocol. It is also
interesting to note that in most scenarios protocols are not run in isolation (e.g. the Internet).
Universal composability (UC) is a framework introduced by Canetti [17] that allows to prove
security of protocols under arbitrary composition.
It is known that setup assumptions are needed to realize most “interesting” two-party and
multiparty in the UC framework [18]. A number of setup assumptions have been proposed, such
as assuming the parties have access to Common Reference Strings, Public Key Registration or
Random Oracles. Deciding which of these assumptions is the most plausible is a matter of high
debate, so it is interesting to construct protocols assuming access to more general functionalities
such as oblivious transfer, which can be realized from different basic setup assumptions from
generic primitives [7, 19, 20, 61]. Commitment schemes constructed with these setup assumptions imply public key encryption [30] and are complete [19], meaning that they can be used to
realize any functionality with UC security.
UC secure commitment schemes need to be equivocable and extractable in order for simulation based security arguments to go through. An extractable scheme allows a simulator that
possesses a trapdoor to learn the content of the commitment before it is opened, implying that
the hiding property can only be achieved with computational security. On the other hand,
equivocable commitments allow a simulator that possesses a trapdoor to open the commitment
to an arbitrary message, implying that the binding property can only be achieved with computational security. Notice that the need for extractability implies that a commitment can only be
as small as the message, since the simulator must be able to extract the message by observing
only the commitment. Hence, the optimal rate for a UC commitment scheme is achieved when
the commitment has the same size of the message, what we refer to as rate-1. Notice that this
lower bound on the size of commitments and the need to extract the message also implies that
the optimal computational complexity for such schemes is linear in the size of the message (i.e.
O(k) for a k bits message) since the parties must touch all bits of the message.
Our main goal is to achieve optimal universally composable commitment schemes with
homomorphic properties, meaning that we want to achieve both rate-1 and computational
complexity. We are specifically interested in the setting of static adversaries. Since public
4

key operations are necessary for UC commitment schemes, optimal amortised computational
complexity can be achieved by restricting these costly operations to an initial phase that is
independent of the number of commitments to be computed later and then argue that the
initial overhead is amortised over many commitments. However, as we shall see, obtaining such
results from existing constructions is hard since they require a number of public key operations
that depend on the size of the message.
There exist several constructions of UC commitments from generic public key primitives [18–
20, 30, 61]. However, we are interested in obtain optimal rate, optimal computational complexity
and homomorphic properties, which are not achieved but such constructions. Hence we turn to
the previously most efficient constructions proposed by Lindell [71] and Blazy et al. [12], which
rely on the Decisional Diffie-Hellman (DDH) assumption. Those constructions require multiple
rounds to be realized in the plain model (without random oracles) since they rely on specific
zero knowledge proofs of statements about DDH tuples. Moreover, being based on DDH, these
schemes require exponentiations over large groups, which implies computational complexity of
Ω(k 3 ) for committing to k bit messages. Recently and independently from our work, Garay et
al. [52] introduced rate-1 schemes but their techniques incur a high computational overhead
and do not achieve homomorphic properties.
Apart from understanding the fundamental limits of UC commitments, it is interesting to
note that constructing optimal schemes also has an impact in the efficiency of applications that
are based on such schemes. For example, secure two-party computation protocols based on
garbled circuits [50] highly benefit from efficient commitments. Recent results show that the
LEGO approach achieves the currently best performance for actively secure two-party computation when instantiated with our optimal commitment scheme [76, 77]. Moreover, recent results
show how to apply our techniques to obtain efficient 1-out-of-n oblivious transfer extension [78].

5

Chapter 2

Our Contributions
In this work, we introduce three main results, namely three constructions of universally composable commitments that achieve different homomorphism properties and computational/communication
complexities. Basically, these constructions follow have the same general approach but explore
novel techniques in order to achieve different aspects of optimality. In each of these construction
we advance a step towards an UC commitment scheme that achieves at the same time additive
homomorphism, optimal computational complexity and optimal communication complexity,
presented in Chapter 6. Our contributions are summarized as follows:
- Fully homomorphic UC commitments with low overhead, namely poly-logarithmic computational and communication complexities, which we first presented in [34] and describe
in detail in Chapter 4. This construction introduces the general approach we use in our
other constructions, namely limiting expensive public key operations to a setup phase that
is only executed once independently from the number and content of later commitments.
- Additively homomorphic UC commitments with linear computational complexity but nonoptimal communication complexity, which we first presented in [22, 23] and describe in
detail in Chapter 5. This construction builds on our general result presented in Chapter 4
and a crucial technique for constructing secret sharing schemes for a special class of access
structures from any error correcting code.
- Rate-1 additively homomorphic UC commitments with linear computational complexity,
which we first presented in [24] and describe in detail in Chapter 6. This construction is
based on modifications of our previous result from Chapter 5 with a novel technique for
efficiently checking validity of unopened commitments that allows for achieving optimal
communication complexity while retaining homomoprhic properties, optimal computational complexity and the same security guarantees.
The relation between our contributions and previous works is summarized in Table 2.1, based
on Table 1 from [24]. We remark that the scheme described in Chapter 4 is also multiplicatively
homomorphic. Notice that related works that were presented independently form our first
results in [52] and [14] can only achieve rate-1, while the scheme of [51] modifies our scheme
presented in Chapter 5 at the expense of optimal computational complexity. Our final results
can either provide both multiplicative and additive homomorphism properties or achieve optimal
rate and computational complexity at the expense of multiplicative homomorphism.
In the remainder of this chapter we give a detailed discussion of each of these contributions
and their relation to previous works.
7
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Scheme

Rate 1

[52]
Chapter 4
[34]
Chapter 5
[23]
[51]
[14]
Chapter 6
[24]

Table 2.1: Comparison between the UC Commitment schemes presented in [52], [51], [14] and
the schemes presented in Chapter 4, Chapter 5 and Chapter 6.

2.1

Chapter 4: Fully Homomorphic UC Commitments with
Low Overhead

In this section, we discuss our results on fully homomorphic UC commitments with low overhead
that we first presented in [34, 36] (from where we have taken this discussion almost verbatim).
We first observe that even if we cannot build practical UC commitments without using
public-key technology, we might still confine the use of it to a small once-and-for-all set-up
phase. This is exactly what we achieve: given initial access to a small number of oblivious
transfers, we show a UC secure commitment scheme where the only computation required is
pseudorandom bit generation and a few elementary operations in a finite field. The number of
oblivious transfers we need does not depend on the number of commitments we make later. The
main observation we make is that we can reach our goal by combining the oblivious transfers
with a “sufficiently compact” Verifiable Secret Sharing Scheme (VSS) that we then construct.
The VSS has applications on its own as we detail below.
To commit to a k-bit string, the amortized communication cost is O(k) bits. The computational complexity is O(k) for the verifier and O(k 1+ ) for the committer (where  < 1 is a
constant). This assumes a pseudorandom generator with linear overhead per generated bit1 . In
an alternative variant of the construction, all complexities are O(k ·polylog(k)). After the set-up
phase is done, the prover can commit by sending a single string. Our construction extends to
commitment to strings over any finite field and is additively homomorphic. Moreover, if the
prover sends one extra string, the verifier can also check that committed vectors a, b, c satisfy
c = a ∗ b, the component-wise product. Finally, again by sending one extra string and allowing
one extra opening, the verifier can compute a commitment to ϕ(a), given the commitment to
a, for any linear function ϕ. These extra strings have the same size as a commitment, up to a
constant factor.
On the technical side, we take the work from [50] as our point of departure. As part of
their protocol for secure 2-party computation, they construct an imperfect scheme (which is not
1

This seems a very plausible assumption as a number of different sufficient conditions for such PRG’s are
known. In [63] it is observed that such PRGs follow Alekhnovich’s variant of the Learning Parity with Noise
assumption. Applebaum [5] shows that such PRGs can be obtained from the assumption that a natural variant
of Goldreich’s candidate for a one-way function in NC0 is indeed one-way. The improved HILL-style result of
Vadhan and Zheng [90] implies that such PRGs can be obtained from any exponentially strong OWF that can
be computed by a linear-size circuit.
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binding for all commitments). While this is good enough for their application, we show how to
combine their scheme with an efficient VSS that is compact in the sense that it allows to share
several values from the underlying field, while shares only consist of a single field element. This
is also known as packed secret sharing [49].
Our construction generalises the VSS from [27] to the case of packed secret sharing. We
transform ny Linear Secret Sharing Scheme (LSSS) into a VSS where the communication needed
is only a constant factor larger than the size of the secret. Privacy for a VSS usually just says
that the secret remains unknown to an unqualified subset of players until the entire secret is
reconstructed. We show an extended form of privacy that may be of independent interest: the
secret in our VSS is a set of ` vectors s1 , ..., s` , each of length `. We show that any linear combination of s1 , ..., s` can be (verifiably) opened and players will learn nothing beyond that linear
combination. We also build two new VSS protocols, both of which are non-trivial extensions.
The first allows the dealer to generate several sharings of the vector 0` . For an honest dealer,
the shares distributed are random even given the extra verification information an adversary
would see during the VSS. This turns out to be crucial in achieving secure multiplication of
secret-shared or committed values. The second new protocol allows us to share two sets of
vectors s1 , ..., s` and s̃1 , ..., s˜` such that it can be verified that ϕ(s1 ) = s˜1 , . . . , ϕ(s` ) = s˜` for a
linear function ϕ. In the commitment scheme, this is what allows us to verify that two shared
or committed vectors satisfy a similar linear relation.
Notice that alternatively a VSS is essentially a multiparty commitment scheme. Therefore,
given our observation that VSS and OT gives us efficient UC commitment, it is natural to ask
whether our construction could be obtained using “MPC-in-the-head” techniques. Specifically,
the IPS compiler [64] is a general tool that transforms a multiparty protocol into a 2-party
protocol implementing the same functionality in the OT hybrid model. Indeed, applying IPS to
our VSS does result in a UC commitment protocol. However, while this protocol is somewhat
similar to ours, it is more complicated and less efficient (see Section 4.5 for more details).

Related Work In [33], a VSS was constructed that is also based on packed secret sharing
(using Shamir as the underlying scheme). This construction relies crucially on hyper invertible
matrices which requires the field to grow with the number of players. Our construction works for
any field, including F2 . This would not be so important if we only wanted to commit and reveal
bits: we could use [33] with an extension field, pack more bits into a field element and still get
constant communication overhead, but we want to do (Boolean) operations on committed bits,
and then “bit-packing” will not work. It therefore seems necessary to construct a more compact
VSS in order to get our results. In [9], techniques for computing functions of shared secrets
using both broadcast channels and private interactive evaluation are introduced. However,
their constructions are based specifically on Shamir’s LSSS and do not allow verification of
share validity.
In recent independent work [52], Garay et al. also construct UC commitments using OT,
VSS and pseudorandom generators as the main ingredients. While the basic approach is closely
related to ours, the concrete constructions are somewhat different, leading to incomparable
results. In [52] optimal rate is achieved, as well as a negative result on extension of UC commitments. On the other hand, we focus more on computational complexity and achieve homomorphic properties as well as non-interactive verification of linear relations inside committed
vectors2 .
2

Our work has been recognised by the authors of [52] as being independent.
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Applications
Our fully homomorphic commitment scheme with poly-logarithmic communication and computational complexities finds interesting applications, which we briefly outline here and describe
in detail in Section Section 4.7.
One-Sided functionalities with linear complexity: One easily derived application of
our commitment scheme is an implementation of any two-party functionality where only one
party has input, we call this a one-sided functionality. This obviously includes UC secure zeroknowledge proofs of knowledge for any NP relation. Our implementation is based on a Boolean
circuit C computing the desired output.
We will focus on circuits that are not too “oddly shaped”. Concretely, we assume that
every layer of the circuit is Ω(`) gates wide, except perhaps for a constant number of layers.
Here one may think of ` as a statistical security parameter, as well as the number of bits
one of our commitments contains. Second, we want that the number of bits that are output
from layer i in the circuit and used in layer j is either 0 or Ω(`) for all i < j. We call such
circuits well-formed. In a nutshell, well-formed circuit are those that allow a modest amount
of parallelization, namely a RAM program computing the circuit can always execute Ω(`) bit
operations in parallel and when storing bits for later use or retrieving, it can always address
Ω(`) bits at a time. In practice, since we can treat ` as a statistical security parameter, its value
can be quite small(e.g., 80), in particular very small compared to the circuit size, and hence
a requirement that the circuit be well-formed seems rather modest. Using the parallelisation
technique from [35], we can evaluate a well-formed circuit using only parallel operations on `-bit
blocks, and a small number of different permutations of bits inside blocks. This comes at the
cost of a log-factor overhead.
Some circuits satisfy an even nicer condition: if we split the bits coming into a layer of C into
`-bit blocks, then each such block can be computed as a linear function of blocks from previous
layers, where the function is determined by the routing of wires in the circuit. Such a function
is called a block function. If each block function depends only on a constant number of previous
blocks and if each distinct block function occurs at least ` times, then C is called regular (we
can allow that a constant number of block functions do not satisfy the condition). For instance,
block ciphers and hash functions do not spread the bits around much in one round, but repeat
the same operations over many rounds and hence tend to have regular circuits. Also many
circuits for arithmetic problems have a simple repetitive structure and are therefore regular.
We stress that the protocol we build works for any circuit, it will just be less efficient if C
is not well-formed 3 .
Multiparty computation in the client server model with linear complexity: We can
also apply our VSS directly to implement multiparty computation in the model where there
are clients who have inputs and get output and servers who help doing the computation. We
can show that there exists a UC perfectly secure implementation of any functionality in the
client/server model assuming at most a constant fraction of the servers and all but one of the
clients may be corrupted. If C the circuit computing the functionality is well-formed, the total
communication complexity is in O(log(|C|)|C|). If C is regular, the complexity is O(|C|).
3

It is possible to use MPC-in-the-head techniques to prove results that have some (but not all) of the
properties of Theorem 4.7.1. Essentially one applies the IPS compiler to a multiparty protocol, either a variant of
[31] (described in [65]), or the protocol from [35]. In the first case, the verifier’s computation will be asymptotically
larger than in our protocol, in the second case, one cannot obtain the result for regular circuits since [35] has at
least logarithmic overhead for any circuit since it cannot be based on fields of constant size.
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We are not aware of any other approach that would allow us to get perfect security and
“constant rate” for regular circuits4 .
Opening individual bits of a commitment with low communication: A final application comes from the fact that our commitment protocol can be interpreted as an unconditionally
secure protocol in the model where correlated randomness is given. In this model, it was shown
in [84] that any unconditionally secure protocol that allows commitment to N bits where each
bit can be individually opened, must use Ω(N k) bits of correlated randomness, where k the security parameter. They also show a positive result that partially circumvents this lower bound
N,r that allows commitment to N bits where only r < N bits
by considering a functionality Fcom
can be selectively and individually opened. When r is O(1), they implement this functionality
at constant rate, i.e., the protocol requires only O(1) bits of correlated randomness per bit comN,r in the correlated randomness
mitted to. We can improve this with an implementation of Fcom
1−
model, where r ∈ O(N ) for any  > 0. We find it quite surprising that r can be “almost” N ,
and still the lower bound for individual opening does not apply. What the actual cut-off point
is remains an intriguing open question.

2.2

Chapter 5: Additively Homomorphic UC Commitments
With Linear Computational Complexity

In this section, we discuss our results on additively homomorphic UC commitments with linear
computational complexity that we first presented in [22, 23] (from where we have taken this
discussion almost verbatim).
In the results we present in Chapter 4, it was observed that even though we cannot build
UC commitments without using public-key technology, we can still hope to confine the use of
it to a once-and-for-all set-up phase, the cost of which can then be amortized over many uses
of the commitment scheme. More specifically, a UC commitment scheme was proposed based
on the following idea: the committer will secret-share the string s to commit to using a LSSS,
encrypt the shares and send them to the receiver. The encryption is done in such a way that
the receiver will be able to decrypt an unqualified subset (and hence will not learn s). However,
the committer will not know which subset the receiver has seen. We can achieve this efficiently
using a combination of oblivious transfers (done only in a set-up phase) and a pseudorandom
generator. To open s, the committer will send s and the randomness used for the sharing and
the receiver can then check if the resulting shares match those he already knows. Intuitively,
we can hope this will be binding because any two sets of shares for different secrets must be
different in many positions (they cannot agree on any qualified subset). Furthermore since the
committer does not know which subset the receiver checks, it is likely that the receiver will see
a mismatch for at least one of the sets of shares.
The most natural way to construct a suitable LSSS is to use the standard construction from
a linear code C, where we choose a random codeword subject to the condition that the secret s
appears in the first k coordinates and the shares are then the values appearing in the rest of the
codeword. This approach requires that both C and its dual have large minimum distance. But
unfortunately, all known codes with linear time encoding have very bad dual codes. Therefore,
in Chapter 4 we resorted to using Reed-Solomon codes which gives a complexity of O(k log k)
for both parties.
4

Using [35] would give at least logarithmic overhead for any circuit, using variants of [31] would at best give
statistical security.
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In Chapter 5, we propose a different way to construct an LSSS from a linear code C: we
encode the secret s in C, and then additively share each entry in the codeword to form t shares,
thus we get nt shares for a code of length n. We show that already for t ≥ 2, using this LSSS
in the above template construction results in a secure UC commitment scheme. Note that
the LSSS we construct is not of the usual threshold type where any sufficiently large set can
reconstruct, but instead we have a more general access structure where the qualified sets are
those that can get enough entries in the underlying codeword to be able to decode.
Since we can now choose C without any conditions on the dual code, we can plug in known
constructions of codes with linear time encoding and get complexity O(k) for both parties.
Furthermore we show a particular instantiation of the building blocks of our basic protocol for
security parameter τ = 60 and message length k = 256 that achieves an amortized computational complexity which is 5500 times lower than in the most efficient previous constructions
[12, 71] (see Section 5.6 for details on the implementation). In fact, our basic scheme achieves
amortised concrete efficiency comparable to previous schemes [44, 62] in the Random Oracle
Model [10] even though it is constructed in the plain model. Concretely, it has an amortized
computational cost 41% lower than the one of [62].
Our basic construction above is not additively homomorphic. The reason is that a corrupt
committer may submit sets of values in the commit phase that are not consistent sharings of
any value. Nevertheless, when some of these shares are added, we may get values that do in fact
form valid commitments, and this may allow the committer to cheat. To solve this problem,
we start from the general construction of a very compact linear verifiable secret sharing scheme
(VSS) from any LSSS presented in Chapter 4. The idea is now that the committer will execute
the VSS “in his head” and send to the receiver the resulting views of each VSS-player, encrypted
in the same way as we encrypted shares before: the receiver can decrypt some subset of the
views. The receiver will now be able to execute some of those consistency checks that honest
players would normally do in the VSS, and will reject if anything is wrong. The hope is that
this will force the committer to submit views from a correctly executed instance of the VSS,
which in particular means that the sets of shares he submits will be consistent, thus implying
the additive homomorphic property.
We present this general idea in Chapter 4 but unfortunately the proof works only if the
underlying LSSS is a threshold scheme, and our new LSSS is not threshold. However, in
Chapter 5, we give a different proof showing that we do in fact get a secure commitment
scheme if we choose the parameter t from our LSSS to be at least 3. This yields a UC secure and
additively homomorphic commitment scheme with linear complexity, albeit with larger hidden
constants than our first scheme. We also instantiate this scheme for concrete parameters, see
Section 5.6.
As we mentioned in the previous section, there is a strong relation between the way the VSS
is used here and the “MPC-in-the-head” line of work [64, 65]. Basically, it is possible to use
the IPS compiler on the VSS to get a UC secure commitment scheme quite similar to (but not
the same as) the one from Chapter 4. Previously, the IPS compiler was only known to work
for protocols with threshold security. However, our proof technique also applies to IPS, so from
this point of view, our result is the first to show that the IPS compiler can also be used to
transform a non-threshold multiparty protocol into a 2-party protocol. It is an interesting open
problem to characterize the adversary structures for which it will work.
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2.3

Chapter 6: Rate-1 Additively Homomorphic UC
Commitments with Linear Computational Complexity

In this section, we discuss our results on rate-1 additively homomorphic UC commitments with
linear computational complexity that we first presented in [24] (from where we have taken this
discussion almost verbatim).
Our construction from Chapter 4 achieves constant rate and full homomorphism, while our
construction from Chapter 5 achieves linear computational complexity and additive homomorphism. Neither of our constructions discussed until now have achieved rate-1, which is can be
obtained with the results of [52] and [14] by sacrificing both homomorphic properties and linear
computational complexity. The scheme presented in [51] was the first to achieve rate 1 and additive homomorphism at the same time but their technique fails to achieve linear computational
complexity.
Now, the obvious question is of course: can this line of research be closed, by constructing
a commitment scheme with the optimal properties of rate 1 and linear time – and also with the
additive property?
To see why the answer is not clear from the results previously presented in Chapter 4,
Chapter 5 and [51, 52], let us briefly describe the basic general idea in those constructions in
terms of coding theory:
P will encode the vector s to commit to using a linear error correcting code C, to get an
encoding C(s). Now he additively secret-shares each entry in C(s) and a protocol is executed
in which V learns one share of each entry while P does not know which shares are given to V .
This phase uses a small number of seed OT’s that are done in a once-and-for-all set-up phase
analogous to the set-up of “watchlists” in the MPC-in-the-head and IPS compiler constructions
[64, 66]. To open, P reveals the codeword and both shares of each entry. V checks that the
shares are consistent with those he already knew, reconstructs C(s) and checks that it is indeed
a codeword. This is clearly hiding because V has no information on C(s) at commit time.
Binding also seems to follow easily: if P wants to change his mind to another codeword, he has
to change many entries and hence at least one share of each modified entry. We can expect
that V will notice this with high probability since P does not know which share he can change
without being caught. There is a problem, however: a corrupt P does not have to send shares
of a codeword at commitment time, so he does not have to move all the way from a codeword
to the next one, and it may not be clear (to the simulator) which string is being committed.
Three solutions to this have been proposed in earlier work: in the construction of Chapter 5
the minimum distance of C is chosen so large that P ’s only chance is to move to the closest
codeword. This has a cost in efficiency and also means we cannot have the additive property:
if we add codewords with errors, the errors may accumulate and binding no longer holds. In
Chapter 4, a verifiable secret-sharing scheme was used on top of the coding, this allows V to
do some consistency checks that forces P to use codewords, except with negligible probability.
But it also introduces a constant factor overhead which means there is no hope to get rate
1. Finally, in [51], the idea was to force P to open some random linear combinations of the
codewords. In the case of binary strings, k linear combinations must be opened, where k is the
security parameter. This indeed forces P to use codewords and gives us the additive property.
Also, a couple of tricks were proposed in [51] which gives commitments with rate 1, if the code
C has rate 1. On the other hand, they could not get linear time this way, first because no linear
time encodable codes with rate approaching 1 were known5 , and second because one needs to
5
Of course, rate 1 and linear time is trivial if there are no demands to the distance: just use the identity as
encoding. What we mean here is that the code has length n + o(n) and yet, as n grows, the distance remains
larger than some parameter k.
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visit each of prover’s codewords Ω(k) times to compute the linear combinations.
In Chapter 6, we show that we can indeed have UC commitments that have simultaneously
rate approaching 1, linear time and additive homomorphism. While we follow the same general approach as in our previous schemes, we overcome the obstacles outlined above via three
technical contributions that are of independent interest:
(1) We introduce a primitive we call interactive proximity testing that can be used to verify
whether a given string s is in an interleaved linear code C m , or at least close to C m .6
The idea is to choose a random almost universal and linear hash function h and test
whether h(s) ∈ h(C m ). We show that if s is “too far” away from C m , then this test
will fail with high probability. Intuitively, this makes sense to use in a 2-party protocol
because the party holding s can allow the other party to do the test while only revealing a
small amount of information on s, namely h(s). Of course, this assumes that the verifying
party has a way to verify that the hash value is correct, more details on this are given
later.
(2) In order to be able to use interactive proximity testing efficiently in our protocol, we
construct the first family of (linear) almost universal hash functions that can be computed
in linear time, where for a fixed desired collision probability, the size of the seed only
depends logarithmically on the input size. We note that the verification method from
[51] is a special case of our proximity testing, where the hash function is a random linear
function (which cannot be computed in linear time)7 .
(3) We present the first explicit construction of linear time encodable (binary) codes with rate
approaching 1. The construction is basically a family of iterated Sipser-Spielman codes
[88] and uses a family of explicit expander graphs constructed by Capalbo et al. [21].
Previous linear time encodable codes [47, 56–58, 88] did not approach rate 1, which was
a clear obstacle to our results.

2.4

Other Contributions

Apart from the contributions explored as the main content of this thesis, we have also worked
on the following results:
- Oblivious Transfer:
- A general framework for constructing universally composable oblivious transfer in
the Common Reference String model from lossy encryption schemes [40].
- Asymptotically efficient generic constructions of Generalized Oblivious Transfer and
different flavors of oblivious transfer used in two-party and multiparty computation
protocol from 1-out-of-2 oblivious transfer [42].
- Coding Based Cryptography:
- The first fully simulatable oblivious transfer protocol based on the McEliece assumptions [38, 39].
6

A codeword in an interleaved code is a matrix in which all m columns are in some underlying code C.
On the other hand, we pay a small price for having a non-random function, namely the output size for the
hash function needs to be Θ(s) + log(m) rather than Θ(s), where s is the security parameter and m is the number
of commitments.
7
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- The first universally composable oblivious transfer protocols based on the coding
assumptions, a McEliece construction is derived as a corollary in [40] and a Low
Noise LPN based construction is presented in [37].
- Specific Purpose Secure Computation:
- A universally composable protocol for privacy preserving (physical) proximity tests
in the correlated randomness model [89], allowing for two parties to verify if they are
close to each other without revealing their individual locations.
- Privacy preserving computation of classification algorithms for machine learn with
universally composable security in the correlated randomness model [41].
- Universally composable privacy preserving protocols for computing linear algebra
operations in the correlated randomness model [43].
- Structure Preserving Signatures:
- A general framework for constructing IND-CMA secure signature schemes from
weaker signatures schemes that yields the first construction of constant-size structure
preserving signatures based on standard assumptions (DLIN) [2, 4].
- Structure preserving signatures with tight security reductions [3].
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Part II

Constructions
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Chapter 3

Preliminaries
In this chapter we establish basic notation and definitions that will be used through out this
Thesis. The contents of this Chapter have been taken almost verbatim from the papers [34],
[23] and [24], where we first presented our results.

3.1

Basic Notation

The set of the n first positive integers is denoted [n] = {1, 2, . . . , n}. Given a finite set D,
sampling a uniformly random element from D is denoted r ← D and sampling a uniformly
random subset of n elements from D is denoted {r1 , . . . , rn } ← D. Vectors of elements of some
field are denoted by bold lower-case letters, while matrices are denoted by bold upper-case
letters. For z ∈ Fk , z[i] denotes the i’th entry of the vector. We use 1-indexing, meaning that
z[1] is the first element of z and we write [n] = {1, 2, . . . , n}. We will use πk to denote the
projection that outputs the first k coordinates of a vector, i.e. πk (z) = (z[1], . . . , z[k]). Finally
we will denote by ek,i the row vector of k components whose i-th entry is 1 while all other
entries are 0 and with 0k the row vector of k components whose all entries are 0. Concatenation
of vectors is represented by k. For z ∈ Fk , z[i] denotes the i’th entry of the vector, where z[1] is
the first element of z. For a matrix M ∈ Fn×k , we let M[·, j] denote the j’th column of M and
M[i, ·] denote the i’th row. The column span of M, denoted by hMicol is the vector subspace
of Fn spanned over F by the columns M[·, 1], . . . , M[·, k] of M. The row support of M is the
set of indices I ⊆ {1, . . . , n} such that M[i, ·] 6= 0.
We say that a function  is negligible in n if for every positive polynomial p there exists
1
a constant c such that (n) < p(n)
when n > c. Two ensembles X = {Xκ,z }κ∈N,z∈{0,1}∗ and
Y = {Yκ,z }κ∈N,z∈{0,1}∗ of binary random variables are said to be statistically indistinguishable,
denoted by X ≈s Y , if for all z it holds that | Pr[D(Xκ,z ) = 1] − Pr[D(Yκ,z ) = 1] | is negligible in
κ for every probabilistic algorithm (distinguisher) D. In case this only holds for computationally
bounded (non-uniform probabilistic polynomial-time (PPT)) distinguishers we say that X and
Y are computationally indistinguishable and denote it by ≈c .

3.2

Coding Theory

We denote finite fields by F and write Fq for the finite field of size q. For a vector x ∈ Fn ,
we denote the Hamming-weight of x by kxk0 = |{i ∈ [n] : x[i] 6= 0}|. Let C ⊂ Fn be a linear
subspace of Fn . We say that C is an F-linear [n, k, s] code, if C has dimension k and it holds for
every nonzero x ∈ C that kxk0 ≥ s, i.e., the minimum distance of C is at least s. The distance
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dist(C, x) between C and a vector x ∈ Fn is the minimum of kc − xk0 when c ∈ C. The rate of
an F-linear [n, k, s] code is nk and its relative minimum distance is ns .
A matrix G ∈ Fn×k is a generator matrix of C if C = {Gx : x ∈ Fk }. The code C is
systematic if it has a generator matrix G such that the submatrix given by the top k rows of
G is the identity matrix I ∈ Fk×k . A matrix P ∈ F(n−k)×n of maximal rank n − k is a parity
check matrix of C if Pc = 0 for all c ∈ C. When we have fixed a parity check matrix P of C we
say that the syndrome of an element v ∈ Fn is Pv.
For an F-linear [n, k, s] code C, we denote by C m the m-interleaved product of C, which is
defined by
C m = {C ∈ Fn×m : ∀i ∈ [m] : C[·, i] ∈ C} .
In other words, C m consists of all Fn×m matrices for which all columns are in C. We can
think of C m as a linear code with symbol alphabet Fm , where we obtain codewords by taking
m arbitrary codewords of C and bundling together the components of these codewords into
symbols from Fm . For a matrix E ∈ Fn×m , kEk0 is the number of nonzero rows of E, and
the code C m has minimum distance at least s0 if all nonzero C ∈ C m satisfy kCk0 ≥ s0 .
Furthermore, P is a parity-check matrix of C if and only if PC = 0 for all C ∈ C m .

Linear Secret Sharing
In very short terms, a linear secret sharing scheme is a secret sharing scheme defined over a
finite field F, where the shares are computed as a linear function of the secret (consisting of one
or more field elements) and some random field elements. A special case is Shamir’s well known
scheme [86]. However, we need a more general model for our purposes. We follow the approach
from [28] and recall the definitions we need from their model.
Definition 3.2.1. A linear secret sharing scheme S over the finite field F is defined by the following parameters: number of players n, secret length `, randomness length e, privacy threshold
t and reconstruction threshold r. Also, a n × (` + e) matrix M over F is given and S must have
r-reconstruction and t-privacy as explained below. If ` > 1, then S is called a packed linear
secret sharing scheme. When n, e, t are clear from the context, we describe such a scheme by
the pair (`, M.
Let d = ` + e and let P = {P1 , . . . , Pn } be the set of players, then the row number i of M,
denoted by mi , is assigned to player Pi . If A is a player subset, then MA denotes the matrix
consisting of rows from M assigned to players in A. To share a secret s ∈ F` , one first forms a
column vector f ∈ Fd where s appears in the first ` entries and with the last e entries chosen
uniformly at random, i.e. f is a uniformly random vector such that π` (f ) = s. The share
vector of s in the scheme S is computed as c = M · f and its i-th component c[i] is the share
given to the player Pi .
t-privacy: The property of t-privacy means that for any player subset A of size at most t,
the distribution of MA · f is independent of s. It is easy to see that this is the case if and only
if there exists, for each position j in s, a sweeping vector wA,j . This is a column vector of d
components such that MA · wA,j = 0 and π` (wA,j ) is a vector whose j-th entry is 1 while all
other entries are 0.
r-reconstruction: The property of r-reconstruction means that for any player subset B of
size at least r, s is uniquely determined from MB · f . It is easy to see that this is the case if and
only if there exists, for each position j in s, a reconstruction vector r B,j . This is a row vector
of |B| components such that for any f ∈ Fd , r B,j · MB · f = f [j].
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After the sharing phase, any subset of players B = {Pi1 , . . . , Pik } of size at least r can
reconstruct the shared secret from the shares known by the players in B using the reconstruction
vectors of B. Indeed, if RB is the ` × k matrix whose i-th rows is given by r B,i , then




c[i1 ]


c[i2 ]

s = RB ·  . 

 .. 
c[i` ]

Example: Additive Secret Sharing The additive secret-sharing scheme for N players over
F is the linear secret-sharing scheme where in order to share a secret s ∈ F among N players,
P
the dealer chooses random values s1 , . . . , sN in F such that N
i=1 si = s and sends the value si
to player i. It is clear that the set of all the players can reconstruct the secret from the received
values, while any set of at most N − 1 players has no information on the value s held by the
dealer. With the previous notation, this LSSS can be defined by the pair (1, M ), where M has
P −1
the following N rows: mi = eN,i+1 for i = 1, . . . , N − 1 and mN = eN,1 − N
i=1 mi .
Example: Franklin and Yung’s packed secret sharing scheme An example of a scheme
as defined here is the packed secret sharing scheme of Franklin and Yung [49]. Let {α1 , . . . , αn }
and {e1 , . . . , e` } be two disjoint sets of distinct random elements of F. To share the secret s ∈ F` ,
the dealer samples a polynomial f (x) ∈ F[x] of degree at most t + ` − 1 such that f (eb ) = s[b]
and sends to player Pi the evaluation f (αi ). Consider the polynomials defined by
Li (x) =

`
Y

x − ej
e − ej
j=1,j6=i i

fi (x) = xi−1

`
Y

∀ i = 1, . . . , `

(x − ej )

∀i≥1

j=1

then the dealer can define the polynomial f as
f (x) =

t
X

βi · fi (x) +

i=1

`
X

s[i] · Li (x)

i=1

where (β1 , . . . , βt ) is a completely random vector in Ft . The matricial version can be obtained in
the following way: define each row mi of M as the vector (L1 (αi ), . . . , L` (αi ), f1 (αi ), . . . , ft (αi )).
Thus, multiplication by M effectively interpolates a random polynomial with the correct values
in the eb ’s and evaluates it in n points. Indeed if f (x) is the polynomial used to share s as
defined above, we have that f (αi ) = mi · f where f = (s, β1 , . . . , βt )> .
The problem with his scheme is that the field size must be at least ` + n. To get our results,
we will need a scheme that works over constant size fields, such an example can be found in
[28].
Multiplying shares:
2

for v, w ∈ Fk , where v ⊗i w = (v[i]w[j])j6=i , the vector v ⊗ w ∈ Fk is defined by v ⊗ w =
(v[1]w[1], . . . , v[k]w[k], v ⊗1 w, . . . , v ⊗k w). If M is the matrix of the linear secret sharing
c whose i-th row is the
scheme S, we can define a new scheme Sb considering the matrix M,
2
c
vector mi ⊗ mi . Clearly M has n rows and d columns and for any f 1 , f 2 ∈ Fd it holds that
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c · f1 ⊗ f2
M · f1 ∗ M · f2 = M

>

where ∗ is just the Schur product (or componentwise

product). Note that if t is the privacy threshold of S, then the scheme Sb also has the t-privacy
property. But in general it does not hold that the Sb has r-reconstruction. However, suppose
that Sb has (n − t)-reconstruction, then S is said to have the t-strong multiplication property.
In particular, if S has the t-strong multiplication property, then for any player set A of
b
size athleast n −
i index j = 1, . . . , ` there exists a row vector r A,j such that
 t and for any
2
1
1
2
1
2
`
bA,j · MA · f ∗ MA · f
= s [j]s [j] for any s , s ∈ F .
r

3.3

Universal Composability

Our results are proven secure in the Universal Composability (UC) framework introduced by
Canetti in [17]. In this framework, protocol security is analyzed under the real-world/idealworld paradigm, i.e. by comparing the real world execution of a protocol with an ideal world
interaction with the primitive that it implements. The model has a composition theorem, that
basically states that UC secure protocols can be arbitrarily composed with each other without any security compromises. This desirable property not only allows UC secure protocols to
effectively serve as building blocks for complex applications but also guarantees security in practical environments where several protocols (or individual instances of protocols) are executed
in parallel, such as the Internet.
In the UC framework, the entities involved in both the real and ideal world executions are
modeled as probabilistic polynomial-time Interactive Turing Machines (ITM) that receive and
deliver messages through their input and output tapes, respectively. In the ideal world execution, dummy parties (possibly controlled by an ideal adversary S referred to as the simulator)
interact directly with the ideal functionality F, which works as a trusted third party that computes the desired primitive. In the real world execution, several parties (possibly corrupted by
a real world adversary A) interact with each other by means of a protocol π that realizes the
ideal functionality. The real and ideal executions are controlled by the environment Z, an entity
that delivers inputs and reads the outputs of the individual parties, the adversary A and the
simulator S. After a real or ideal execution, Z outputs a bit, which is considered as the output
of the execution. The rationale behind this framework lies in showing that the environment
Z (that represents all the things that happen outside of the protocol execution) is not able to
efficiently distinguish between the real and ideal executions, thus implying that the real world
protocol is as secure as the ideal functionality.
We denote by REALπ,A,Z (κ, z, r̄) the output of the environment Z in the real-world execution of protocol π between n parties with an adversary A under security parameter κ, input
z and randomness r̄ = (rZ , rA , rP1 , . . . , rPn ), where (z, rZ ), rA and rPi are respectively related to Z, A and party i. Analogously, we denote by IDEALF ,S,Z (κ, z, r̄) the output of the
environment in the ideal interaction between the simulator S and the ideal functionality F
under security parameter κ, input z and randomness r̄ = (rZ , rS , rF ), where (z, rZ ), rS and
rF are respectively related to Z, S and F. The real world execution and the ideal executions are respectively represented by the ensembles REALπ,A,Z = {REALπ,A,Z (κ, z, r̄)}κ∈N and
IDEALF ,S,Z = {IDEALF ,S,Z (κ, z, r̄)}κ∈N with z ∈ {0, 1}∗ and a uniformly chosen r̄.
In addition to these two models of computation, the UC framework also considers the Ghybrid world, where the computation proceeds as in the real-world with the additional assumption that the parties have access to an auxiliary ideal functionality G. In this model, honest
parties do not communicate with the ideal functionality directly, but instead the adversary
delivers all the messages to and from the ideal functionality. We consider the communication
channels to be ideally authenticated, so that the adversary may read but not modify these
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messages. Unlike messages exchanged between parties, which can be read by the adversary,
the messages exchanged between parties and the ideal functionality are divided into a public
header and a private header. The public header can be read by the adversary and contains
non-sensitive information (such as session identifiers, type of message, sender and receiver). On
the other hand, the private header cannot be read by the adversary and contains information
such as the parties’ private inputs. We denote the ensemble of environment outputs that represents the execution of a protocol π in a G-hybrid model as HYBRIDGπ,A,Z (defined analogously
to REALπ,A,Z ). UC security is then formally defined as:
Definition 3.3.1. A n-party (n ∈ N) protocol π is said to UC-realize an ideal functionality F
in the G-hybrid model if, for every adversary A, there exists a simulator S such that, for every
environment Z, the following relation holds:
IDEALF ,S,Z ≈ HYBRIDGπ,A,Z
We say that the protocol is statistically secure if the same holds for all Z with unbounded
computing power.
Adversarial Model:
In this work we consider security against static adversaries, i.e. corruption may only take place
before the protocols starts execution. We consider active adversaries who may deviate from the
protocol in any arbitrary way.
Setup Assumption:
It is known that UC commitment protocols (as well as most “interesting” functionalities) cannot
be obtained in the plain model [18]. In order to overcome this impossibility, UC protocols require
a setup assumption, that basically models a resource that is made available to all parties before
execution starts. The security of our protocols is proved in the FOT -hybrid [17, 19], where all
parties are assumed to have access to an ideal 1-out-of-2 OT functionality (see Fig. 3.6).
Ideal Functionalities:
In some cases, we construct a simple string commitment protocols that UC-realizes the functionality FCOM as presented in [19] and recalled here in Fig. 3.1. These simple protocols are
extended to allow homomorphic operations over commitments. The extended protocols with
only additive homomorphism UC-realize the functionality FADDCOM in Fig. 3.2, that basically
adds a command for adding two previously stored commitments and an abort command in
the Commit Phase to FCOM . The abort is necessary to deal with inconsistent commitments
that could be sent by a corrupted party. On eof our construction first UC-realizes FRCOM ,
a simpler version of FADDCOM that gives an honest sender commitments to random messages
instead of letting it submit a message as input. In order to model corruptions, functionality
FRCOM lets a corrupted sender choose the messages it wants to commit to. Our multiplicatively
and additively homomorphic scheme UC-realizes functionality FHCOM as defined in Fig. 3.4.
This functionality adds a command for multiplying two previously stored commitments and a
command for evaluating a linear function on previously stored commitments to Fig. 3.2.
t,n
In fact, our protocols are constructed in the FOT
-hybrid and the FROT -hybrid models, i.e.
t,n
assuming access to an t-out-of-n OT functionality FOT
and to a FROT random OT functionality,
t,n
respectively. Notice that the FOT -hybrid model can be reduced to the FOT -hybrid model via
t,n
t,n
standard techniques for obtaining FOT
from FOT [15, 73, 74]. We denote by FOT
(λ) an instance
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Functionality FCOM
FCOM interacts with a sender Ps , a receiver Pr and an adversary S and it proceeds as follows:
- Commit Phase: Upon receiving a message (commit, sid, ssid, Ps , Pr , m) from Ps , where
m ∈ {0, 1}λ , record the tuple (ssid, Ps , Pr , m) and send the message (receipt, sid, ssid, Ps , Pr )
to Pr and S. (The lengths of the strings λ is fixed and known to all parties). Ignore any future
commit messages with the same ssid from Ps to Pr .
- Open Phase: Upon receiving a message (reveal, sid, ssid) from Ps : If a tuple (ssid, Ps , Pr , m)
was previously recorded, then send the message (reveal, sid, ssid, Ps , Pr , m) to Pr and S. Otherwise, ignore.

Figure 3.1: Functionality FCOM

Functionality FADDCOM
FADDCOM interacts with a sender Ps , a receiver Pr and an adversary S and it proceeds as follows:
- Commit Phase: Upon receiving a message (commit, sid, ssid, Ps , Pr , m) from Ps , where
m ∈ {0, 1}λ , record the tuple (ssid, Ps , Pr , m) and send the message (receipt, sid, ssid, Ps , Pr )
to Pr and S. (The lengths of the strings λ is fixed and known to all parties). Ignore any future
commit messages with the same ssid from Ps to Pr . If a message (abort, sid, ssid) is received
from S, the functionality halts.
- Open Phase: Upon receiving a message (reveal, sid, ssid) from Ps : If a tuple (ssid, Ps , Pr , m)
was previously recorded, then send the message (reveal, sid, ssid, Ps , Pr , m) to Pr and S. Otherwise, ignore.
- Addition: Upon receiving a message (add, sid, ssid1 , ssid2 , ssid3 , Ps , Pr ) from Ps : If tuples
(ssid1 , Ps , Pr , m1 ), (ssid2 , Ps , Pr , m2 ) were previously recorded and ssid3 is unused, record
(ssid3 , Ps , Pr , m1 + m2 ) and send the message (add, sid, ssid1 , ssid2 , ssid3 , Ps , Pr , success) to
Ps , Pr and S.

Figure 3.2: Functionality FADDCOM

t,n
of the functionality that takes as input from the sender messages in {0, 1}λ . Functionality FOT
is
t−1,t
defined in Fig. 3.7. We also describe protocols in the FOT -hybrid model (i.e. assuming access
t−1,t
to (t − 1)-out-of-t OT where t ≥ 2 is an integer parameter). Notice that FOT
is basically
a special case of a k-out-of-n OT where k = n − 1. Functionality FROT models a random
oblivious transfer of n × m matrices R0 , R1 where the receiver learns a matrix S where each
row is selected from either R0 or R1 . Notice that this functionality can be trivially realized
in the standard FOT -hybrid model as shown in the next section. We define FROT in Fig. 3.5
following the syntax of [19]. Notice that FOT can be efficiently UC-realized by the protocols in
[83], which can be used to instantiate our commitment protocols.
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Functionality FRCOM
FHCOM interacts with a sender Ps , a receiver Pr and an adversary S and it proceeds as follows:
- Commit Phase: The length of the committed messages λ is fixed and known to all parties.
- If Ps is honest, upon receiving a message (commit, sid, ssid, Ps , Pr ) from Ps , sample a random m ← {0, 1}λ , record the tuple (ssid, Ps , Pr , m), send the message
(commit, sid, ssid, Ps , Pr , m) to Ps and send the message (receipt, sid, ssid, Ps , Pr ) to
Pr and S. Ignore any future commit messages with the same ssid from Ps to Pr .
- If Ps is corrupted, upon receiving a message (commit, sid, ssid, Ps , Pr , m) from
Ps , where m ∈ {0, 1}λ , record the tuple (ssid, Ps , Pr , m) and send the message
(receipt, sid, ssid, Ps , Pr ) to Pr and S. Ignore any future commit messages with the
same ssid from Ps to Pr .
- If a message (abort, sid, ssid) is received from S, the functionality halts.
- Open Phase: Upon receiving a message (reveal, sid, ssid) from Ps : If a tuple (ssid, Ps , Pr , m)
was previously recorded, then send the message (reveal, sid, ssid, Ps , Pr , m) to Pr and S. Otherwise, ignore.
- Addition: Upon receiving a message (add, sid, ssid1 , ssid2 , ssid3 , Ps , Pr ) from Ps : If tuples
(ssid1 , Ps , Pr , m1 ), (ssid2 , Ps , Pr , m2 ) were previously recorded and ssid3 is unused, record
(ssid3 , Ps , Pr , m1 + m2 ) and send the message (add, sid, ssid1 , ssid2 , ssid3 , Ps , Pr , success) to
Ps , Pr and S.

Figure 3.3: Functionality FRCOM

Functionality FHCOM
FHCOM proceeds as follows, running with parties P1 , . . . , Pn and an adversary S:
- Commit Phase: Upon receiving a message (commit, sid, ssid, , Ps , Pr , m) from Ps , where
m ∈ {0, 1}λ , record the tuple (ssid, Ps , Pr , m) and send the message (receipt, sid, ssid, , Ps , Pr )
to Pr and S. (The lengths of the strings λ is fixed and known to all parties.) Ignore any future
commit messages with the same ssid from Ps to Pr . If a message (abort, sid, ssid,) is received
from S, the functionality halts.
- Reveal Phase: Upon receiving a message (reveal, sid, ssid,) from Ps : If a tuple
(ssid, Ps , Pr , m) was previously recorded, then send the message (reveal, sid, ssid, , Ps , Pr , m)
to Pr and S. Otherwise, ignore.
- Addition: Upon receiving a message (add, sid, ssid, , Ps , ssid1 , ssid2 , ssid3 ) from Pr : If tuples
(ssid1 , Ps , Pr , m1 ), (ssid2 , Ps , Pr , m2 ) were previously recorded and ssid3 is unused, record
(ssid3 , Ps , Pr , m1 + m2 ) and send the message (add, sid, ssid, , Ps , ssid1 , ssid2 , ssid3 , success)
to Ps , Pr and S.
- Multiplication: Upon receiving a message (mult, sid, ssid, , Ps , ssid1 , ssid2 , ssid3 ) from Pr : If
tuples (ssid1 , Ps , Pr , m1 ), (ssid2 , Ps , Pr , m2 ) and (ssid3 , Ps , Pr , m3 ) were previously recorded,
and if m3 = m1 ∗ m2 , send the message (mult, sid, ssid, , Ps , ssid1 , ssid2 , ssid3 , success) to Ps ,
Pr and S. Otherwise, send message (mult, sid, ssid, , Ps , ssid1 , ssid2 , ssid3 , fail) to Ps , Pr and
S.
- Linear
Function
Evaluation:
Upon
receiving
a
message
(linear, sid, ssid, , Ps , ϕ, ssid1 , ssid2 ), where ϕ is a linear function, from Ps : If the tuple
(ssid1 , Ps , Pr , m1 ) was previously recorded and ssid2 is unused, store (ssid2 , Ps , Pr , ϕ(m1 ))
and send (linear, sid, ssid, , Ps , ssid1 , ssid2 , success) to Ps , Pr and S.

Figure 3.4: Functionality FHCOM
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Functionality FROT
FROT interacts with a sender Ps , a receiver Pr and an adversary A, and it proceeds as follows:
- If both parties are honest, FROT waits for messages (sender, sid, ssid) and (receiver, sid, ssid)
from Ps and Pr , respectively. Then FROT samples random bits b1 , . . . , bn ← {0, 1}n and
two random matrices R0 , R1 ← {0, 1}n×m with n rows and m columns. It computes a
matrix S such that for i = 1, . . . , n: S[i, ·] = Rbi [i, ·]. It sends (sid, ssid, R0 , R1 ) to Ps and
(sid, ssid, b1 , . . . , bn , S) to Pr . That is, for each row-position, Pr learns a row of R0 or of R1 ,
but Ps does not know the selection.
- If Ps is corrupted, FROT waits for messages (receiver, sid, ssid) from Pr and
(adversary, sid, ssid, R0 , R1 ) from A. FROT samples (b1 , .., bn ) ← {0, 1}n , sets S[i, ·] = Rbi [i, ·]
for i = 1, . . . , n and sends (sid, ssid, b1 , . . . , bn , S) to Pr .
- If Pr is corrupted, FROT waits for messages (sender, sid, ssid) from Ps and
(adversary, sid, ssid, b1 , . . . , bn , S) from A. FROT samples random matrices R0 , R1 ←
{0, 1}n×m , subject to S[i, ·] = Rbi [i, ·], for i = 1, . . . , n. FROT sends (sid, ssid, R0 , R1 ) to Ps .
Notice that S can equivalently be specified as S = ∆R1 + (I − ∆)R0 , where I is the identity matrix
and ∆ is the diagonal matrix with b1 , . . . , bn on the diagonal.

Figure 3.5: Functionality FROT

Functionality FOT
FOT interacts with a sender Ps , a receiver Pr and an adversary S, and it proceeds as follows:
- Upon receiving a message (sender, sid, ssid, x0 , x1 ) from Ps , where each xi ∈ {0, 1}λ , store
the tuple (ssid, x0 , x1 ) (The lengths of the strings λ is fixed and known to all parties). Ignore
further messages from Ps to Pr with the same ssid.
- Upon receiving a message (receiver, sid, ssid, c) from Pr , where c ∈ {0, 1}, check if a tuple
(ssid, x0 , x1 ) was recorded. If yes, send (received, sid, ssid, xc ) to Pr and (received, sid, ssid)
to Ps and halt. If not, send nothing to Pr (but continue running).

Figure 3.6: Functionality FOT

t,n
Functionality FOT
t,n
FOT
interacts with a sender Ps , a receiver Pr and an adversary S.
- Upon receiving a message (sender, sid, ssid, , x0 , . . . , xn ) from Ps , where each xi ∈ {0, 1}λ
, store the tuple (ssid, x0 , . . . , xn ) (The lengths of the strings λ is fixed and known to all
parties). Ignore further messages from Ps to Pr with the same ssid.
- Upon receiving a message (receiver, sid, ssid, , c1 , . . . , ct ) from Pr , check if a tuple
(ssid, x0 , . . . , xn ) was recorded. If yes, send (received, sid, ssid, , xc1 , . . . , xct ) to Pr and
(received, sid, ssid) to Ps and halt. If not, send nothing to Pr (but continue running).

t,n
Figure 3.7: Functionality FOT

3.4

Implementing FROT

For the sake of simplicity we construct our commitment protocol in the FROT -hybrid model.
Here we show that FROT can be realized in the FOT -hybrid model in a straightforward manner.
Intuitively, we have Ps sample two random matrices R0 , R1 and do an OT for each row, where
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it inputs a row from each matrix (i.e. R0 [i, ·], R1 [i, ·]) and Pr inputs a random choice bit.
However, this naïve construction has communication complexity that depends on the size of the
matrices, since it needs n OTs of m-bit strings.
Using both a pseudorandom number generator prg and access to FOT , it is possible to realize
FROT in a way that its communication complexity only depends on the number of rows of the
matrices and a computational security parameter. This is a key fact in achieving rate 1 for our
commitment scheme, since the number of rows required in our protocol is independent from the
number of commitments to be executed, allowing the communication cost to be amortized over
many commitments. On the other hand, (amortized) linear time can be obtained by employing a
pseudorandom number generator that only requires a constant number of operations per output
bit (e.g. [90]). As shown in the protocol description, expensive OT operations are only used
n (the number of rows) times while the number of calls to the prg is a fraction of the number
of commitments (the number of columns). This allows us to obtain an arbitrary number of
commitments from a fixed number of OTs and a small number of calls to prg.
Let prg : {0, 1}κ → {0, 1}` be a pseudorandom number generator that stretches a seed
s ← {0, 1}κ into a pseudorandom string r ∈ {0, 1}` . Intuitively, for i = 1, . . . , n, we call FOT
with Ps ’s input equal to r0,i , r1,i ← {0, 1}κ and Pr ’s input equal to bi ← {0, 1}. After all the OTs
are done, Ps sets R0 [i, ·] = prg(r0,i ) and R1 [i, ·] = prg(r1,i ), while Pr sets S[i, ·] = prg(rbi ,i ).
The output matrices have n rows and ` columns. However, an arbitrary number of columns
m can be obtained by saving the last κ bits of every output of prg, repeatedly running prg
using these bits as seeds and concatenating the outputs (minus the last κ bits) until m bits are
obtained.
Protocol ΠROT
(1) OT Phase:
For i = 1, . . . , n, Ps samples random r0,i , r1,i ← {0, 1}κ and
sends (sender, sid, ssidi , r0,i , r1,i ) to FOT , while Pr samples bi ← {0, 1} and sends
(receiver, sid, ssidi , bi ) to FOT .
(2) Seed Expansion Phase: For i = 1, . . . , n, Ps sets R0 [i, ·] = prg(r0,i ) and R1 [i, ·] = prg(r1,i ),
while Pr sets S[i, ·] = prg(rbi ,i ). Ps outputs R0 , R1 and Pr outputs b1 , . . . , bn , S.

Figure 3.8: Protocol ΠROT

Lemma 3.4.1. ΠROT UC-realizes FROT in the FOT -hybrid model with computational security
against a static adversary. Formally, there exists a simulator S such that for every static
adversary A and any environment Z:
OT
IDEALFROT ,S,Z ≈c HYBRIDF
ΠROT ,A,Z

Proof. (Sketch) The simulator S acts as FOT when running ΠROT with an internal copy of
A. In case Ps is corrupted, S extracts the inputs (r0,1 , r1,1 ), . . . , (r0,n , r1,n ) given by A to
FOT , constructs R0 , R1 according to the protocol and sends them to FROT . In case Pr is
corrupted, S extracts the inputs b1 , . . . , bn , samples random matrices R0 , R1 ← {0, 1}n×` ,
constructs S according to the protocol and sends (b1 , . . . , bn ), S to FROT . Basically, the ideal
and the real distributions are computationally indistinguishable due to prg’s pseudorandomness,
i.e. an environment Z that distinguishes between the ideal and real distributions could be used
to distinguish a pseudorandom string output by prg from a uniformly random string of same
size.
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Chapter 4

Fully homomorphic UC
commitments with low overhead
In this chapter we present our fully homomorphic UC commitment scheme with low overhead.
The contents of this chapter were taken almost verbatim from [34, 36], where we first presented
these results.

4.1

Packed Verifiable Secret-Sharing

In a Verifiable Secret-Sharing scheme (VSS) a dealer distributes shares of a secret to the players
in P in such a way that the honest players are guaranteed to get consistent shares of a welldefined secret or agree that the dealer cheated. In this section we present a packed verifiable
secret sharing protocol that generalizes and combines the ideas of packed secret sharing from
[49] and VSS based on polynomials in 2 variables from [11]. The protocol is not a full-blown
VSS, as it aborts as soon as anyone complains, but this is all we need for our results.
The protocol can be based on any linear secret-sharing scheme S over F as defined in Section 3.2. We assume an active adversary who corrupts t players and possibly the dealer, and
we assume that at least r players are honest. The protocol will secret-share ` column vectors
s1 , . . . , s` ∈ F` . In the following, F will be a d × d matrix with entries in F and for 1 ≤ i ≤ n we
i
>
will define hi = F · m>
i and g i = mi · F . It is then clear that mj · h = g j · mi for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n.
We will use f b to denote the b-th column of F . The protocol is shown in Figure 4.1.
Packed Verifiable Secret-Sharing Protocol πV SS
(1) Let s1 , . . . , s` ∈ F` be the secrets to be shared. The dealer chooses a random d × d matrix F
with entries in F, subject to π` (f b ) = sb for any b = 1, . . . , `.
(2) The dealer sends hi and g i to Pi .
(3) Each player Pj sends g j · m>
i to Pi , for i = 1, . . . , n.
(4) Each Pi checks, for j = 1, . . . , n, that mj · hi equals the value received from Pj . He broadcasts
Accept if all checks are OK, otherwise he broadcasts Reject.
(5) If all players said Accept, then each Pj stores, for b = 1, . . . , `, g j [b] as his share of sb , otherwise
the protocol aborts.

Figure 4.1: Protocol πV SS

For a column vector v ∈ Fd , we will say that v shares s ∈ F` , if π` (v) = s and each honest
player Pj holds mj · v. In other words, c = M · v forms a share vector of s in exactly the way
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we defined in the previous section. We now show some basic facts about πV SS :
Lemma 4.1.1 (Completeness). If the dealer in πV SS is honest, then all honest players accept
and the column vector f b shares sb for any b = 1, . . . , `.
Proof. The first claim is trivial. For the second, note first that π` (f b ) = sb by construction of
F , and second that each honest Pj holds the share g j [b] = mj · f b .
Lemma 4.1.2 (Soundness). If the dealer in πV SS is corrupt, but no player rejects, then for
b = 1, . . . , `, there exists a column vector v b and a bit string sb such that v b shares sb .1
Proof. Assume without loss of generality that the players in set D = {P1 , . . . , Pr } are honest.
For b = 1, . . . , `, let r D,b be the reconstruction vectors guaranteed by r-reconstruction of S.
Then we define
r
vb =

X

r D,b [i] · hi

i=1

Note also that since all players accept, all honest players accept and therefore we have mj · hi =
g j · m>
i for all honest Pi , Pj . It follows that for all honest Pj we have
b

mj · v =

r
X

i

r D,b [i] · mj · h =

i=1

r
X

r D,b [i] · g j · m>
i .

i=1

>
> >
Now, g j · m>
i is a scalar and hence equal to its own transpose. Hence g j · mi = (g j · mi ) =
mi · g >
j . Plugging into the above sum, we get

mj · v b =

r
X

>
r D,b [i] · mi · g >
j = r D,b · MD · g j = g j [b].

i=1

which is exactly the b-th share held by Pj . We can define sb by sb [a] = v b [a] for a = 1, . . . , `,
and the lemma follows.
Finally we need to show privacy. For VSS protocols this is normally just a result saying that
if the dealer is honest, then the shares held by corrupt players have distribution independent
of the secrets, the sb ’s. However, we need in the following a more elaborate result saying
that if we open any linear function of sb ’s, then no further information on the sb ’s is released.
0
To be more precise about this, assume T : F` 7→ F` , where `0 ≤ `, is a surjective linear
0
function. By T (s1 , . . . , s` ), we mean a tuple (u1 , . . . , u` ) of column vectors in F` s.t. ub [a] =
T (s1 [a], . . . , s` [a])[b]. Put differently, if we arrange the column vectors s1 , . . . , s` in a ` × `
matrix, then what happens is that we apply T to each row, and let the ub ’s be the columns
in the resulting matrix. In a completely similar way, we define a tuple of `0 column vectors of
0
length d by the formula T (f 1 , . . . , f ` ) = (w1 , . . . , w` ). It is easy to see that if f 1 , . . . , f ` share
0
0
s1 , . . . , s` , then w1 , . . . , w` share u1 , . . . , u` , since the players can apply T to the shares they
0
received in the first place, to get shares of u1 , . . . , u` . In the following we will abbreviate and
use T (F ) to denote T (f 1 , . . . , f ` ).
Now, by opening T (s1 , . . . , s` ), we mean that the (honest) dealer makes T (F ) public, which
allows anyone to compute T (s1 , . . . , s` ). We want to show that, in general, if T (s1 , . . . , s` ) is
opened, then the adversary learns T (s1 , . . . , s` ) and no more information about s1 , . . . , s` . This
is captured by Lemma 4.1.3. Suppose that A = {Pi1 , . . . , Pit } is a set of players corrupted by
the adversary.
Recall that this just means that π` (v b ) = sb and secret sharing with v b produces the shares held by the
honest parties in the protocol, i.e., (M v b )[j] = g j [b] for all honest Pj .
1
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Lemma 4.1.3 (Privacy for πV SS ). Suppose the dealer in πV SS is honest. Now, in case 1 suppose
he executes πV SS with input s1 , . . . , s` and then opens T (s1 , . . . , s` ). In case 2, he executes πV SS
e1 , . . . , s
e` and then opens T (s
e1 , . . . , s
e` ). If T (s1 , . . . , s` ) = T (s
e1 , . . . , s
e` ), then the
with input s
views of the adversary in the two cases are identically distributed.
Proof. Let m = ` − `0 . We can assume m > 0 since if m = 0, full information on the secrets
is released and there is nothing to prove. Let the row vectors e1 , . . . , em be a basis for the
e1 , . . . , s
e` ), there exists a set of coefficients αi,j for
kernel of T . Then, since T (s1 , . . . , s` ) = T (s
i = 1, . . . , `, j = 1, . . . , m such that
(s1 [i], . . . , s` [i]) +

m
X

e1 [i], . . . , s
e` [i])
αi,j · ej = (s

j=1

or equivalently
b

s [i] +

m
X

eb [i]
αi,j · ej [b] = s

j=1

Recall that by the t-privacy property of S, for any u = 1, . . . `, there exist vectors wA,u such that
π` (wA,u ) has 1 in position u and 0 elsewhere and MA · wA,u = 0. Moreover we can construct
row vectors wv for v = 1, . . . , m such that π` (wv ) = ev and MA · w>
v = 0. This is easily done by
letting wv be an appropriate linear combination of the transposes of the wA,u ’s, for u = 1, . . . , `.
We then define Wv,u = wA,u · wv . Note that this is a matrix (rather than a scalar). Now, let F
be any matrix that might be used for the sharing in case 1, and define
Fe = F + W, where W =

` X
m
X

αu,v · Wv,c

u=1 v=1

Let f b [a] be the entry in row a and column b of F (which is sb [a]). We therefore get, by
construction of the Wv,u ’s, that for 1 ≤ a, b ≤ `:
b

fe [a] = f b [a] +
= sb [a] +
= sb [a] +
= sb [a] +

` X
m
X
u=1 v=1
` X
m
X

αu,v · Wv,u [a, b]
αu,v · wA,u [a]wv [b]

u=1 v=1
m
X

αa,v · wv [b]

v=1
m
X

αa,v · ev [b]

v=1

eb [a]
= s

So we see that Fe is a matrix that could have been used in case 2. Further, since by construction
the Wv,u ’s satisfy MA ·Wv,u = Wv,u ·MA> = all-0 matrix, it is easy to see that then also fe ik = f ik
e ik = g ik for any player Pik in A. So this means the adversary’s view of the πV SS protocol
and g
is the same whether we use F or Fe .
e1 , . . . , s
e` ),
Consider now the information the adversary sees when T (s1 , . . . , s` ), respectively T (s
is opened. In case 1, the dealer reveals T (F ) and in the other case T (F + W ) = T (F ) + T (W ).
We claim that in fact T (W ) is an all-0 matrix so that in fact the same information is revealed
in the two cases. To see this, note that we have
T (W ) = T (

` X
m
X

αu,v · Wv,u ) =

u=1 v=1

` X
m
X
u=1 v=1
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αu,v · T (Wv,u )

Recall that Wv,u = wA,u · wv . This means that if r is any row of Wv,u , then π` (r) is a multiple
of ev . Since ev is in the kernel of T , we have that T (Wv,u ) is an all-0 matrix, and hence so is
T (W ).
In conclusion, adding W induces a 1-1 mapping between matrices used in case 1 and in case
2, and this mapping keeps the adversary’s view constant. The lemma follows.
Remark 4.1.4. We may generalize the privacy result even further: the dealer might execute
several instances of πV SS and open a linear combination of values from more than one of these
instances. This can be shown to be secure in the same sense as we just proved by a similar
argument, and we leave the details to the reader.
Remark 4.1.5. If we take T as the trivial function that maps all inputs to 0, then lemma
4.1.3 implies the usual privacy
property for
 
 VSS protocols. In this case W is defined as W =
P` P`  j
j
A,i
A,j
>
e [i] − s [i] · w · (w )
and it allows the dealer to execute twice the πV SS
i=1
j=1 s
e1 , . . . , s
e` ) in such a way that for each
protocol (first with input s1 , . . . , s` and after with input s
eb
player in A (a set of at most t corrupted players) his share of sb is equal to his share of s
for b = 1, . . . , `. Indeed if in case 1 the dealer chose the matrix F to share s1 , . . . , s` , then in
e1 , . . . , s
e` . By definition of W we have that
case 2 he can use the matrix Fe = F + W to share s
>
e
mi · F = mi · Fe and F · m>
i = F · mi for any Pi in A.

As the last step, we show an extra randomness property satisfied by the share vectors
obtained by Protocol πV SS . If C is a a × b matrix, define π ` (C) as the a × ` matrix given by
the first ` columns of C and π` (C) as the ` × b matrix given by the first ` rows of C. Note that,
if V is a d × ` matrix such that π` (V ) = (s1 , . . . , s` ), then the dealer might have chosen V as
the first ` columns in his matrix F . We want to show that given the adversary’s view, any V
could have been chosen, as long as it is consistent with the adversary’s shares of s1 , . . . , s` .
Lemma 4.1.6 (Randomness of the share vectors of πV SS ). Suppose that the dealer in πV SS is
honest and let A = {Pi1 , . . . , Pit } be a set of players corrupted by the adversary. If we define GA
as the matrix whose j-th row is g ij , then all the d × ` matrices V such that π` (V ) = (s1 , . . . , s` )
and MA · V = π ` (GA ) are equally likely, even given the adversary’s entire view.
Proof. Suppose that V and Ve are two different d × ` matrices such that π` (V ) = π` (Ve ) and
MA · V = MA · Ve = π ` (GA ) and call respectively v i and ṽ i their columns. Observe that
MA · (ṽ i − v i ) = 0 for any i = 1, . . . , `. Let H be the matrix defined by
H=

` 
X



(ṽ i − v i ) · wA,i

> 

i=1

where wA,i is a sweeping vector as defined in Section 3.2. It is easy to see that π` (H) is the
all-0 matrix and that the i-th column of H is equal to ṽ i − v i for any i = 1, . . . , `. Now consider
a d × d matrix F such that π ` (F ) = V and define Fe = F + H. It is clear that π ` (Fe ) = Ve and
F has the secrets s1 , . . . , s` in the left-top corner. So if we prove that the adversary’s view of
Protocol πV SS is the same whether F or Fe is used in the first step, then the lemma follows. The
information given to the players in the set A during the execution of the πV SS protocol with F
or with Fe can be written respectively as MA · F , F · MA> and MA · Fe , Fe · MA> . Furthermore
MA · Fe = MA · F + MA · H
Fe · MA> = F · MA> + H · MA>
Since MA · (ṽ i − v i ) = 0 for any i = 1, . . . , `, by the definition of H we have that MA · H is an
all-0 matrix. The same holds for H · MA> since the sweeping vectors satisfy MA · wA,i = 0 for
any i = 1, . . . , `.
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For the applications of πV SS to homomorphic commitments schemes that we will explore in
the Section 4.6, we will require some new specialized forms of πV SS , which we describe in the
following two sections.

Applying a linear map to all the secrets
Let ϕ : F` → F` be a linear function. Suppose that the dealer executes two correlated instances
of Protocol πV SS in the following way: first the dealer executes πV SS with input s1 , . . . , s`
choosing matrix F in step 1, later on, he executes πV SS with input ϕ(s1 ), . . . , ϕ(s` ) under the
condition that the matrix chosen for the second instance, Fϕ , satisfies π` (f ϕ,i ) = ϕ(π` (f i )) for
i = 1, . . . , d. The dealer sends to Pi vectors hi and g i and also the vectors hϕ,i = Fϕ · m>
i ,
g ϕ,i = mi · Fϕ . The protocol is shown in figure 4.2.

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

(5)

Packed Verifiable Secret-Sharing Protocol for ϕ, πVϕ SS
Let s1 , . . . , s` ∈ F` be the secrets to be shared. The dealer chooses two random d × d matrices
F , Fϕ subject to π` (f b ) = sb for any b = 1, . . . , ` and π` (f ϕ,i ) = ϕ(π` (f i )) for any i = 1, . . . , d.
The dealer sends hi , g i , hϕ,i and g ϕ,i to Pi .
>
Each player Pj sends g j · m>
i and g ϕ,j · mi to Pi , for i = 1, . . . , n.
i
Each Pi checks, for j = 1, . . . , n, that mj ·h and mj ·hϕ,i are equal to the values received from

i
Pj and also that π` (h̃ ) = ϕ π` (hi ) . He broadcasts Accept if all checks are OK, otherwise
he broadcasts Reject.
If all players said Accept, then each Pj stores, for b = 1, . . . , `, g j [b] and g ϕ,j [b] as his share
respectively of sb and ϕ(sb ), otherwise the protocol aborts.

Figure 4.2: Protocol πVϕ SS

The completeness of the πVϕ SS protocol is trivial to prove. Moreover we will show in
Lemma 4.1.7 and :emma 4.1.8, that the properties of soundness and privacy are still valid
for Protocol πVϕ SS .
Lemma 4.1.7 (Soundness for πVϕ SS ). If the dealer in πVϕ SS is corrupt, but no player rejects,
then for any b = 1, . . . ,` there
exist column vectors v b , v ϕ,b and sb , sϕ,b such that v b shares sb ,

b
ϕ,b
ϕ,b
v shares s and ϕ s = sϕ,b .
Proof. From lemma 4.1.2 applied to both the correlated executions of πV SS , we know that for
any b = 1, . . . , ` there exist column vectors v b , v ϕ,b and sb , sϕ,b such that v b shares sb and v ϕ,b
shares sϕ,b . In particular, from the proof of lemma 4.1.2 we know that
b

v =

r
X

r D,b [i] · hi and sb = π` (v b )

i=1

v ϕ,b =

r
X

r D,b [i] · hϕ,i and sϕ,b = π` (v ϕ,b )

i=1

where
  we assume w.l.o.g. that the players in D = {P1 , . . . , Pr } are honest. Thus the condition
ϕ sb = sϕ,b follows from the similar condition given for the first ` components of the vectors
hi and hϕ,i .
Lemma 4.1.8 (Privacy for πVϕ SS ). Suppose the dealer in πVϕ SS is honest. Now, in case 1
suppose the dealer executes πVϕ SS with input s1 , . . . , s` and in case 2, he executes πVϕ SS with
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e1 , . . . , s
e` . Let A = {Pi1 , . . . , Pit } be a set of players corrupted by the adversary, then the
input s
adversary’s view in the two cases are identically distributed.

Proof. Throughout this proof let ei be the column vector of F` that has 1 in position i and 0
elsewhere. By the t-privacy property of S, for c = 1, . . . , `, there exist vectors wA,c in Fd such
that π` (wA,c ) = ec and MA · wA,c = 0. As in remark 4.1.5, we define
W =

` X
` 
X

 

ej [i] − sj [i] · w A,i · (w A,j )>
s



i=1 j=1

Since the b-th column of wA,i · (wA,j )> is the vector wA,j [b] · wA,i , then
π` (wb ) =

` X
` 
X



ej [i] − sj [i] · w A,j [b] · ei =
s

i=1 j=1

=

`
X

wA,j [b] ·

j=1

=

` 
X



ej [i] − sj [i] · ei =
s

i=1

`
X



e j − sj
wA,j [b] · s



j=1

eb − sb for any b ≤ `.
where wb is the b-th column of W . In particular π` (wb ) = s
Moreover there exists a set of coefficients βi,j , with i = 1, . . . , ` and j = 1, . . . , ` such that

ϕ(ei ) =

`
X

βi,j · ej

j=1

Now define for i = 1, . . . , ` column vectors v A,i =

`
X

βi,j · wA,j , observing that π` (v A,c ) = ϕ(ec )

j=1

and MA ·

v A,c

= 0. Finally take
Wϕ =

` 
` X
X

 

ej [i] − sj [i] · v A,i · (w A,j )>
s



i=1 j=1

The b-th column of v A,i · (wA,j )> is the vector wA,j [b] · v A,i . So if wϕ,b is the b-th column of
Wϕ , then
π` (wϕ,b ) =

` X
` 
X



ej [i] − sj [i] · w A,j [b] · ϕ(ei ) =
s

i=1 j=1

=

`
X
j=1

=

`
X

wA,j [b] ·

` 
X



ej [i] − sj [i] · ϕ(ei ) =
s

i=1



ej ) − ϕ(sj )
wA,j [b] · ϕ(s



j=1





eb ) − ϕ(sb ) for any b ≤ `.
In particular π` (wϕ,b ) = ϕ π` (wb ) and π` (wϕ,b ) = ϕ(s

Let F and Fϕ be any pair of matrices that might be used in case 1 and define Fe = F + W
and Feϕ = Fϕ + Wϕ . From the properties already observed for the columns of W and Wϕ , it
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follows that Fe and Feϕ form a pair or matrices that could have been used in case 2. Moreover,
by construction of W and Wϕ , we have that
MA · W = MA · Wϕ = W · MA> = Wϕ · MA> = all-0 matrix
Thus it holds that MA ·F = MA · Fe , F ·MA> = Fe ·MA> , MA ·Fϕ = MA · Feϕ and Fϕ ·MA> = Feϕ ·MA> .
This means that the adversary’s view is the same in the two cases and hence the lemma is
proved.
Finally we show the randomness property satisfied by the pair of share vectors of si , ϕ(si )
obtained by the πVϕ SS protocol.
Lemma 4.1.9 (Randomness of the share vectors of πVϕ SS ). Suppose that the dealer in πVϕ SS is
honest and let A = {Pi1 , . . . , Pit } be a set of players corrupted by the adversary. If we define GA
as the matrix whose j-th row is g ij and Gϕ,A as the matrix whose jth column is g ϕ,ij , then all
the pairs of d × ` matrices (V, Vϕ ) such that π` (V ) = (s1 , . . . , s` ), π` (Vϕ ) = (ϕ(s1 ), . . . , ϕ(s` )),
MA · V = π ` (GA ) and MA · Vϕ = π ` (Gϕ,A ) are equally likely, even given the adversary’s entire
view.
Proof. Suppose that (V, Vϕ ) and (Ve , Veϕ ) are two different pairs that satisfy the hypothesis
of the lemma and repeat the same construction seen in the proof of Lemma 4.1.6 for each
components.

Sharing an all zeros vector
We are interested in modifying Protocol πV SS in order to share several times just the vector 0` ,
i.e. the all zeros column vector in F` . Suppose that the d × d random matrix F chosen by the
dealer has the first ` rows equal to zero. Let R be the e × d matrix formed by the last e rows
of F , then


>
hi = F · m>
i = 0, . . . , 0, R · mi

>

g i = mi · F = (mi [` + 1], . . . , mi [d]) · R
Given the special form of the vectors hi , the players can check not only that the shares are


>

, m0,i =
consistent, but also that they are consistent with 0` . Define h0,i = R · m>
i
(mi [` + 1], . . . , mi [d]) and M0,A as the matrix whose rows are the vectors m0,i with Pi ∈ A.
The protocol in this case is shown in Figure 4.3.

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Packed Verifiable Secret-Sharing Protocol for 0` ’s πV0 SS
The dealer chooses a random e × d matrix R with entries in F,
The dealer sends h0,i and g i to Pi .
Each player Pj sends g j · m>
i to Pi , for i = 1, . . . , n.
Each Pi checks that for j = 1, . . . , n, m0,j · h0,i equals the value received from Pj . He
broadcasts Accept if all checks are OK, otherwise he broadcasts Reject.
If all players said Accept, then each Pj stores, for b = 1, . . . , `, g j [b] as his b-th share of 0` ,
otherwise the protocol aborts.

Figure 4.3: Protocol πV0 SS

Again the completeness of Protocol πV0 SS is trivial. We will show the soundness property in
Lemma 4.1.10, while privacy is not required in this special case.
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Lemma 4.1.10 (Soundness for πV0 SS ). If the dealer in πV0 SS is corrupt, but no player rejects,
then there exist column vectors v 1 , . . . , v ` each of which shares 0` .
Proof. Assume w.l.o.g. that the players in D = {P1 , . . . , Pr } are honest and define
r
X

0
v =
r D,b [i] ·
h0,i
i=1
b

!

where r D,b are the reconstruction vectors defined in Section 3.2. In the same way as in the
b
proof of lemma 4.1.2, it follows from the condition m0,j · h0,i = g j · m>
i that v shares 0.
Finally we show that the randomness property that is satisfied by the share vectors obtained
in Protocol πV SS is also satisfied by the share vectors of 0` obtained by Protocol πV0 SS .
Lemma 4.1.11 (Randomness of the share vectors of πV0 SS ). Suppose that the dealer is honest
and he executes Protocol πV0 SS . Let A = {Pi1 , . . . , Pit } be a set of players corrupted by the
adversary and define GA as the matrix whose j-th row is g ij , then all the e × ` matrices V such
that M0,A · V = π ` (GA ) are equally likely, even given the adversary’s entire view.
Lemma 1 (randomness of the share vectors in πV0 SS ). Suppose that the dealer is honest and he
executes Protocol πV0 SS . Let A = {Pi1 , . . . , Pit } be a set of players corrupted by the adversary
and define GA as the matrix whose j-th row is g ij , then all the e × ` matrices V such that
M0,A · V = π ` (GA ) are equally likely, even given the adversary’s entire view.
Proof. Let V and Ve be two e × ` matrices that satisfy M0,A · V = M0,A · Ve = π ` (GA ) and call
respectively v i and ṽ i their columns. Observe that M0,A · (ṽ i − v i ) = 0 for any i = 1, . . . , `. Let
H be the matrix defined by
H=

` 
X



(ṽ i − v i ) · wA,i

> 

i=1

where wA,i is a sweeping vector as defined in Section 3.2. Since π` (wA,i ) has 1 in position i
and 0 elsewhere, the i-th column of H is equal to ṽ i − v i for any i = 1, . . . , `. Now consider a
e = R + H. It is clear that π ` (R)
e = Ve , so if
e × d matrix R such that π ` (R) = V and define R
0
e
we prove that the adversary view of Protocol πV SS is the same whether R or R is used in the
first step, then the lemma follows. The information given to the set A during the execution of
e can be written respectively as M0,A · R, R · M > and M0,A · R,
e
Protocol πV0 SS with R or with R
A
>
e · M . Furthermore
R
A
e = M0,A · R + M0,A · H
M0,A · R
e · M> = R · M> + H · M>
R
A
A
A

Since M0,A · (ṽ i − v i ) = 0 for any i = 1, . . . , `, by the definition of H we have that M0,A · H is
an all-0 matrix. The same holds for H · MA> since the sweeping vectors satisfy MA · wA,i = 0
for any i = 1, . . . , `.

4.2

Constructing Low Overhead UC Commitments

In this section we introduce our construction of UC commitments with low overhead. A main
ingredient will be the n-player VSS scheme from the previous section. We will use n as the security parameter. We will assume throughout that the underlying linear secret sharing scheme S is
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t,n
Protocol πHCOM in the FOT
(`P RG )-hybrid model

Let G : {0, 1}`P RG → {0, 1}2(`+e) be a pseudorandom generator and let πV SS be a packed
verifiable secret sharing scheme as described in Section 4.1 with parameters (M, r, t) based on a
commitment-friendly linear secret sharing scheme. A sender Ps and a receiver Pr interact between
t,n
themselves and with FOT
(`P RG ) as follows:
Setup Phase: At the beginning of the protocol Ps and Pr perform the following steps and then
wait for inputs.
(1) For i = 1, . . . , n, Ps uniformly samples a random string xi ∈ {0, 1}`P RG . Ps sends
t,n
(sender, sid, ssid, , x1 , . . . , xn ) to FOT
(`P RG ).
(2) Pr uniformly samples a set of t indexes c1 , . . . , ct
←
[1, n] and sends
t,n
(receiver, sid, ssid, , c1 , . . . , ct ) to FOT
.
t,n
(3) Upon receiving (received, sid, ssid) from FOT
, Ps uniformly samples n random strings r i ←
{0, 1}` , i = 1, . . . , ` and internally runs πV SS using r 1 , . . . , r n as input, constructing n strings
((hi )> , g i ), i = 1, . . . , n of length 2(` + e) from the vectors generated by πV SS . Ps computes
e i )> , g
e 1 )> , g
e n )> , g
ei ) = ((hi )> , g i ) + G(xi ) and sends (sid, ssid, ((h
e1 ), . . . , ((h
en )) to Pr .
((h
t,n
(4) Upon
receiving
(received, sid, ssid, , xc1 , . . . , xct )
from
FOT
and
e cj )> , g
e 1 )> , g
e n )> , g
e cj ) −
e1 ), . . . , ((h
en )) from Ps , Pr computes ((hcj )> , g cj ) = ((h
(sid, ssid, ((h
G(xcj ), 1 ≤ j ≤ t and uses the procedures of πV SS to check that the shares g c1 , . . . , g ct are
valid, i.e. it checks that mj · hi = g j · m>
i for i, j ∈ {c1 , . . . , ct }. If all shares are valid Pr
stores (ssid, sid, ((hc1 )> , g c1 ), . . . , ((hct )> , g ct )), otherwise it halts.
Commit Phase:
(1) Upon input (commit, sid, ssid, , Ps , Pr , m), Ps chooses an unuseda random string r η , computes
f = m + r η and sends (sid, ssid, η, m
f) to Pr .
m
f) and outputs (receipt, sid, ssid, , Ps , Pr ).
(2) Pr stores (sid, ssid, m
Reveal Phase:
(1) Upon input (reveal, sid, ssid, , Ps , Pr ), to reveal a message m, Ps reveals the random string r η
by sending (sid, ssid, m, f η ) to Pr .b
(2) Pr receives (sid, ssid, η, m, f η ), computes M f η = (g 1 [η], . . . , g n [η])> , checks that g j [η] =
f − r η . If the shares pass this check, Pr outputs
g j [η] for j ∈ {c1 , . . . , ct } and that m = m
(reveal, sid, ssid, , Ps , Pr , m). Otherwise, it rejects the commitment and halts.
a

We say that a string r η is unused if it has not been selected by Ps for use in any previous commitment.
Recall that f η denotes the η-th column of F , π` (f η ) = r η and that M f η = (g 1 [η], . . . , g n [η])> , i.e. f η
determines the shares of r η generated in the setup phase.
b

t,n
(`P RG )-hybrid model
Figure 4.4: Protocol πHCOM in the FOT

such that the parameters t and r are Θ(n), and furthermore that S has t-strong multiplication.
We will call such an S a commitment-friendly linear secret sharing scheme.
The protocol first does a set-up phase where the sender executes the VSS scheme “in his
head”, where the secrets are random strings r 1 , . . . , r ` . The VSS is secure against t corrupted
t,n
players. Next, he chooses n seeds x1 , . . . , xn for a pseudorandom generator G, and FOT
is used
to transfer a subset of t seeds to the verifier. Finally, the sender sends the view of each virtual
VSS player to the receiver, encrypted with G(x1 ), . . . , G(xn ) as “one-time pads”. Note that the
receiver can decrypt t of these views and check that they are consistent, and also he now knows
t shares of each r i .
To commit to m ∈ {0, 1}` , the sender picks the next unused secret r η and sends m + r η .
To open, the sender reveals m and the vector f η (from the VSS) that shares r η . The
receiver can now compute all shares of r η and check that they match those he already knows.
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Intuitively, this is binding because the sender does not know which VSS players the receiver
can watch. This means that the sender must make consistent views for most players, or be
rejected immediately. But if most views are consistent, then the (partially encrypted) set of
shares of r η that was sent during set-up is almost completely consistent. Since the reconstruction
threshold is smaller than n by a constant factor this means that the prover must change many
shares to move to a different secret, and the receiver will notice this with high probability, again
because the sender does not know which shares are already known to the receiver.
Hiding follows quite easily from security of the PRG G and privacy of the VSS scheme, since
the receiver only gets t shares of any secret.
The Commit and Reveal phases of protocol πHCOM are described in Fig. 4.4 while the necessary steps for addition, multiplication and linear function evaluation are described separately
in Section 4.6 for the sake of clarity.

4.3

Security Analysis

The security of Protocol πHCOM is stated in Theorem Theorem 4.3.1, which is implied by
Lemma 4.3.2 and Lemma 4.3.3.
Theorem 4.3.1. Let G : {0, 1}`P RG → {0, 1}2(`+e) be a pseudrandom generator and let πV SS be
a packed verifiable secret sharing scheme as described in Section 4.1 with parameters (M, r, t),
based on a commitment-friendly secret sharing scheme. Then protocol πHCOM UC-realizes
t,n
(`P RG )-hybrid model in the presence of static, active adversaries.
FCOM in the FOT
Proof. The case where both parties are honest is straightforward. Thus, the proof follows from
Lemma 4.3.2 and Lemma 4.3.3 (proven below).
We prove the security of πHCOM by constructing a simulator (or ideal adversary) that runs
t,n
functionality to extract the
an internal copy of the real world adversary A and acts as the FOT
committed values in the case of a corrupted sender, and uses the properties of πV SS to handle
the case of a corrupted receiver. The cases where the parties are both honest are handled
trivially.
We analyze the cases when only Ps is corrupted and when only Pr is corrupted separately.
Simulating communication with Z: The simulator S delivers all messages exchanged between Z and A as if they were communicating directly.
Simulating the setup phase when Ps is corrupted and Pr is honest:
t,n
(1) Acting as FOT
, S receives (sender, sid, ssid, , x1 , . . . , xn ). S also receives and stores
1

n

e )> , g
e )> , g
e 1 ), . . . , ((h
e n )).
(sid, ssid, ((h
ci

e )> , g
e ci )−
(2) S uniformly samples a set of t indexes c1 , . . . , ct ← [1, n], stores ((hci )> , g ci ) = ((h
G(xci ), 1 ≤ i ≤ t and runs the same check the receiver does in the protocol. If the check
succeeds S continues, otherwise it sends abort to FCOM and halts.

(3) S now attempts to reconstruct the secrets Ps has defined. It constructs a set H of
consistent VSS players as follows: Initially H contains all players. Now, if H contains a
pair of inconsistent players i, j, i.e., where we have mj · hi 6= g j · m>
i , then these players
are deleted from H. We repeat until no further pairs can be deleted. If the size of H is
larger than the reconstruction threshold r, then S uses the reconstruction procedure from
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the proof of Lemma 4.1.2 to compute a set of secrets r 1 , . . . , r ` . Otherwise, it sends abort
to FCOM and halt.
Simulating the commit phase when Ps is corrupted and Pr is honest:
f ), computes m = m
f − r η and sends (commit, sid, ssid, , Ps , Pr , m)
(1) S stores (sid, ssid, η, m
to FCOM .

Simulating the reveal phase when Ps is corrupted and Pr is honest:
(1) S receives (sid, ssid, m, f η ), computes M f η = (g 1 [η], . . . , g n [η])> , checks that g j [η] =
f − r η . If the shares pass this check, S sends
g j [η] for j ∈ {c1 , . . . , ct } and that m = m
(reveal, sid, ssid,) to FCOM . Otherwise, it does nothing.
Lemma 4.3.2. Statistical Binding: Let πV SS be a packed verifiable secret sharing scheme as
described in Section 4.1 with parameters (M, r, t) based on a commitment-friendly linear secret
sharing scheme. When Ps is corrupted and Pr is honest, the following relation holds for every
static active adversary A and every environment Z:
F t,n

s

OT
IDEALFCOM ,S,Z ≈ HYBRIDπHCOM
,A,Z

Proof. Setup Phase: The simulator S acts exactly like a honest receiver Pr would, so the
distribution of the messages exchanged with A is exactly the same as in πHCOM . The only way
something different could happen in the simulation is therefore if the check of Pr succeeds, but
S has to abort because the reconstruction of the r i ’s fails. However, we show that this only
happens with negligible probability: let 0 <  < 1 be a constant such that n − n ≥ r, recall
that r is δn for some constant δ so we choose such that 1 −  > δ. If the set H has size at least r
then reconstruction succeeds, but if not, then the complement of H has size at least n, and we
now show that in this case the check of Pr succeeds with negligible probability. Recall that the
complement of H consists of pairs of inconsistent players, so we split this set in two halves A, B
of size at least n/2 where each player in A has a “brother” in B he is inconsistent with. We
will assume that the t players we check are chosen independently at random, choosing always t
players as in the protocol incurs a larger chance of choosing bigger sets which will only increase
the chance of catching an inconsistency. Consider choosing the first t/2 players to check. We
expect that t/2 · /2 of these will be in A, and by a Chernoff bound we will see at least t/4 − µt
except with negligible probability, where we can choose µ < /4. Let A0 be this set. Now, when
we choose the last t/2 players to check we will see an inconsistency if we choose even one of
the brothers of players in A0 . Since we have t(/4 − µ) brothers and t is Θ(n), there is constant
probability of hitting an inconsistency each time we choose a player, so missing all t/2 times
happens with negligible probability.
Commit Phase: In the commit phase, S just follows the protocol.
Reveal Phase: Once again, the simulator S acts exactly like a honest receiver Pr would, so
the distribution of the messages exchanged with A is exactly the same as in πHCOM . The only
way to distinguish is therefore if FCOM behaves in a way that is inconsistent with the simulation.
This can only happen if the corrupted Ps opens successfully a value m0 that is different from
the one S sent to FCOM . From the above argument for the set-up phase and Lemma 4.1.2 we
can assume that the of shares cη of r η determined in the set-up are all consistent, except for
a subset of size at most n (otherwise Pr ’s check would fail). Now, to change a set of n − n
consistent shares into one that determines a different secret one must change at least n(1−)−r
shares (r is the reconstruction threshold). This means that if Ps claims a secret different from
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m he must show us a set of shares that differ from cη in at least n(1 − ) − r = n(1 −  − δ)
positions, and since 1 −  − δ is a positive constant, the check by Pr will spot one of these
changes except with negligible probability.
The above argument only explicitly applies to one run of the VSS. Consider now the case
where we do many runs. Since we do the OTs only once, all runs will have the same watch
list. Consider two runs, indexed by I and J. Each run will have its own sets, HI and Hj , of
consistent parties. When we add two commitments from run number I or run number J and
open such a commitment, we can only be guaranteed that the resulting sharing is consistent for
the parties HI ∩ HJ . So, we need that the size of HI ∩ HJ stays above r, or the adversary might
be able to open a sum of commitments from different blocks to a different value from the sum
of the values in the commitments being summed. However, if HI ∩ HJ does not have size at
least r, then the complement has size at least n. Furthermore, each “party” in the complement
is caught either in execution I or in execution J, as Pr is checking both executions the same
way. Hence it does not matter in which execution the inconsistency is located, it contributes to
detection with the same probability as in the above analysis, and it follows as above that then
the complement of HI ∩ HJ can have size at most n and hence HI ∩ HJ has size at least r.
Simulating the setup phase when Ps is honest and Pr is corrupted:
t,n
(1) For i = 1, . . . , n, S uniformly samples a random string xi ∈ {0, 1}`P RG . Acting as FOT
,
upon receiving (receiver, sid, ssid, , c1 , . . . , cu ), S sends (received, sid, ssid, , x1 , . . . , xn ) to
A.

(2) S uniformly samples k random strings r i ← {0, 1}` , i = 1, . . . , n and runs πV SS using
r 1 , . . . , r k as input, constructing n strings ((hi )> , g i ), i = 1, . . . , n of length 2(` + e)
e i )> , g
e i ) = ((hi )> , g i ) + G(xi ) for
from the vectors generated by πV SS . S computes ((h
i >
e ) ,g
e i ) ← {0, 1}2(`+e) for i ∈ {1, . . . , n}\{c1 , . . . , ct }
i ∈ {c1 , . . . , ct }, randomly samples ((h
and sends
e 1 )> , g
e n )> , g
e 1 ), . . . , ((h
e n )) to Pr .
(sid, ssid, ((h
Simulating the commit phase when Ps is honest and Pr is corrupted:
(1) Upon receiving a message (receipt, sid, ssid, , Ps , Pr ) from FCOM , S chooses an unused
f = m0 + r η and
random string r η , samples a random message m0 ← {0, 1}` , computes m
f ) to A.
sends (sid, ssid, η, m
Simulating the reveal phase when Ps is honest and Pr is corrupted:
t,n
(1) Upon receiving a message (reveal, sid, ssid, , Ps , Pr , m) from FOT
, S constructs an approη
η
η
0
priate f such that π` (f ) = m + r η − m and M f yields g cj [η] = g cj [η] for j = 1, . . . , t.
η
η
S sends (sid, ssid, m, f ) to A. Notice that a share vector f with these properties can
be constructed following the procedures of Lemma 4.1.3 as noted in Remark 4.1.5.

Lemma 4.3.3. Computational Hiding: Let G : {0, 1}`P RG → {0, 1}2(`+e) be a pseudrandom
generator and let πV SS be a packed verifiable secret sharing scheme as described in Section 4.1
with parameters (M, r, t) based on a commitment-friendly linear secret sharing scheme. When
Ps is honest and Pr is corrupted, the following relation holds for every static active adversary
A and every environment Z:
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F t,n

c

OT
IDEALFCOM ,S,Z ≈ HYBRIDπHCOM
,A,Z

Proof. Before we proceed to analyze the simulator, let’s define a hybrid game where the ene i )> , g
e i ) = ((hi )> , g i ) + G(xi ) for i ∈ {1, . . . , n} \ {c1 , . . . , ct } are replaced
crypted shares ((h
i
by uniformly random strings ((h )> , g i ) ← {0, 1}2(`+e) . It’s clear that S can do that since it
knows the choice values {c1 , . . . , ct }. Suppose that both the real world execution and the ideal
world simulation run this modified version of πHCOM . Notice that any environment Z that
distinguishes this game from a real execution of πHCOM actually distinguishes between a uniformly random string and the output of the PRG, breaking the pseudorandomness property of
the PRG.
We show that if both simulation and the real world execution run this computationally
indistinguishable variant, then they are perfectly indistinguishable, this is clearly sufficient to
show the lemma.
Setup Phase: The simulator S runs the setup exactly like a honest sender would do in the
hybrid, resulting in the same distribution.
Commit Phase: S deviates from the protocol by sampling a random message m0 ← {0, 1}`
f = m0 + r η and sending (sid, ssid, η, m
f ) to A, instead
and committing to it by computing m
0
of committing to the real message m. Nevertheless, notice that the m is perfectly hidden by
the random pad r η , which is in turn perfectly hidden from A since he only has access to t
shares and the secret sharing schemes guarantees that the joint distribution of at most t shares
is completely independent from the secret.
Reveal Phase: Upon input (reveal, sid, ssid, , Ps , Pr , m), S computes an alternative ranf + r 0 . S then constructs a vector f η such that M f η results a
dom pad r 0 that yields m = m
0
share vector of r where the shares revealed in the setup phase appear in the same positions, i.e.
M f η = (g 1 [η], . . . , g n [η])> and such that that g j [η] = g j [η] for j ∈ {c1 , . . . , ct }. This allows the
opening values sent by S to have exactly the same distribution as real opening values and pass
the validity tests even though the revealed message is different. Notice that such a share vector
can be constructed using the procedures in Remark 4.1.5. S sends (sid, ssid, f η ) to A.

4.4

Complexity

It is evident that in the set-up phase, or later, Ps could execute any number of instances of the
VSS and send the resulting views of players encrypted with the seeds {xi }, as long as we have a
PRG with sufficient stretch. This way we can accommodate as many commitments as we want,
while only using the OT-functionality once2 . Therefore, the amortised cost of a commitment
is essentially only what we pay after the OT has been done. We now consider what the cost
will be per committed bit in communication and computation. Using the linear secret sharing
scheme from [28], we can get a commitment friendly secret sharing scheme over a constant size
field, so this means that the communication overhead is constant.
As for computation, under plausible complexity assumptions, there exists a PRG where we
pay only a constant number of elementary bit operations per output bit (see, e.g., [90]), so the
cost of computing the PRG adds only a constant factor overhead for both parties. As for the
computation of Pr , let us consider the set-up phase first. Let C be the set of players watched by
Pr , and let GC , HC be matrices where we collect the hi and g j ’s they have been assigned. Then
what Pr wants to check is that MC HC = GC MC> . In [32], a probabilistic method is described for
2

It is not hard to see that since a corrupt Ps looses as soon as Pr sees a single inconsistency, Ps cannot get
any advantage from executing a VSS after other commitments have been done.
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checking such a relation that has complexity O(n2 ) field operations and fails with only negligible
probability. This therefore also adds only a constant factor overhead because one VSS instance
allows commitment to `2 bits which is Θ(n2 ). Finally, in the reveal phase Pr computes M f η
and verifies a few coordinates. If one can check Θ(n) such commitments simultaneously, the
same trick from [32] can be used, and we get an overall constant factor overhead for Pr . We
note that checking many commitments in one go is exactly what we need for the application to
non-interactive proofs we describe later.
For Ps , using the scheme from [28], there is no way around doing standard matrix products
which can be done in O(n2+σ ) complexity for σ < 1. This gives us overhead nσ per committed
bit.
Finally, if we use instead standard packed secret sharing based on polynomials, the field size
must be linear in n, but on the other hand we can use FFT algorithms in our computations.
This gives a poly-logarithmic overhead for both players in communication and computation.

4.5

The relation between our scheme and IPS

In this section, we give some details on the extent to which our scheme can be seen as the
result of applying the IPS compiler [64] to our VSS. The compiler starts from a multiparty
outer protocol that implements some target functionality with active security. Together with
an inner protocol that only needs to be passively secure and assuming access to OT, it builds a
two party protocol implementing the same target functionality. The outer protocol is assumed
to be in the client/server model with a small number of clients who have inputs and get outputs
and many servers who execute the computation. Our VSS can be seen as having one client that
has input (the dealer) and one that gets output, when the secret is opened. Thus, if IPS can
be applied with the VSS as outer protocol, we will obtain a commitment protocol.
However, this will not work for the basic version of the IPS compiler because it assumes
that the outer protocol has no communication directly between the servers. Our VSS does not
satisfy this. But IPS suggests two ways to get rid of this limitation:
The first one involves changing the compiler to use a more complicated inner protocol. Using
this method, we would obtain a commitment protocol that is inherently interactive, in contrast
to our construction.
The second method involves precompiling the outer protocol by routing all server-to-server
messages via (some of) the clients. The idea is that when a server wants to send a message, it
will secret share it among two special clients who then sends the shares to the receiver. It is
shown in the IPS paper that if this is done using what they call non-malleable secret sharing, the
resulting protocol is still secure, but now with a smaller corruption threshold. We can use this
method by adding two clients to the VSS to do the rerouting, they have no inputs or outputs
and at most one of them can be corrupted.
We can apply the basic IPS compiler to this modified protocol, and then because only one
client has input, we can make the inner protocol be a dummy protocol. This removes the
interaction and the result is a commitment protocol that is somewhat similar to ours, but more
complicated because of the rerouting in the underlying VSS and less efficient by a constant factor
because of the extra secret sharing involved and the degradation of the corruption threshold.

4.6

Homomorphic Properties

In this section, we show how to implement the add, multiply and linear function commands in
FCOM . As before, we assume a commitment-friendly linear secret sharing scheme S.
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We first need some notation: consider a single commitment as we defined it in the previous
section and note that the data pertaining to that commitment consists of a vector f and the
committed value m held by Ps , whereas Pr holds m+π` (f ) as well as a subset of the coordinates
of M f . We will refer to the vector m + π` (f ) as the message field of the commitment.
We will use comS (m, f ) as a shorthand for all this data, where the subscript S refers to
the fact that the matrix M of S defines the relation between the data of Ps and that of Pr .
Whenever we write comS (m, f ), this should also be understood as stating that the players in
fact hold the corresponding data.
The expression comS (m, f ) + comS (m0 , f 0 ) means that both players add the corresponding
vectors that they hold of the two commitments, and store the result. It is easy to see that we
have
comS (m, f ) + comS (m0 , f 0 ) = comS (m + m0 , f + f 0 )
Furthermore, comS (m, f ) ∗ comS (m0 , f 0 ) means that the players compute the coordinate-wise
product of corresponding vectors they hold and store the result. We have
comS (m, f ) ∗ comS (m0 , f 0 ) = comŜ (m ∗ m0 , f ⊗ f 0 )
Note that Ŝ appears in the last term. Recall that the coordinates of f ⊗ f 0 are ordered such
that indeed the vector π` (f ) ∗ π` (f 0 ) appears in the first ` coordinates of f ⊗ f 0 .
Now, in order to support the additional commands, we will augment the set-up phase of
the protocol: in addition to πV SS , Ps will execute πV0 SS and πVϕ SS . For πV0 SS we use Ŝ as the
underlying linear secret sharing scheme, where the other VSS schemes use S. Furthermore, we
need an instance of πVϕ SS for each linear function ϕ we want to support. As before, all the views
of the virtual players are sent to Pr encrypted under the seeds xi . Pr checks consistency of the
views as well as the special conditions that honest players check in πV0 SS and πVϕ SS .
Note that if one instance of πV SS has been executed, this allows us to extract data for
` commitments. Likewise, an execution of πV0 SS allows us to extract ` commitments of form
comŜ (0` , u) for a random u, where by default we set the message field to 0. Finally, having
executed πVϕ SS , we can extract ` pairs of form comS (r, f r ), comS (ϕ(r), f 0r ) where r is random
such that r = π` (f r ) and ϕ(r) = π` (f 0r ). Again, for these commitments we set the message
field to 0. The protocols are shown in Fig. 4.5.
Generalizations In the basic case we are committing to bit strings, and we note that we
can trivially get negation of bits using the operations we already have: Given comS (m, f ), Ps
commits to 1` so we have comS (1` , f 0 ), we output comS (m, f ) + comS (1` , f 0 ) and Ps opens
comS (1` , f 0 ) to reveal 1` .
If we do the protocol over a larger field than F2 , it makes sense to also consider multiplication of a commitment by a public constant. This is trivial to implement, both parties simply
multiply their respective vectors by the constant.

Proof intution The protocol in Fig. 4.5 can be proven secure by essentially the same techniques we used for the basic commitment protocol, but we need in addition the specific properties
of πV SS , πV0 SS and πVϕ SS . First of all, it is clear that in the case when the sender is corrupted
and the receiver is honest, a simulator for this protocol can extract the messages (and share
vectors) in the commitments by following the same procedure as the simulator for the basic
commitment protocol. The specific properties of the VSS protocols πV SS , πV0 SS and πVϕ SS come
into play when constructing a simulator for the case when the sender is honest and the receiver
is corrupted.
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Protocols for addition, multiplication and linear operations
Setup Phase: Is augmented by executions of πV0 SS and πVϕ SS as described in the text. Throughout,
opening a commitment comS (m, f ) means that Ps sends m, f and Pr verifies, as in πHCOM .
Addition: Given commitments comS (m, f ), comS (m0 , f 0 ), output
comS (m, f ) + comS (m0 , f 0 ) = comS (m + m0 , f + f 0 ).
Multiplication: Given commitments comS (a, f a ), comS (b, f b ), and comS (c, f c ) extract the next
unused commitment from πV0 SS , comŜ (0` , u). Form a default commitment comS (1` , f 1 ), where
π` (f 1 ) = 1` and the other coordinates are 0. This can be done by only local computation. Ps opens
the following commitment to reveal 0` :
comS (a, f a ) ∗ comS (b, f b ) − comS (c, f c ) ∗ comS (1` , f 1 ) + comŜ (0` , u) =
comŜ (a ∗ b − c, f a ⊗ f b − f c ⊗ f 1 + u)
Linear Function Given commitment comS (m, f ), extract from πVϕ SS the next unused pair
comS (r, f r ), comS (ϕ(r), f 0r ). Ps opens comS (m, f ) − comS (r, f r ) to reveal m − r. Both parties compute ϕ(m − r) and form a vector v such that π` (v) = ϕ(m − r) and the rest of the entries
are 0. Output
comS (ϕ(r), f 0r ) + comS (ϕ(m − r), v) = comS (ϕ(m), f 0r + v)

Figure 4.5: Homomorphic Operations For πHCOM

In the protocol for computing the addition of two commitments, the simulator for a corrupted sender can simply use the same procedure as in the case of the commitment protocol for
extracting the messages m,m0 and proceed using this information. Security then follows from
the same arguments as before. In the case when the receiver is corrupted, the simulator can
also proceed as the commitment protocol simulator, i.e. by committing to random messages
and then generating a valid opening to the real messages received from FCOM . However, in
this case, security follows from Lemma 4.1.3, which shows that we can construct a vector fˆ
corresponding to an arbitrary linear function of f and f 0 such that the components of M fˆ
checked by the corrupted receiver are the same as the ones revealed at the setup phase. This
vector can be used to simulate the honest Ps opening the sum.
In the protocol for verifying multiplicative relations, the simulator for a corrupted sender can
use the same procedure as in the case of the commitment protocol to extract the messages a, b, c,
proceeding the simulation with this information. Security follows from the same arguments
provided for the simulator for the commitment protocol and also from Lemma 4.1.10, which
guarantees that comŜ (0` , u) is really a commitment to 0` if the checks in the setup phase are
successful. In the case when the receiver is corrupted, the simulator generates commitments
to random messages and later on computes valid openings corresponding to the real messages
received from FCOM . Computing such valid openings for arbitrary messages (in the sense that
the components of the share vectors revealed in the setup phase are the same) is guaranteed by
Lemma 4.1.3 for both πV SS and πV0 SS .
In the protocol for linear function evaluation, the simulator for a corrupted sender can use
the same procedure as in the case of the commitment protocol to extract the message m and
proceeds from there. Security in this case follows from the same arguments used for the simulator
for the commitment protocol and from Lemma 4.1.7, which guarantees that commitments that
pass the tests at the setup phase are valid. In the case when the receiver is corrupted, the
simulator commits to random messages and later on generates openings to the valid messages
received from FCOM . Lemma 4.1.3 (for πV SS ) and Lemma 4.1.8 (for πVϕ SS ) guarantee that it is
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possible to generate new vectors f (resp. f 0r ) corresponding to an arbitrary message such that
the components of M f (resp. M f 0r ) revealed in the setup phase are the same.

4.7

Applications

In this section, we will describe interesting applications of our fully homomorphic UC commitment scheme with low overhead described in Section 4.2 and Section 4.6.

Two-party One-sided Functionalities
One easily derived application of our commitment scheme is an implementation of any twoparty functionality where only one party Ps has input x and some verifier is to receive output
y, where y = C(x) for a Boolean circuit C. We call this a one-sided functionality. This
obviously includes UC secure zero-knowledge proofs of knowledge for any NP relation. Our
implementation is based on a Boolean circuit C computing the desired output.
We will focus on circuits that are not too “oddly shaped”. Concretely, we assume that
every layer of the circuit is Ω(`) gates wide, except perhaps for a constant number of layers.
Here one may think of ` as a statistical security parameter, as well as the number of bits
one of our commitments contains. Second, we want that the number of bits that are output
from layer i in the circuit and used in layer j is either 0 or Ω(`) for all i < j. We call such
circuits well-formed. In a nutshell, well-formed circuit are those that allow a modest amount
of parallelization, namely a RAM program computing the circuit can always execute Ω(`) bit
operations in parallel and when storing bits for later use or retrieving, it can always address
Ω(`) bits at a time. In practice, since we can treat ` as a statistical security parameter, its value
can be quite small(e.g., 80), in particular very small compared to the circuit size, and hence
a requirement that the circuit be well-formed seems rather modest. Using the parallelisation
technique from [35], we can evaluate a well-formed circuit using only parallel operations on `-bit
blocks, and a small number of different permutations of bits inside blocks. This comes at the
cost of a log-factor overhead.
Some circuits satisfy an even nicer condition: if we split the bits coming into a layer of C into
`-bit blocks, then each such block can be computed as a linear function of blocks from previous
layers, where the function is determined by the routing of wires in the circuit. Such a function
is called a block function. If each block function depends only on a constant number of previous
blocks and if each distinct block function occurs at least ` times, then C is called regular (we
can allow that a constant number of block functions do not satisfy the condition). For instance,
block ciphers and hash functions do not spread the bits around much in one round, but repeat
the same operations over many rounds and hence tend to have regular circuits. Also many
circuits for arithmetic problems have a simple repetitive structure and are therefore regular.
Theorem 4.7.1. For any one-sided two-party functionality F that can be computed by Boolean
circuit C, there exists a UC secure non-interactive implementation of F in the OT hybrid model.
Assuming C is well-formed and that there exists a linear overhead PRG, the communication as
well as the receiver’s computation is in O(log(|C|)|C|). If C is regular, the complexities are
O(|C|).
We stress that the protocol we build works for any circuit, it will just be less efficient if C
is not well-formed 3 .
3
It is possible to use MPC-in-the-head techniques to prove results that have some (but not all) of the
properties of Theorem 4.7.1. Essentially one applies the IPS compiler to a multiparty protocol, either a variant of
[31] (described in [65]), or the protocol from [35]. In the first case, the verifier’s computation will be asymptotically
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The basic idea of this is straightforward: Ps commits to each bit in x and to each output
from a gate in C that is produced when x is the input. Now we can use the commands of FCOM
to verify for each gate that the committed output is the correct function of the inputs. Finally,
Ps opens the commitment to the final output to reveal y.
However, we would like to exploit the fact that our commitments can contain `-bit strings
and support coordinate-wise operations on `-bit strings in parallel. To this end, we can exploit
the construction found in [35] , that allows us to construct from C a new circuit C 0 computing
the same function as C, but where C 0 can be computed using only operations in parallel on
`-bit blocks as well as log ` different permutations of the bits in a block. We can support
both types of operations (since a permutation of coordinates is a linear function) and since
we only need a small number of different permutations, the required set-up phase can be very
efficient. Since the required permutations do not depend on C, the set-up phase can even be
independent of C. But it can also be executed on the fly when C is known, and this will only
add a constant factor overhead. The construction always works, but if C is well-formed, C 0
will be of size O(log(|C|)|C|). If instead C is regular as defined before, we can instead do the
required rerouting of bits between layers by evaluating linear block functions. Since regularity
requires that any block function occurring is used several times, we can prepare commitments
for checking such linear relations efficiently.
With these observations, we can use FCOM operations to compute C 0 instead of C. The
difference to the first simplistic idea is that now every position in a block is used for computation.
Therefore the protocol implementing this will have several nice properties: first of all, it is noninteractive, assuming the very first step doing the OT has been done. This is because Ps ,
since he knows C, can predict which multiplications and permutation operations Pr will need
to verify, so he can compute the required opening information for commitments and send them
immediately. Second, if we use the linear secret sharing scheme from [28] as the basis for
commitments, then the size of the entire proof as well as of the verifier’s computation will be
of size O(|C| log |C|) for well formed circuits. If C is regular we will get complexity O(|C|)):
instead of using [35] we can implement the rerouting between layers by evaluating the block
functions directly. This can be done by calling the Linear Function operation from FCOM a
constant number of times for each block function. Thus we get the results claimed in Theorem
4.7.1.

Multiparty Computation
We can also apply our VSS directly to implement multiparty computation in the model where
there are clients who have inputs and get output and servers who help doing the computation.
Theorem 4.7.2. For any functionality F , there exists a UC perfectly secure implementation
of F in the client/server model assuming at most a constant fraction of the servers and all but
one of the clients may be corrupted. If C is well-formed, the total communication complexity
is in O(log(|C|)|C|). If C is regular, the complexity is O(|C|).
We are not aware of any other approach that would allow us to get perfect security and
“constant rate” for regular circuits4 .
larger than in our protocol, in the second case, one cannot obtain the result for regular circuits since [35] has at
least logarithmic overhead for any circuit since it cannot be based on fields of constant size.
4
Using [35] would give at least logarithmic overhead for any circuit, using variants of [31] would at best give
statistical security.
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Preliminaries. First we note that the VSS protocols we describe are not full-fledged VSSs as
they abort if there are conflicts found. But this can handled efficiently using known techniques
for dispute control (see [8]) as long as we do enough VSS instances in parallel. This way that
the efficiency of our VSS is preserved up to a constant factor and additive terms. So in the
following we will assume that we have VSS available in the standard sense.
We will write S(a, f a ) for the set of shares of vector a generated using randomness f a ,
similarly for Ŝ, where S is a commitment friendly secret sharing scheme, and will assume that
no more than t players can be corrupted, where t is the privacy threshold. As before, we will
choose the block size ` for the VSS such that it is linear in n, the number of servers.
We will also need that S and Ŝ allow for error correction: if one is given a set of shares
S(a, f a ) where a small enough constant fraction of the shares have been modified, then one
can efficiently reconstruct the entire set of shares. This also means that (perhaps by solving a
set of linear equations) one can come up with a vector w such that S(a, w) equals the set of
shares you reconstructed. In general it may not have to be the case that w = f a . Everything
we do in the following will work even if this is not the case, but for readability we will assume
that they are equal, i.e., we assume that f a can be reconstructed. The secret sharing scheme
from [26] can easily be modified to suit our requirements, basically because it works similarly
to Shamir’s scheme, but with polynomials replaced by rational functions on smooth projective
irreducible curves. We will need to work over a constant size extension field of characteristic 2
(size 64 will enough), but this only gives a constant factor overhead.
In our protocol, we will need a supply of pairs of random share vectors among the servers
of form
S(r, f r ), Ŝ(r, f̂ r ),
where r is random and unknown to the adversary. We do this by letting each server deal such a
pair and then apply the linear extractor from Theorem 3 of [47]. More specifically, the extractor
is linear mapping φ : Fn 7→ Fu for some u that is linear in n, and if the servers have produced
S(r i , f ri ), Ŝ(ri , f̂ ri ) for i = 1 . . . n, we can build u pairs of sharings S(sj , f sj ), Ŝ(sj , f̂ sj ) for
j = 1 . . . n. We will do this by having the servers apply φ to the n shares they have received in
the previous step. One can now observe that if we let r i [k] be the k’th entry in the vector r i ,
then for each k, we will have
(s1 [k], . . . , su [k]) = φ(r 1 [k], . . . , r n [k]).
Now, the adversary knows r i [k] when the i’th server is corrupt and otherwise the value in
completely unknown. Therefore the r i ’s form a bit fixing source from the adversary’s point of
view and hence by Theorem 3 from [47], the outputs from φ are completely unknown to the
adversary.
To have a single server S produce S(r, f r ), Ŝ(r, f̂ r ), we first run the VSS to produce the
two sets of shares (actually ` of them in one go). We need to make sure that the same vector is
contained by both sets of shares in a pair. Let S(1` , f 1 ) be a default sharing of the all-1 vector
with public and fixed randomness. Then note that
S(r, f r ) ∗ S(1` , f 1 ) − Ŝ(r, f̂ r ) = Ŝ(0` , f r ⊗ f 1 − f̂ r )
Consider that we have ` instances of such differences (because we ran two VSS protocols in the
first place), and that S knows the vectors of form f r ⊗ f 1 − f̂ r . If S chooses some more column
vectors that also start with ` 0’s, then we have exactly the set-up for the πV0 SS protocol. So
now we run this with S as dealer and if we get accept, then we know that the pairs of share
vectors S produced are well formed.
Note that this gives us a general way for a player to show that two sets of shares, under S,
respectively Ŝ, determine the same secret, provided he knows the underlying random vectors.
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We also need a supply of share vectors of form S(r, f r ), S(ϕ(r), f 0 r ) for a linear function
ϕ, this is easy, we just have all servers execute πVϕ SS and use the linear extractor in the same
way as above.
The Protocol. The actual protocol follows the pattern of many similar protocols: the clients
start by VSS-ing their inputs, and then we work our way through the circuit, where by the
nature of the secret sharing, we will be dong ` gates in parallel throughout. The standard
representation of any vector a occurring in the computation is of form S(a, f a ).
Addition gates are trivial: by linearity, we have for any two share vectors that
S(a, f a ) + S(b, f b ) = S(a + b, f a + f b ).
For a multiplication gate, players will do local multiplication so we get
S(a, f a ) ∗ S(b, f b ) = Ŝ(a ∗ b, f a ⊗ f b ).
We now need to convert this to a sharing under S of the same value. To do this we take the
next unused pair S(r, f r ), Ŝ(r, f̂ r ) and compute by local addition
Ŝ(a ∗ b, f a ⊗ f b ) + Ŝ(r, f̂ r ) = Ŝ(a ∗ b + r, f a ⊗ f b + f̂ r )
Now all servers send their shares in this value to a single server Pi . He reconstructs a ∗ b + r
and f a ⊗ f b + f̂ r which is possible by assumption on S. He then creates S(a ∗ b + r, u) and
sends shares to the servers. Assuming Pi did this correctly, we can compute
S(a ∗ b + r, u) − S(r, f r ) = S(a ∗ b, u − f r )
which was the goal. To make sure that Pi acted correctly, we have him prove that Ŝ(a ∗ b +
r, f a ⊗ f b + f̂ r ) and S(a ∗ b + r, u) contain the same value, and this can be done using the
same procedure we had a client do above, if we make sure that Pi is assigned to handle at least
` multiplications.
Once the computation is done, we have share vectors of the output that we open towards
the client who is to receive.
Routing Bits Between Layers. In order to allow us to evaluate the circuit using only
parallel computation, we need to route the bits correctly between layers of the circuit. We
can do this by using the [35] approach to transform the circuit, or by computing the rerouting
directly if the circuit is regular. In any case, this will require us to take a sharing S(a, f a ) and
compute S(ϕ(a), f 0 a ) for a linear function ϕ where we can assume that the same function is
to be applied to at least ` blocks. This can be done by taking a pair S(r, f r ), S(ϕ(r), f 0 r ),
compute
S(a, f a ) + S(r, f r ) = S(a + r, f a + f r )
and send all shares of this value to a single player Pi . He can reconstruct a + r and f a + f r ,
compute ϕ(a + r) and make a sharing S(ϕ(a + r), v). Assuming Pi acted correctly we can
compute by local addition
S(ϕ(a + r), v) − S(ϕ(r), f 0 r ) = S(ϕ(a), v − f 0 r ).
To check that Pi did this correctly, we observe that we have sharings S(a + r, f a + f r ) and
S(ϕ(a + r), v) where Pi knows the involved randomness. This can be seen as part of the set-up
of the πVϕ SS protocol. So Pi completes the set-up and we execute πVϕ SS with Pi as dealer. If
this accepts, we know that Pi acted correctly.
This completes the sketch of the protocol. The proof of security is straightforward.
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Efficiency By inspection, one sees that every operation we do only incurs communication
of at most a linear number of bits per bit of data we compute on. In particular this is true
because the openings in the multiplication and linear function subprotocols are handled by a
single player: an opening to one player communicates n bits, but the sharing contains Θ(n)
bits. Therefore this protocol satisfies the claims of Theorem 4.7.2.

String Commitment with Partial Individual Opening
Our commitment protocol can be interpreted as an unconditionally secure protocol in the model
where correlated randomness is given. In this model, it was shown in [84] that any unconditionally secure protocol that allows commitment to N bits where each bit can be individually
opened, must use Ω(N k) bits of correlated randomness, where k the security parameter. They
also show a positive result that partially circumvents this lower bound by considering a funcN,r that allows commitment to N bits where only r < N bits can be selectively and
tionality Fcom
individually opened. When r is O(1), they implement this functionality at constant rate, i.e.,
the protocol requires only O(1) bits of correlated randomness per bit committed to. We can
improve this as follows:
N,r in the
Theorem 4.7.3. There exists a constant-rate statistically secure implementation of Fcom
correlated randomness model, where r ∈ O(N 1− ) for any  > 0.

We find it quite surprising that r can be “almost” N , and still the lower bound for individual
opening does not apply. What the actual cut-off point is remains an intriguing open question.
N,r that first allows P to commit to N bits
Here we wish to implement a functionality Fcom
s
and then to open up to r bits individually, where he can decide adaptively which bits to open.
We do this in the correlated random bits model where a functionality is assumed that initially
gives bit strings to Ps and Pr with some prescribed joint distribution, the implementation must
be statistically secure with error probability 2−k .
Note that our protocol can be seen as a protocol in this model if we let players start from the
strings that are output by the PRG. In this case we get statistically secure commitments with
error probability 2−Θ(`) (since ` is Θ(n)). So we can choose ` to be Θ(k) and get the required
error probability. Then one of our commitments can be realised while consuming O(k) = O(`)
correlated random bits.
Note that we can open a single bit in a commitment to a as follows: to open the j’th bit aj
the prover commits to ej , a vector with 1 in position j and 0 elsewhere and to c which has aj
in position j and 0’s elsewhere. Now the multiplication check is done on commitments to a, ej
and c, and Ps opens ej and c. Pr does the obvious checks and extracts aj . It is trivial to show
that this is a secure way to reveal only aj and we consume O(`) correlated random bits since
only a constant number of commitments are involved.
N,r with N = `u and r = `u−1 for some u, and the implementation
Now we can implement Fcom
is done by having Ps commit to the N bits in the normal way using r commitments, and when
opening any single bit, we execute the above procedure. This consumes a total of O(N +
r`) = O(N ) correlated random bits. Thus the consumption per bit committed to is O(1).
Furthermore, we have r = N (u−1)/u = N 1−1/u , so we get the result of Theorem 4.7.3 by
choosing a large enough u.
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Chapter 5

Additively Homomorphic UC
Commitments With Linear
Computational Complexity
In this chapter we present our additively homomorphic UC commitment scheme with linear
computational complexity. The contents of this chapter were taken almost verbatim from
[22, 23], where we first presented these results.

5.1

Linear-Time Secret Sharing and Coding Scheme

In this section we describe the coding scheme Ct that stands in the core of our commitment
protocols. We depart from any error correcting code and apply a simple transformation that
yields a code that can also be seen as a linear secret sharing scheme for an specific access
structure. Intuitively, this makes it possible to reveal a large fraction of a codeword generated
by Ct without revealing any information on the encoded message.
Standard generic constructions of general linear secret sharing schemes from error correcting
codes, require a code whose dual code has high minimum distance. On the other hand, our
construction does not require any specific property from the underlying error correcting code.
This conceptual difference is of fundamental importance for the asymptotic and concrete efficiencies of our constructions, since it allows a secret sharing scheme to be constructed from very
efficient linear error correcting codes whose dual codes’ minimum distance are mostly unfit for
the standard generic constructions. In particular, our coding scheme Ct inherits the underlying
code C’s complexity. achieving linear-time encoding and/or decoding when constructed from
appropriate codes [47, 55–58, 88].
Intuitively, the encoding procedure EncCt of Ct first encodes a message m under the underlying
code C obtaining a codeword v. In the next step, each element of v is secret shared into t
shares under a simple additive secret sharing scheme (i.e. taking random vectors v 1 , . . . , v t
P
such that ti=1 v i = v). The final codeword c is defined as c = (v 1 [1], . . . , v t [1], . . . , v 1 [n], . . . ,
v t [n])> , i.e., each t successive elements of c sum up to the corresponding element of v. The
decoding procedure DecCt basically reconstructs each element of v from c and then uses the
decoding algorithm of C to decode v into the original message m. Figure 5.1 illustrates the
inner workings of our coding scheme.
Notice that only the encoding procedure EncCt is used in the actual commitment schemes,
while the decoding procedure DecCt is used in the simulators. Moreover, Ct basically applies a
linear transformation on codewords generated by the underlying code C, since EncCt uses a LSSS
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v1 [1]
v2 [1]

C(m) → v ∈ F3

v1 [2]

v = v1 + v2

v = v1 + v2

v2 [2]

m ← C −1 (v)

v1 [3]
v2 [3]

Figure 5.1: Coding scheme illustration for t = 2, n = 3

Coding Scheme Ct
Let C : Fk → Fn be a linear error correcting code over a field F of dimension k, length n and minimum
k
distance d, and let t ≥ 2 be a fixed integer. Let m be a row vector
 in F andc be a column vector
C
in Ftn The coding scheme is composed by the pair of algorithms Enct , DecCt described as follows:
- EncCt (m): the encoding procedure EncCt : Fk → Ftn takes as input a message m and proceeds
as follows:
(1) Encode m using C, thus obtaining v = C(m) ∈ Fn .
(2) Use the randomized function Σt (v) to additively secret share each component of the
codeword v into t shares. Output the column vector c = Σt (v)> . When we need to
remember the randomness used in Σt , we will write EncCt (m; v 1 , . . . , v t−1 ).


Let τ = d−1
and let D : Fn → Fn ∪ {⊥} be a τ -bounded decoding algorithm for the underlying
2
code C. That is, D either decodes a received word r into the unique codeword c ∈ C at distance not
more than τ from r (if such codeword exists) or indicates that no such codeword exists, declaring a
decoder failure.
- DecCt (c): the decoding procedure DecCt : Ftn → Fk ∪ {⊥} takes as input a codeword c and
proceeds as follows:
(1) Compute Λt (c) to obtain a vector v 0 ∈ Fn .
(2) Decode v 0 using the decoding algorithm D for the underlying code C. If D fails, output
⊥. Otherwise output m = C −1 (D(v 0 )).

Figure 5.2: Coding Scheme Ct

to divide each component of the codeword into t shares. Hence, if C is linear, so is Ct . Finally,
we show in Remark 5.1.1 that EncCt itself can be seen as a LSSS. Intuitively, after a message
m is encoded through EncCt , an element v[i] of the underlying codeword can only be recovered
if all shares v 1 [i], . . . , v t [i] are known. Hence, no information on m is revealed as at least one
share is missing for every underlying codeword element.
Before we formally outline the coding scheme Ct Figure 5.2, we need to define the auxiliary
functions Σt and Λt :
- Σt : Fn −→ Ftn is a randomized function that takes as input a row vector v in Fn
and does the following: sample v 1 , . . . , v t−1 ← Fn and compute v t = v − (v 1 + · · · +
v t−1 ). For j = 1, . . . , n, define wj = kti=1 v i [j] = (v 1 [j], . . . , v t [j]) and set Σt (v) =
knj=1 wj = (w1 , . . . , wn ). Note that this means each consecutive t-tuple of Σt (v) sums to
the corresponding element in the vector v.
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- Λt : Ftn → Fn takes as input a vector h and adds each consecutive t components of h. That
P
is, Λt (h) gives as output the row vector in Fn whose i’th component is tj=1 h[(i−1)t+j].
Note that Λt (Σt (m)) = m.
Remark 5.1.1. It is possible to see the entire encoding procedure EncCt as a LSSS for N = tn
players: let C ∈ Matn×k be the transpose of a generator matrix for the code C and let cj be its
jth row, then the vector EncCt (m) can be seen as a share vector of m ∈ Fk in the LSSS defined
by the pair (k, M Ct ), where m = k +(t−1)n and M Ct is a N ×mmatrix with rows given by mi =
P
em,i+k−bi/tc for i ∈ [nt] \ {t, 2t, . . . , nt} and mjt = cj , 0(t−1)n − t−1
for j ∈ [n].
i=1 m(j−1)t+i
n

The set of tn players can be divided in n groups of t players each: define Tj = P(j−1)t+1 , . . . , Pjt
for all j ∈ [n]. Thus we can rephrase the encoding procedure EncCt for a vector m ∈ Fk as: first
compute the codeword v = C(m) and then, for all j ∈ [n], share the component v[j] between
the players in Tj using the additive LSSS for t players (see Example 3.2). From the (t − 1)privacy property of the additive LSSS, it follows that any subset of players A ⊆ {P1 , . . . , Pn }
such that |A ∩ Tj | ≤ t − 1 for all j ∈ [n] is unqualified for the scheme (k, M Ct ). Instead, if
B ⊆ {P1 , . . . , Pn } satisfies B ∩ Tj = Tj for at least n − (d − 1) indices j, then it is a qualified
set for (k, M Ct ). Indeed, the players in B can compute at least n − (d − 1) components of the
codeword v and then they can apply an erasure correction algorithm for C and recover m. In
particular if |B| ≥ nt − (d − 1), then B is qualified.

5.2

Basic Construction

t−1,t
In this section we present our basic commitment scheme. We will work in the FOT
-hybrid
model (t being a fixed integer greater or equal than 2) and we will phrase our protocol in terms
of a Setup and an Online phase. This decoupling is motivated by the fact that the Setup phase
can be run at any time and independently of the inputs of the parties. Once the Setup phase
is completed, polynomially many commitments can be executed in the Online phase, when the
inputs are known. Moreover, the Setup phase is also completely independent of the number of
commitments executed in the Online phase. Finally our scheme is based on a [n, k, d] linear
C
error correcting
j code
k C over F used in the encoding procedure Enct defined in Figure 5.2 (we
consider τ = d−1
the security parameter).
2

A commitment to a message m ∈ Fk will be obtained by sending to the receiver Pr a subset
of components (watch-list) of the vector w = EncCt (m) computed by the sender Ps . The watchlist has to be chosen in such a way that the components of w contained in it give no information
on the message m (hiding property). To open the commitment, the sender Ps has to send to
the receiver both m and the randomness used in the procedure EncCt , so that the receiver can
compute by itself w and check if it is consistent with the components it already knows from
the watch-list. If we design the protocol in such a way that the sender doesn’t know which
components the receiver will check, then, since Ps can not change the message it committed to
without changing a substantial amount of entries, Pr will see a mismatch and catch the cheating
opening with high probability (binding property).
The watch-list mechanism is created in the Setup phase. The idea is that the sender and
the receiver run n (t − 1)-out of t OTs on n groups of tn seeds for a PRG, in such a way that for
each group the verifier will know only (t − 1) of the seeds chosen by the sender. The expanded
strings produced by the PRG are used to form a matrix Y . After that, in the Online phase,
for each new commitment, the sender choses a new column y η in Y and use it as one-time pad
for sending to Pr the encoding EncCt (m). This will allow the receiver Ps to view (t − 1)n entries
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o

t−1,t
Protocol πCOM in the FOT
-hybrid model
0

Let G : {0, 1}`P RG → {0, 1}`P RG be a pseudorandom generator, C : Fk → Fn be a linear error
correction code over F and t ≥ 2 a fixed integer. The procedure EncCt is defined in Figure 5.2.
t−1,t
A sender Ps and receiver Pr interact between themselves and with FOT
as follows:
OT-Setup phase:
For i = 1, t + 1, 2t + 1, . . . , (n − 1)t + 1:
0
(1) Ps samples t strings xi , xi+1 , . . . , xi+t−1
←
{0, 1}`P RG
and sends
t−1,t
(sender, sid, ssid, (xi , . . . , xi+t−1 )) to FOT .
(2) Pr samples {ci1 , . . . , cit−1 } ← {0, 1, . . . , t − 1} and sends (receiver, sid, ssid, ci1 , . . . , cit−1 )
t−1,t
to FOT
.
t−1,t
.
(3) Pr receives (received, sid, ssid, xi+ci1 , . . . , xi+cit−1 ) from FOT

i
i
Let W (watch-list) be the set of indices W = i + c1 , . . . , i + ct−1 | i = 1, t + 1, 2t + 1, . . . , (n − 1)t + 1
and let Y ∈ Mattn×l be the tn × `P RG matrix with rows y j ’s consisting of the row vectors
G(xj )’s for j = 1, . . . , tn. Denote by y j the j’th column of Y . Ps knows the entire matrix
Y , Pr knows the watch-list W and only (t − 1)n rows of Y , but in a structured way: for each
groups of t rows y jt+1 , . . . , y (j+1)t it holds exactly t − 1 of thosea .

Commit phase:
(1) Upon input (commit, sid, ssid, Ps , Pr , m) for m ∈ Fk , Ps samples v 1 , . . . , v t−1 ← Fn and
computes w = EncCt (m; v 1 , . . . , v t−1 ). Then Ps chooses an unused column y η from the
matrix Y defined in the Setup phase, computes c = w + y η and sends (sid, ssid, η, c) to
Pr .
(2) Pr stores (sid, ssid, η, c) and outputs (receipt, sid, ssid, Ps , Pr ).
Open phase:
(1) Upon input (reveal, sid, ssid, Ps , Pr ), Ps sends (sid, ssid, m, v 1 , . . . , v t−1 ) to Pr .
(2) Pr receives (sid, ssid, m, v 1 , . . . , v t−1 ), computes w = EncCt (m; v 1 , . . . , v t−1 ) and checks
if w[i] + y η [i] = c[i] for all i ∈ W . If this check fails Pr rejects the opening and halts.
Otherwise Pr outputs (reveal, sid, ssid, Ps , Pr , m).
a

We remark that the parties do not need to hold the entire matrices at any one point in time, but can
generate it on demand using an appropriate pseudorandom generator.

Figure 5.3: Protocol πCOM

of the encodings without the sender knowing which these entries are. Furthermore, in this way
we can allow many commitments while using the OT-functionality only once. For every new
commitment, the sender and receiver can obtain new one-time pads for the watch-list by simply
expanding the PRG seeds into a larger pseudorandom string up to a polynomially bounded
length.

Statistical binding property: if the sender wants to open two different messages m and
m0 for the same commitment (η, c), then it has to produce randomness consistent with two
vectors w and w0 such that C(m) = Λt (w) and C(m0 ) = Λt (w0 ). Since the code has minimal
distance d and d ≥ 2τ + 1, at least one of the two different codewords Λt (w) and Λt (w0 ) is at
distance strictly greater than τ from Λt (c − y η ) (Hamming distance). Assume w. l. o. g. that
dist(Λt (w), Λt (c − y η )) ≥ τ + 1, then in w − c + y η there are at least τ + 1 groups of consecutive
entries in which at least one entry is not zero. Since the receiver checks t − 1 entries chosen at
random in each group, the probability that he doesn’t see any mismatch is at most
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 τ +1
1
t

.

Computational hiding property: from the security of the PRG G, we can claim that the
receiver knows only t − 1 entries in each group of consecutive entries of wη = EncCt (m). That is,
Pr knows only t − 1 shares of each component of the codeword C(m). Thus, the hiding property
follows from the (t − 1)-privacy property of the additive secret-sharing scheme for t players used
to share each component of the codeword C(m).

5.3

Security Analysis of πCOM

t−1,t
Protocol πCOM UC-realizes ideal functionality FCOM in the FOT
-hybrid model, which is
formally stated in Theorem 5.3.1. This theorem will be proven through Lemma 5.3.3 and
Lemma 5.3.2.
0

Theorem 5.3.1. Let G : {0, 1}`P RG → {0, 1}`P RG be a pseudorandom generator and C : Fk →
t−1,t
Fn be a [n, k, d] error correction code over F. Protocol πCOM UC-realizes FCOM in the FOT
hybrid model.
When both parties are honest, the protocol πCOM is trivially correct. Let A be a static active
adversary that interacts with the sender Ps and the receiver Pr running the protocol πCOM in the
t−1,t
FOT
-hybrid model. We will prove that πCOM UC-realizes the functionality FCOM by showing
a simulator S that has access to a copy of FCOM and then arguing that no environment can
distinguish with non-negligible probability between its interaction with S and FCOM and its
interaction with A and the real parties.
For the sake of simplicity we analyze separately the cases when only the sender Ps is corrupted and when only the receiver Pr is corrupted.
0

Lemma 5.3.2 (Statistical Binding). Let G : {0, 1}`P RG → {0, 1}`P RG be a pseudorandom generator and C : Fk → Fn be a [n, k, d] error correction code over F. For every static active adversary
t−1,t
A corrupting only Ps in the FOT
-hybrid execution of πCOM and for every environment1 Z,
there exists a simulator S such that:
s

F t−1,t

OT
IDEALFCOM ,S,Z ≈ HYBRIDπCOM
,A,Z

where the security parameter is τ =

j

d−1
2

k

.

Proof. The simulator S proceeds as follows: S internally runs a copy of A and delivers to it
every input received from Z. Likewise, every output from the internal copy of A is delivered to
Z. After the activation, S proceeds with the following steps:
(1) Simulating the Setup phase: S receives (sender, sid, ssid, xi , xi+1 , . . . , xi+t−1 ) from A and
samples {c̃i1 , . . . , c̃it−1 } ← {0, 1, . . . , t − 1} for i = 1, t + 1, 2t + 1, . . . , (n − 1)t + 1.
As in the protocol, define W = i + c̃i1 , . . . , i + c̃it−1 | i = 1, t + 1, 2t + 1, . . . , (n − 1)t + 1
and Y the tn × `P RG matrix with rows consisting of the row vectors G(xj ).


(2) Simulating the Commit phase: S receives (sid, ssid, η, c) from A and computes w̃ = c−y η ,
where y η is the column number η of the matrix Y . Then, S runs the decoding procedure
DecCt (w̃). If DecCt (w̃) outputs ⊥, S samples a random message m̃ ← Fk ; otherwise it sets
m̃ = DecCt (w̃). S sends (commit, sid, ssid, Ps , Pr , m̃) to FCOM .
1
Note that in the proof of Proposition 5.3.2 the requirement for the environment to be polynomial-time is
not necessary. Indeed the proof holds for any environment that interacts with each system only a polynomial
number of times.
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(3) Simulating the Open phase: S receives (sid, ssid, m, v 1 , . . . , v t−1 ) from A and computes
the vector w = EncCt (m; v 1 , . . . , v t−1 ). If w[j] = w̃[j] for all j ∈ W , then S outputs
(reveal, sid, ssid, Ps , Pr ) to FCOM . Otherwise S rejects the commitment and halts.
t−1,t
The simulator always behaves like an honest receiver Pr interacting with FOT
in the hybrid
model execution of the protocol. Thus, if m = m̃, the distribution of the messages exchanged
with A in the simulation is exactly the same as in the execution of πCOM and Z can not
distinguish between them.
If m 6= m̃, then in the Open phase Z can distinguish between the hybrid model execution
and the simulated execution when the value m is accepted by S. Indeed in this case only in
the hybrid model execution the value m̃ revealed by FCOM is different from the input value
m. But we can show that this happens with negligible probability. When DecCt (w̃) outputs ⊥
in step 2, then the Hamming distance of Λt (w̃) from any codeword is strictly greater than τ
by definition of DecCt , in particular dist(Λt (w), Λt (w̃)) ≥ τ + 1. If DecCt (w̃) doesn’t fail, then
C(m̃) + e = Λt (w̃) (with e vector of weight less or equal than τ ) and the Hamming distance of
Λt (w̃) from Λt (w) is strictly greater than τ because

dist(Λt (w), Λt (w̃)) ≥ dist(Λt (w), Λt (w̃) + e) − dist(e, 0tn ) =
= dist(C(m), C(m̃)) − dist(e, 0tn ) ≥ d − τ ≥ τ + 1 .
Thus in both cases, there are at least τ + 1 groups of consecutive entries in w − w̃ in which at
least one entry is not zero and therefore the condition w[j] = w̃[j] for all j ∈ W for a random
W holds with probability equal or less than

 τ +1
1
t

.
0

Lemma 5.3.3 (Computational Hiding). Let G : {0, 1}`P RG → {0, 1}`P RG be a pseudorandom
generator and C : Fk → Fn be a [n, k, d] error correction code over F. For every static active
t−1,t
adversary A corrupting only Pr in the FOT
-hybrid model execution of πCOM and for every
environment Z, there exists a simulator S such that:
c

F t−1,t

OT
IDEALFCOM ,S,Z ≈ HYBRIDπCOM
,A,Z

where the security parameter is τ =

j

d−1
2

k

.

Proof. As before, the simulator S internally runs a copy of A simulating for it a real-world
execution of the protocol πCOM . In particular S delivers all the messages received from Z to
A and conversely as if they were communicating directly. In this setting S is described by the
following instructions:

(1) Simulating the Setup phase: For i = 1, t + 1, 2t + 1, . . . , (n − 1)t + 1: S samples random
0
t−1,t
strings x̃i , x̃i+1 , . . . , x̃i+t−1 ← {0, 1}`P RG and, acting as FOT
, upon receiving (receiver, sid, ssid, ci1 , . . . , cit−
from the internal copy of A, sends back to it (received, sid, ssid, x̃i+ci , . . . x̃i+ci ).
1



ci1 , . . . , i

t−1

cit−1

Denote by W the set i +
+
| i = 1, t + 1, 2t + 1, . . . , (n − 1)t + 1 and by Y
the matrix with rows consisting of the row vectors G(x̃j ).
(2) Simulating the Commit phase: After receiving (receipt, sid, ssid, Ps , Pr ) from FCOM , S
chooses an index η such that the η-th column y η is unused, samples m̃, ṽ 1 , . . . , ṽ t−1 ← Fk
and computes w̃ = EncCt (m̃; ṽ 1 , . . . , ṽ t−1 ). Finally, S sends (sid, ssid, η, c̃) to A where
c̃ ← Ftn such that c̃[j] = w̃[j] + y η [j] for all j ∈ W .
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(3) Simulating the Open phase: Upon input (reveal, sid, ssid, Pr , Ps , m) from FCOM , S computes v = C(m). Then it sends (sid, ssid, m, v 1 , . . . , v t−1 ) to A, where the vectors
v k ’s are defined in the following way: fix j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} and let be i = (j − 1)t, if
{ci1 , . . . , cit−1 } = {0, . . . , t − 2} then just define v k [j] = ṽ k [j] for all k = 1, . . . , t − 1, otherwise let kj be the element in {0, . . . , t − 2} \ {ci1 , . . . , cit−1 } and define v k [j] = ṽ k [j] for
P
k 6= kj and v kj [j] = v[j] − k6=kj v k [j] − w̃[jt].
In the Setup phase and in the Commit phase the simulator S behaves like an honest sender
t−1,t
running the protocol in the FOT
-hybrid model, except for the fact that it chooses m̃ at random
and the vector c̃ at random under the constraint that it is consistent with the watch-list of A. In
the hybrid model all the entries of c are of the form w[j]+y η [j], while in the ideal-world some of
the entries of c̃ are replaced by uniformly random elements of F. Thus, if the environment was
able to distinguish the distribution of c from the one of c̃, then it would break the computational
security property of the PRG used. Regarding the choice of m̃, observe that A knows only t − 1
shares of each component of the codewords C(m̃) (shares in the additive LSSS for t players).
Thus by the (t − 1)-privacy property of the additive LSSS and Remark 5.1.1, the vector m̃ is
perfectly hidden from A. This allows to conclude that the distribution of c in the hybrid model,
given the view of the adversary, is the uniform one over Fk .
Finally, in the Open phase, S uses its knowledge of the watch-list W in order to compute
the vectors m and v 1 , . . . , v t−1 in such a way that they are consistent with the view of A from
the Setup phase. That is, if w = EncCt (m; v 1 , . . . , v t−1 ), then w[j] = w̃[j] (the vector A already
knows from the Setup phase) for all j ∈ W . This means that the opening values sent by S
have exactly the same distribution as the values sent in the hybrid model. Since again the
distribution of the messages exchanged with A in all the phases in the simulation is exactly the
same as in the hybrid model execution of πCOM , Z can not distinguish between them.

5.4

Additive Homomorphic Property

Notice that in the protocol πCOM a commitment (i, c) may be accepted in the Open phase by
an honest receiver even if Λt (wi ) is not a codeword, but it is near enough to a codeword. More
precisely, if a cheating sender computes wi in such a way that Λt (wi ) = C(m) + e for some error
vector e with Hamming weight equal to e, then an honest
e receiver will accept the commitment
(i, c) for the message m with probability equal to 1t .
Because of this, a cheating sender can setup an attack where with non negligible probability
the sum of two commitments can be opened to a message that is different to the sum of the
messages contained in the individual commitments. Given the vectors m, m0 and m̃ where
m̃ 6= m + m0 , Ps can compute the vectors e, e0 and ẽ such that e + e0 + ẽ = C(m + m0 ) − C(m̃)
and the Hamming weight of each of them is less or equal than τ (note that this is possible
to achieve as long as d ≤ 3τ , which is not disallowed by our assumption d ≥ 2τ + 1). In the
Commit phase the corrupted Ps defines w = Σt (C(m) − e) and w0 = Σt (C(m0 ) − e0 ) and sends
(α, c) and (β, c0 ), where c = w + y α and c0 = w0 + y β . Recall that Σt is the outer additive code
in our encoding. From the above argument, in the Open phase, an honest receiver will accept
(α, c) or (β, c0 ) as commitment for m or for m0 respectively, with probability strictly greater
 τ +1

than 1t
in both cases. Furthermore with the same probability, Ps can also open the sum
0
c + c to m̃ because by construction w + w0 = Σt (C(m̃) + ẽ).
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t−1,t
Protocol πACOM in the FOT
-hybrid model
0

Let G : {0, 1}`P RG → {0, 1}2m be a pseudorandom generator, C : Fk → Fn be a [n, k, d] code over F
and t ≥ 3 a fixed integer. We recall that N = tn, m = k + (t − 1)n and the matrix M Ct , whose i-th
row is called mi , is defined in Remark 5.1.1.
t−1,t
A sender Ps and receiver Pr interact between themselves and with FOT
as follows:
Setup phase:
OT-Setup:
For i = 1, t + 1, 2t + 1, . . . , (n − 1)t + 1:
0
(1) Ps samples t strings xi , xi+1 , . . . , xi+t−1
←
{0, 1}`P RG and sends
t−1,t
(sender, sid, ssid, (xi , . . . , xi+t−1 )) to FOT
.
i
i
(2) Pr
samples
{c1 , . . . , ct−1 }
←
{0, 1, . . . , t − 1}
and
sends
t−1,t
(receiver, sid, ssid, ci1 , . . . , cit−1 ) to FOT
.
t−1,t
.
(3) Pr receives (received, sid, ssid, xi+ci1 , . . . , xi+cit−1 ) from FOT
Let Y
∈
MatN ×2m be the N × 2m matrix with rows y j ’s consisting
of the row vectors G(xj )’s for j
=
1, . . . , N and W
=

i + ci1 , . . . , i + cit−1 | i = 1, t + 1, 2t + 1, . . . , (n − 1)t + 1 .
Pre-commitment:
t−1,t
(1) Upon receiving (received, sid, ssid) from FOT
, Ps samples r 1 , . . . , r k ← Fk and
C
a
using r 1 , . . . , r k as input
runs πVSS instantiated from the LSSS described by
 M t 2m
i >
and constructing the row vectors wi = g i , (h )
∈ F
for i = 1, . . . , N . Let
W ∈ MatN ×2m be the matrix consisting of the rows wi .
(2) Ps computes A = W + Y and sends (sid, ssid, A) to Pr . Denote with ai the i-th
row of A.

(3) Pr computes g i , (hi )> = ai − y i for all i ∈ W and checks if mj · hi = g j · m>
i
for all different indices i, j ∈ W . If all the checks are satisfied, then Pr accepts the
Setup phase, otherwise it halts.
Commit phase:
(1) Upon input (commit, sid, ssid, Ps , Pr , m) for m ∈ Fk , Ps chooses an unused r η from the
Setup phase, computes c = m + r η and sends (sid, ssid, η, c) to Pr .
(2) Pr stores (sid, ssid, η, c) and outputs (receipt, sid, ssid, Ps , Pr ).
Addition:
If the tuples (sid, ssid1 , α, c1 ), (sid, ssid2 , β, c2 ) were previously sent by Ps and recorded by
Pr , then:
(1) Upon input (add, sid, ssid1 , ssid2 , ssid3 , Ps , Pr ), both the players Ps and Pr define and
store (sid, ssid3 , γ, c3 ) where γ = α k β and c3 = c1 + c2 .
Open phase:
If (sid, ssid, δ, c0 ) was stored and δ = (δ1 , . . . , δ` ) ∈ [k]` , then:
(1) Upon input (reveal, sid, ssid, Ps , Pr ) to reveal message m0 ,
Ps sends
P`
δj
0
(sid, ssid, m , v 1 , . . . , v t−1 ) to Pr , where v i =
for all i = 1, . . . , t − 1
j=1 v i
δ

δ

j
and the vectorb EncCt (r δj ; v 1j , . . . , v t−1
) is the column number δj in the matrix W (for
all j = 1, . . . , `).
(2) Pr receives (sid, ssid, m0 , v 1 , . . . , v t−1 ) and computes w = EncCt (c0 − m0 ; v 1 , . . . , v t−1 ).
P`
Then, Pr checks if w[j] = i=1 g j [δi ] for all the entries j ∈ W . If this check fails Pr
rejects the commitment and halts. Otherwise Pr outputs (reveal, sid, ssid, Ps , Pr , m0 ).

a

Protocol πVSS described in Fig. 4.1 of Chapter 4.
Since the LSSS defined by (k, M Ct ) is equivalent to the encoding procedure EncCt , Ps already knows the
δ
vectors {v i j }i used to encode r δj from the Pre-commitment phase
b

Figure 5.4: Protocol πACOM
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While we could prevent the attack above by imposing the stronger condition d ≥ 3τ + 1,
it is easy to see that the same problem would still apply to the additions of at least d τd e − 1
commitments.
To deal with this problem, we need to assure that for any vector w computed by the sender
in the Commit phase, it holds that Λt (w) is an actual codeword. Since a correct vector w
can be seen as a share-vector in the LSSS given by (k, M Ct ) (Remark 5.1.1), a standard way
to achieve this guaranty is to convert (k, M Ct ) into a verifiable secret-sharing scheme (VSS).
The latter is a secret-sharing scheme for which, together with the standard privacy property
for unqualified sets of players, a stronger reconstruction property holds for the qualified sets.
Indeed, in a VSS, even when the dealer is corrupted, any qualified set of honest players can
determine a secret that is consistent with the share held by any honest player in the scheme.
In order to obtain the additive homomorphic property for our commitment protocol, the basic
idea we will use in Section 5.4 consists in forcing the sender to compute the vector w using a
verifiable version of the encoding procedure EncCt . In this way the receiver can verify that w
has been properly constructed (i.e. Λt (w) is a codeword) with overwhelming probability.

Homomorphic Commitment Scheme
In this section we present our additively homomorphic commitment scheme. The protocol is
t−1,t
designed in the FOT
-hybrid model using preprocessing and it will be based on the instantiation
of Protocol πVSS described in Fig. 4.1 of Chapter 4 in which the underlying LSSS is the one
that is equivalent to our encoding procedure EncCt . The result is a commitment scheme that
can be seen as a concrete exemplification of the homomorphic commitment scheme described in
Chapter 4. Note that in this section, for technical reasons, the fixed integer t has to be strictly
greater than 2.
Given the [n, k, d] linear error-correcting code C, we have already noted in Remark 5.1.1 that
computing the vector w = EncCt (m; v 1 , . . . , v t−1 ) is equivalent to computing the share-vector
for m in the LSSS defined by (k, M Ct ) for N = tn players. In particular w = M Ct · f where the
vector f is given by f = (m, f 1 , . . . , f n )> with f j = (v 1 [j], . . . , v t−1 [j]) for any j ∈ [n].
The protocol πACOM is presented in Figure 5.4. In the Setup phase, firstly the same
watch-list mechanism of πCOM is created and after the sender runs πVSS on some random
messages r 1 , . . . , r k computing the vectors hi , g i for all i = 1, . . . , N . In particular Ps computes EncCt (r i ) = (g 1 [i], . . . , g N [i])> . Thanks to the watch-list mechanism, the receiver sees all
the vectors hi , g i such that i is in the watch-list set W and therefore it can check the relation
mj ·hi = g j ·m>
i for all i, j in W . If all these checks are satisfied, then it follows from the strong
reconstruction property of the VSS, that the vectors EncCt (r i ) have been properly constructed
(i.e. Λt (EncCt (r i )) is a codeword) with overwhelming probability. Nevertheless, since the set of
players {Pi | i ∈ W } is unqualified for the LSSS (k, M Ct ), the receiver has no info about the
vectors r 1 , . . . , r k .
In the Online phase, to commit to m ∈ Fk , the sender takes an unused r η and sends
c = m + r η to the sender. The commitment is represented by the pair (η, c). To open it, the
sender reveals m and the randomness used to compute w = EncCt (r η ), thus the receiver can
check if the entries he already knows of the encoding of r η match the ones of w.
As in the basic protocol, the hiding property follows easily from the privacy of the VSS
scheme and the security of the PRG. The binding property, again, follows from the fact that in
order to change r i in r 0i the sender has to change a large amount of entries in EncCt (r i ) without
knowing which entries the receiver checks. Finally, in this protocol we can implement additions:
given a commitment (α, c1 ) to m1 and a commitment (β, c2 ) to m2 , both the parties can just
compute c3 = c1 + c2 and store ((α, β), c3 ) as new commitment. To open c3 to m1 + m2 the
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senders sends to Pr the vector m1 + m2 and the sum of the randomness used in EncCt (r α ) an
in EncCt (r β ). While the receiver will check the received randomness as in an usual Open phase
but considering the sum of the encodings of r α and r β .
Note that now a commitment will be represented by (η, c), where η can also be a tuple of
indices instead of just one index in [k] = {1, . . . , k}. Indeed, if c is the commitment obtained
by the sum of ` standard commitments (i.e. commitments created in the Commit phase), then
η ∈ [k]` . For this reason, in order to implement the Addition command in the description of the
protocol, we will use the following notation: if α ∈ [k]i and β ∈ [k]j , then γ = α k β = (α, β) ∈
[k]i+j .

5.5

Security Analysis of πACOM

t−1,t
The protocol πACOM UC-realizes the ideal functionality FADDCOM in the FOT
-hybrid model,
as stated in Theorem 5.5.1. This theorem is proven through Lemma 5.5.2 and Lemma 5.5.3.
0

Theorem 5.5.1. Let G : {0, 1}`P RG → {0, 1}2m be a pseudorandom generator and C : Fk → Fn
t−1,t
be a [n, k, d] error correction code over F. Protocol πACOM UC-realizes FADDCOM in the FOT
hybrid model.
In the following let A be a static active adversary that interacts with the sender Ps and
t−1,t
the receiver Pr running the protocol πACOM in the FOT
-hybrid model. For the simulators
we will construct to prove the security of the protocol πACOM we will always assume that S
invokes a copy of A running an internally simulated interaction of A with the environments
and the parties and that S delivers all messages exchanged between Z and A as if they were
communicating directly.
0

Lemma 5.5.2 (Statistical Binding Property). Let G : {0, 1}`P RG → {0, 1}2m be a pseudorandom
generator and C : Fk → Fn be a [n, k, d] error correction code over F. For every static active
t−1,t
adversary A corrupting only Ps in the FOT
-hybrid world execution of πACOM and for every
environment Z, there exists a simulator S such that:
s

F t−1,t

OT
IDEALFADDCOM ,S,Z ≈ HYBRIDπACOM
,A,Z

where the security parameter is τ =

j

d−1
2

k

.

Proof. The simulator S is described by the following instructions:
(1) Simulating the OT-Setup phase: S receives (sender, sid, ssid, xi , xi+1 , . . . , xi+t−1 ) from A
and samples the values {c̃i1 , . . . , c̃it−1 } ←
{0, 1, . . . , t−1} for i = 1, t+1, 2t+1, . . . , (n−1)t+

1. Define the watch-list set to be W = i + c̃i1 , . . . , i + c̃it−1 | i = 1, t + 1, 2t + 1, . . . , (n − 1)t + 1 .
(2) Simulating the Pre-commitment phase: S also receives (sid, ssid, A) from A and
 it com
putes the matrix W = A−Y where Y is the matrix with rows G(xi ). If wi = g i , (hi )>
is the i-th row of W , then S checks if mj · hi = g j · m>
i for any i, j ∈ W . If all the checks
succeed, S continues; otherwise it sends abort to FADDCOM and halts.
If it doesn’t abort, S uses all the vectors wi to construct a qualified set H of consistent
VSS players as follows: initially H contains all players. Now, if H contains a pair of
inconsistent players Pi , Pj , i.e., where we have mj · hi 6= g j · m>
i , then these two players
are deleted from H. We repeat until no further pairs can be deleted. If H has cardinality
equal or greater than tn − τ , then H is qualified and S can compute the set of vectors
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r̃ 1 , . . . , r̃ k (see Remark 5.1.1 and Lemma 4.1.2). Otherwise, it sends abort to FADDCOM
and halts.
(3) Simulating the Commit phase: S receives (sid, ssid, η, c) and computes m̃ = c − r̃ η . It
then sends (commit, sid, ssid, Ps , Pr , m̃) to FADDCOM .
(4) Simulating the Addition: Assume that (sid, ssid1 , α, c1 ) and (sid, ssid2 , β, c2 ) has been
already stored. If S receives (add, sid, ssid1 , ssid2 , ssid3 , Ps , Pr ) from A, then it define
and store (sid, ssid3 , γ, c3 ) where γ = α k β and c3 = c1 + c2 .
(5) Simulating the Open phase: Assume that (sid, ssid, δ, c0 ) was stored and δ = (δ1 , . . . , δ` ) ∈
[k]` . If S receives (sid, ssid, m0 , v 1 , . . . , v t−1 ) from A, it computes w = EncCt (c0 −m0 ; v 1 , . . . , v t−1 )
P
and checks if w[j] = `i=1 g j [δi ] for all the entries j ∈ W . If this check fails S rejects the
commitment and halts. Otherwise S outputs (reveal, sid, ssid, Ps , Pr ) to FADDCOM .
Given the previous instructions for S, we will now argue that the environment Z can not
successfully tell whether it is interacting with A and the parties running πACOM , or with S and
t−1,t
FOT
in the ideal execution more than negligible probability.
In the Setup phase, if the checks in step 2 don’t succeed or if they succeed and S can
extract the vectors r̃ 1 , . . . , r̃ k from his view, then S acts like a honest receiver Pr . So in this
case the distribution of the messages exchanged with A is the same as in the protocol πACOM .
Instead, if the checks in step 2 succeed but the reconstruction of the vectors r̃ 1 , . . . , r̃ k fails,
then the simulator S has to abort and the environment will see a difference between the two
distributions. However we can prove that this last case only happens with negligible probability.
In other words we want to upper-bounded the probability of the event: H has cardinality strictly
less than tn−τ and the checks in step 2 are satisfied. And for this, it is enough to upper-bounded
the probability that the checks are satisfied, assuming that the complement of H has cardinality
greater or equal to τ + 1. It is clear that the probability that the checks in step 2 are satisfied
is less or equal the probability that W doesn’t contain pairs of indices i, j such that Pi , Pj are
both in the complement of H. So we focus our attention on the latter probability
that will be
n
o
called p in the following. Recall the definition of the players’ subsets Tj = P(j−1)t+1 , . . . , Pjt
for j ∈ [n] and consider a pair of players Pa ∈ Ti and Pb ∈ Tj . If i 6= j, then the probability
that the pair a, b is in W is




t−1
t

2

. While if i = j, then the probability of the same event

2

t−1
is equal to t−2
> t−2
t . Since
t
t , the worst case is when the complement of H is formed
only by pairs of players Pa , Pb both coming from the same subset Ti . Now, we observe that
if in the complement of H there are two pairs Pa , Pb and Pc and Pd coming from the same
subset Ti (a, b, c and d all distinct by construction of H), then by definition of W one of the
two pairs {a, b}, {c, d} must stay in W , so p = 0. Otherwise we can assume that for each i, in
the complement of H there is at most one pair from the subset Ti . In this case the probability

  τ +1

p is less or equal to 2t 2 .
In the Commit phase and in the Addition phase S behaves as an honest receiver, so also in
these phases the distribution of the messages exchanged with A is the same as in the protocol
πACOM . The only case in which Z sees a discrepancy is in the Open phase when the message
m0 sent by A is accepted but it is different from the message m̃ reveled by FADDCOM . Now
we will argue that this happens with negligible probability. Note that, if S doesn’t halt during
step 2, then for all η = 1, . . . , k it computes r̃ η together with some randomness {ṽ ηj }j=1,...,t−1 in
such a way that if w̃η = EncCt (r̃ η ; ṽ η1 , . . . , ṽ ηt−1 ), then w̃η [j] = g j [η] for any j such that Pj ∈ H
P
(see Lemma 4.1.2). Therefore, Λt ( `i=1 w̃δi ) is a codeword and its distance from the vector
P`
Λt ( i=1 wδi ) is less or equal than τ . Recall that wη = (g 1 [η], . . . , g nt [η])> is the η-th column in
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P`

the matrix W . Thus, if m̃ 6= m0 , it must hold that dist Λt (

i=1 w

δi ), Λ

t (w)



> τ , which im-

plies that the checks in step 3 are satisfied with negligible probability, less or equal than

 τ +1
1
t

.

Also in the protocol πACOM it is possible to implement polynomial many commitments,
after having run the OT-Setup phase only once. Indeed, after that the watch-list W has been
settled, the sender can always sample new random vectors r ∗1 , . . . , r ∗k ← Fk and, together with
the receiver, repeat the execution of the Pre-commitment phase on this new input. We have
already recalled in Section 5.2 that it is possible to expand the PRG output in order to have
new one-time keys to use in the each execution of the Pre-commitment phase. After that, Ps
and Pr can continue the protocol following the instructions in πACOM . Moreover, this doesn’t
create any restriction about the Addition command: we can allow the sum of commitments that
use one-time keys coming from different Pre-commitment phases.
Assume that in step 5 of the simulation for corrupted senders, (δ, c0 ) has been created by
adding commitments from different Pre-commitment phases. For the sake of simplicity, assume
that δ = (δ1 , δ2 ). The two individual commitments (δ1 , c1 ) and (δ2 , c2 ) use one-time keys r̃ δ1
and r̃ ∗δ2 that are part of the input of two different executions of the πVSS protocol. In this case,
in step 2 of the simulation we can have two different qualified set H, H ∗ used by S to compute
r̃ δ1 , r̃ ∗δ2 respectively. But if the cardinality of H ∩ H ∗ is greater or equal to nt − τ , then we can
assure again that dist(Λt (w̃δ1 + w̃∗δ2 ), Λt (wδ1 + w∗δ2 )) ≤ τ and we can conclude as in the proof
of Proposition 5.5.2 (note that the watch-list W is the same in the two executions of πVSS ). Now
notice that, if the complement of H ∩ H ∗ has cardinality greater than τ , then we can repeat
the argument we had for step 2 and say that the probability that Pi and Pj are neither both in
the complement of H nor both in the complement of H ∗ for all i, j in W is negligible. Indeed,
in this analysis only the numbers of inconsistent pairs matters, it doesn’t count from which
execution the inconsistent pair comes from. Therefore we can assure that if the checks in step
2 are satisfied for all the executions of the VSS scheme, then with overwhelming probability
|H ∩ H ∗ | ≥ nt − τ . This argument can be easily generalized to the sum of three or more
commitments (i.e. ` ≥ 3).
0

Lemma 5.5.3 (Computational Hiding Property). Let G : {0, 1}`P RG → {0, 1}2m be a pseudorandom generator and C : Fk → Fn be a [n, k, d] error correction code over F. For every static
t−1,t
active adversary A corrupting only Pr in the FOT
-hybrid world execution of πACOM and for
every environment Z, there exists a simulator S such that:
c

F t−1,t

OT
IDEALFADDCOM ,S,Z ≈ HYBRIDπACOM
,A,Z

where the security parameter is τ =

j

d−1
2

k

.

Proof. The simulator S in this case is similar to the one described for proving the hiding property
of the protocol πCOM .
(1) Simulating the OT-Setup phase: For i = 1, t + 1, 2t + 1, . . . , (n − 1)t + 1: S sam0
t−1,t
ples random strings x̃i , x̃i+1 , . . . , x̃i+t−1 ← {0, 1}`P RG and, acting as FOT
, upon receiving (receiver, sid, ssid, ci1 , . . . , cit−1 ) from the internal copy of A, sends back to it
(received, sid, ssid, x̃i+ci , . . . x̃i+ci ).
1

t−1

Denote by W the set i +
+ cit−1 | i = 1, t + 1, 2t + 1, . . . , (n − 1)t + 1 and by Y
the matrix with rows consisting of the row vectors G(x̃j ).


ci1 , . . . , i
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(2) Simulating the Pre-commitment phase: S uniformly samples k random strings r̃ 1 , . . . , r̃ k ∈
Fk and
the protocol πVSS (M Ct ) on them. In this way it constructs the row vectors
 runs
i >
w̃i = (h̃ ) , g̃ i ∈ F2m for i = 1, . . . , N . Let W̃ be the matrix consisting of the rows w̃i .
S samples a matrix M ← Mattn×2m such that for any j ∈ W the j-th row of M is given
by w̃j + G(x̃j ) and sends (sid, ssid, M ) to A.
(3) Simulating the Commit phase: After receiving (receipt, sid, ssid, Ps , Pr ) from FADDCOM ,
S chooses an index η such that random string r̃ η is unused, samples a random message
c̃ ∈ Fk and sends (sid, ssid, η, c̃) to A.
(4) Simulating the Addition: Assume that (sid, ssid1 , α, c̃1 ) and (sid, ssid2 , β, c̃2 ) has been
created. If S receives the message (add, sid, ssid1 , ssid2 , ssid3 , Ps , Pr , success) from FADDCOM ,
it stores (sid, ssid3 , γ, c̃3 ) where γ = α k β and c̃3 = c̃1 + c̃2 .
(5) Simulating the Open phase: Assume that (sid, ssid, δ, c̃0 ) was stored and δ = (δ1 , . . . , δ` ) ∈
[k]` . Upon input (reveal, sid, ssid, Pr , Ps , m0 ) from FADDCOM , S computes v = C(c̃0 −m0 ).
Note that from step 2, S knows the vectors ṽ i1 , . . . , ṽ it−1 such that for i = 1, . . . , k the
column i of W̃ satisfies w̃i = EncCt (r̃ i ; ṽ i1 , . . . , ṽ it−1 ). Thus, it can compute the vectors
v h ’s in the following way: fix j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} and let i = (j − 1)t, if {ci1 , . . . , cit−1 } =
P
{0, . . . , t−2} then just define v h [j] = `s=1 ṽ δhs [j] for all h = 1, . . . , t−1, otherwise let hj be
P
the element in {0, . . . , t − 2} \ {ci1 , . . . , cit−1 } and define v h [j] = `s=1 ṽ δhs [j] for h 6= hj and
P`
P
v hj [j] = v[j] − k6=hj v h [j] − s=1 w̃δs [jt]. Finally, S sends (sid, ssid3 , m0 , v 1 , . . . , v t−1 )
to A.
Notice that the set of players {Pi | i ∈ W } is unqualified for the LSSS (k, M Ct ). Thus, thanks to
Lemma 4.1.8 arguments similar to the ones used in the proof of Proposition 5.3.3 show that the
distribution of the messages exchanged with A in the simulation is the same as in the hybridworld execution of πACOM . Thus the environment Z can not distinguish between its interaction
with S and FADDCOM and its interaction with A and the real parties.

5.6

Complexity and Concrete Efficiency

In this section we discuss the computational and communication complexities of the commitment
schemes proposed in Section 5.2 and Section 5.4. We also estimate concrete parameters and
compare the efficiency of our schemes with previous works.

Complexity
The commitment scheme presented in Chapter 4 suffers from a quadratic computational overhead in order to achieve optimal communication overhead. This issue stems from the fact that
this scheme requires an underlying LSSS that operates over constant size fields [28] whose sharing operations consist in matrix multiplications. Our homomorphic scheme circumvents that
by constructing the VSS scheme from a linear error correcting code with linear-time encoding
where one can compute shares by computing encodings.
The core component of both commitment schemes is the coding scheme EncCt . This construction can be seen both as an error correcting code (ECC) and a linear secret secret sharing
scheme for a specific access structure. EncCt can be built from any linear error correcting code,
differently from previous results, which require codes whose dual codes have high minimum
distance in order to construct LSSS. This fundamental difference in construction allows us to
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obtain a coding scheme EncCt (and consequently a LSSS) that runs in linear time on the input length from any linear-time encodable error correcting code. There exist constructions of
linear-time encodable codes with constant rate and good (i.e., linear in the codeword length)
minimum distance, see [55–58, 88]. However, these may even be more sophisticated than what
we need since all we require about the minimum distance is that it is at least 2τ + 1, where τ
is the security parameter.
The encoding and decoding procedures of EncCt inherit the complexity of the underlying
code. Notice that in our constructions we only utilize the encoding procedure of EncCt , since
sharing and verifying share consistency in the VSS scheme of Figure 4.1 can be seen as encoding.
Hence, our constructions can even take advantage of recent advances in linear-time encodable
codes [47].
Combining a linear-time encoding procedure EncCt with a PRG where we pay only a constant
number of elementary bit operations per output bit (see, e.g., [90]), we obtain UC-secure commitments with optimal computational complexity. Notice that the setup phase (where OTs are
needed) is only run once, allowing for an arbitrary number of posterior commitments. Thus, the
cost of this phase is amortized over the number of commitments. Communication complexity
is also linear in the message length if C has constant rate.

Concrete Parameters and Efficiency
Even though our schemes can achieve optimal asymptotic computational and communication
complexities, we are also interested in obtaining highly efficient concrete instantiations. As
an example, we estimate parameters for a concrete instantiation of our schemes with message
length k = 256 bits and statistical security parameter τ = 60.
Bulding Blocks:
The basic building blocks of our commitment scheme are the coding scheme EncCt , a PRG and
a UC-secure OT protocol. We select the following constructions of these building blocks for our
concrete instances:
- OT: The UC-secure protocol presented in [83]. This protocol is round optimal and requires
communicating 6 group elements and computing 11 exponentiations per transfer.
- PRG: AES in counter mode, using the IV as a PRG seed. AES implementations are
readily available in modern hardware (e.g. Intel’s AES-NI) making the cost of this PRG
negligible.
- EncCt : For the basic scheme of Figure 5.3 we will need a EncC2 coding scheme, while for
the additively homomorphic scheme of Figure 5.4 we need a EncC3 coding scheme. Both
schemes are constructed using a binary [796, 256, ≥ 121] BCH code (see, e.g., [72]) 2 as C
according to the generic construction of Section 5.1. This code has parameters k = 256,
n = 796 and d ≥ 121, which corresponds to τ = 60. We obtain EncC2 : F256 → F1592 and
EncC3 : F256 → F2388 . Even though this code doesn’t have linear encoding complexity, it
was chosen because it is readily available in the Linux Kernel and it achieves good concrete
performance.
2

More precisely, the [796, 256, ≥ 121] code is actually obtained by shortening a BCH-code with parameters
[1023, 483, ≥ 121]. This code was in turn selected by first fixing the message size k = 256, the statistical security
parameter τ = 60 and the minimum distance d ≥ 2τ + 1 ≥ 121, then using MAGMA to compute concrete code
parameters that fit these constraints.
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Concrete Parameters:
Table 5.1 presents the communication, round and computational complexities in terms of the
parameters [n, k, d] of the code C used to instantiate the encoding scheme EncCt . The commitment
message length is k and the statistical
security
parameter follows from code C’s minimum
k
j
d−1
distance d following the relation τ = 2 .
Notice that the homomorphic scheme of Figure 5.4 requires a pre-commitment phase after
which it is possible to execute k commitments to messages of length k. Hence, the communication and computational complexities of an individual commitment are computed by dividing
the total cost of the pre-commitment phase by the number of commitments that can be executed after this phase3 . In practice the whole pre-commitment must be run before additively
homomorphic commitments can be executed. Nevertheless, the pre-commitment phase can be
preprocessed, since it is independent of the actual messages.
The setup phase for both schemes requires n executions of a t − 1-out-of-t OT. Its cost in
terms of exponentiations/encodings depends on the OT protocol used.

Scheme
πACOM
Fig. 5.4
πCOM
Fig. 5.3

Communication
Complexity
(in field elements)
Commit Open
Total

Round
Complexity
Commit

Open

2m + k

m

3m + k =

1

1

nt

m

m + nt

1

1

Computational
Complexity
Commit
+2
Enc.

4n(t−1)
k

1 Enc.

Open
1 Enc.
1 Enc.

Total
+3
Enc.

4n(t−1)
k

2 Enc.

Table 5.1: Concrete efficiency in terms of coding scheme EncCt parameter t and code C parameters
dimension
j
k k, and length n. Message length is k and statistical security follows from the relation
d−1
τ = 2 , depending on code C’s minimum distance d. Enc. stands for encodings and m =
k + n(t − 1).

Preprocessing:
Both the basic scheme of Figure 5.3 and the homomorphic scheme of Figure 5.4 can benefit
from preprocessing. In this model, the commitment phase is preprocessed before the messages
are known in a so called offline phase. Later on, in the online phase, the sender can commit to
its actual messages virtually for free. Using this trick, the sender can pre-compute a number
of commitments before they are actually needed during his idle time, dramatically speeding
up the online phase where he receives his actual inputs. This strategy is particularly fit for
scenarios where a large number of commitments are known to be needed at some point, such
as cut-and-choose protocols.
Notice that, in pre-commitment phase of the additively homomorphic scheme of Figure 5.4,
the sender uses the VSS scheme to share several random strings of the same size as the messages
and sends a fraction of the resulting shares to the receiver for verification. Later on, in the online
phase, the sender can simply encrypt its actual messages using this random strings as one-time
pads. A similar trick can be applied to the basic scheme in Figure 5.3 by using the regular
Computing and checking the consistency of shares under the VSS scheme πVSS (M C3 ) used for the additively
homomorphic scheme of Figure 5.4 can be seen as computing a number of encodings under EncC3 .
3
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commit phase steps to pre-commit to a series of random strings of the same size as the actual
messages before they are known.
Table 5.2 presents the communication and computational complexities of our schemes in
the preprocessing model in terms of the parameters [n, k, d] of the code C used to instantiate
the encoding scheme EncCt . The commitment message length is k and the statistical
k security
j
d−1
parameter follows from code C’s minimum distance d following the relation τ = 2 . Notice
that pre-commitments are run as offline phase.

Scheme
πACOM
Fig. 5.4
πCOM
Fig. 5.3

Communication
Complexity
(in field elements)
Commit Open
Total

Round
Complexity
Commit

Open

2m + k

m

3m + k =

1

1

nt

m

m + nt

1

1

Computational
Complexity
Commit
+2
Enc.

4n(t−1)
k

1 Enc.

Open
1 Enc.
1 Enc.

Total
+3
Enc.

4n(t−1)
k

2 Enc.

Table 5.2: Preprocessing model concrete efficiency in terms of coding scheme EncCt parameter t
and code C parameters dimension
k,
j
k and length n. Message length is k and statistical security
d−1
follows from the relation τ = 2 , depending on code C’s minimum distance d. Enc. stands
for encodings and m = k + n(t − 1).

Evaluating Efficiency:
Previous efficiency comparisons between UC-secure commitment schemes have been based on
the number of exponentiations required by each scheme. This choice of comparison parameters
is justified by the fact that this is usually the most costly operation that dominates the concrete
execution time of such schemes. However, apart from the setup phase involving OTs, our
protocols require no exponentiations at all. After the setup phase of our protocols, the most
expensive operation is the encoding procedure of the EncCt coding scheme (the other operation
required is addition).
We compare the efficiency of our schemes with the most efficient previous works [12, 71] by
estimating the execution time of the encoding procedure of the BCH code and comparing that
to the execution time of exponentiations on the same platform. While the encoding scheme
of the ECC and the PRG are used proportionally to the number of commitments one wishes
to make and open, the OT protocol is only used for a fixed number of times during the setup
phase. Hence, it is interesting to estimate the concrete efficiency of the setup phase separately
from the other steps of the protocols, since the cost of running the OT protocol is amortized
over the number of commitments.
The concrete computational, round and communication complexities for our schemes when
instantiated using the previously described building blocks are presented in Table 5.3. In this
case we consider message length k = 256 and statistical security parameter τ = 60, using the
[796, 256, ≥ 121] BCH code as the building block for EncC2 and EncC3 .
The execution time of an elliptic curve “exponentiations” over a field of size 256 bits offering
128-bit security is evaluated through an implementation in SCAPI 2.3 [48] using an underlying
curve implementation provided by OpenSSL 1.1.0. The execution time of the encoding procedure of the [796, 256, ≥ 121] BCH code is evaluated using the implementation present in the
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Scheme
(Fig. 6)
[12]
(Protocol 2)
[71]
πACOM , t = 3
Fig. 5.4
πCOM , t = 2
Fig. 5.3

Communication
Complexity (in bits)
Commit Open Total

Round
Complexity
Commit Open

Computational
Complexity
Commit
Open
Total

1024

2048

3072

1

5

10 Exp.

12 Exp.

22 Exp.

1024

2560

3584

1

3

5 Exp.

18 13 Exp.

23 13 Exp.

34733

1848

36580

1

1

27 Enc.

1 Enc.

28 Enc.

1592

1052

2644

1

1

1 Enc.

1 Enc.

2 Enc.

Table 5.3: Concrete efficiency with message length k = 256 bits, statistical security parameter
τ = 60 and 128-bit computational security (for the schemes of [12, 71]). Exp. and Enc. stand
for exponentiations and encodings, respectively.

Linux kernel. The platform used for estimating the running time of these operations is based
on a Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-2400 CPU at 3.10 GHz with 4 GB of RAM running a Linux Kernel
version 3.13.0.
Our experiments showed that the elliptic curve “exponentiations” take an average of 375 µs
while the encodings take an average of 0.75 µs on the same platform. Hence, in this scenario,
computing one encoding is on average 500 times faster than computing one exponentiation on
the same platform. These data show that our basic commitment scheme is 5500 times more
computationally efficient than the scheme of [12], also achieving 14% lower communication
complexity. On the other hand, our additively homomorphic commitment scheme is 392 times
faster than the scheme of [12], though its communication complexity is 12 times higher.
The Random Oracle Model [10] has historically been used to construct cryptographic schemes
with very high efficiency. Surprisingly, our scheme achieves amortised concrete efficiency comparable to previous universally composable schemes based on the ROM [44, 62] even though
it is constructed in the plain model. The average execution time of a SHA-256 hash function
in our evaluation platform is of 0.63µs for the fastest implementation (BouncyCastle) available
on SCAPI 2.3, while the OpenSSL implementation runs in 0.835µs. The protocol introduced
in [62] requires four evaluations of the ROM, which translates into a total execution time 1.68
times higher than of our basic scheme if SHA-256 is used to instantiate the ROM.
Implementing the setup phase required by our basic scheme in Figure 5.3 requires n =
796 executions of a 1-out-of-2 OT, yielding a cost of 8756 exponentiations. With the above
timings and considering the OT protocol of [83], the computational complexity of this scheme
is lower when at least 398 commitments are computed, and gets increasingly better as the
number of commitments increases. However, 4776 of these exponentiations can be precomputed
independently of the messages since it is enough for the receiver to get random messages,
lowering the online cost to 3980 exponentiations (i.e. the cost of 180 commitments. The
additively homomorphic scheme in Figure 5.4 requires n = 796 executions of a 2-out-of-3 OT,
yielding a higher cost in terms of exponentiations in the setup phase.
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Chapter 6

Rate-1 Additively Homomorphic UC
Commitments with Linear
Computational Complexity
In this chapter we present our rate-1 additively homomorphic UC commitment scheme with
linear computational complexity. The contents of this chapter were taken almost verbatim from
[24], where we first presented these results.

6.1

Interactive Proximity Testing

In this section, we will introduce our interactive proximity testing technique. It consists in the
following argument: suppose we sample a function H from an almost universal family of linear
hash functions (from Fm to F` ), and we apply this to each of the rows of a matrix X ∈ Fn×m ,
obtaining another matrix X0 ∈ Fn×` ; because of linearity, if X belonged to an interleaved code
C m , then X0 belongs to the interleaved code C ` . This suggests that we can test whether X is
close to C m by testing instead if X0 is close to C ` . Theorem 6.1.5 states that indeed the test
gives such guarantee (with high probability over the choice of the hash function) and moreover,
if these elements are close to the respective codes, the “error patterns” (the set of rows that
have to be modified in each of the matrices in order to correct them to codewords) are the same.
Definition 6.1.1 (Almost Universal Linear Hashing). We say that a family H of linear functions
Fn → Fs is -almost universal, if it holds for every non-zero x ∈ Fn that
Pr [H(x) = 0] ≤ ,

H←H

where H is chosen uniformly at random from the family H. We say that H is universal, if it is
|F−s |-almost universal. We will identify functions H ∈ H with their transformation matrix and
write H(x) = H · x.
We will first establish a property of almost universal hash functions that can be summarized
as follows. Applying a randomly chosen linear hash function H from a suitable family H to a
matrix M will preserve its rank, unless the rank of M exceeds a certain threshold r. If the rank
of M is bigger than r, we still have the guarantee that the rank of H · M does not drop below
r.
Lemma 6.1.1. Let H : Fm → Fr+s+t be a family of |F|−(r+s) -almost universal linear functions.
Fix a matrix M ∈ Fm×n . Then it holds for H ← H that
Pr[rank(H · M) < min(rank(M), r)] ≤ |F|−s .
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Remark 6.1.2. Since rank is preserved by transposition, we can state the consequence of the
Lemma equivalently as
Pr[rank(M> H> ) < min(rank(M> ), r)] ≤ |F|−s .
Proof. If rank(M) = 0 the statement is trivial. Thus assume rank(M) > 0. Let V = hMicol be
the column-span of M. We will first compute E[|ker(H) ∩ V | − 1]. By linearity of expectation
we have that
E[|ker(H) ∩ V | − 1] = E[|{v ∈ V \{0} : H(v) = 0}|]
=

X
v∈V \{0}

Pr[H(v) = 0]
H

≤ (|V | − 1)|F|−(r+s)
≤ |V | · |F|−(r+s) .
As |ker(H) ∩ V | − 1 is non-negative, it follows by the Markov inequality that
Pr[|ker(H) ∩ V | − 1 ≥ |V | · |F|−r ] ≤
≤

E[|ker(H) ∩ V | − 1]
|V | · |F|−r
|V ||F|−(r+s)
|V | · |F|−r

= |F|−s .
Thus it follows that
Pr[|ker(H) ∩ V | > |V | · |F|−r ] ≤ |F|−s .

(6.1)

- If rank(M) = dim(V ) ≤ r, then it holds that
|V | · |F|−r ≤ 1
and Equation (6.1) implies
Pr[|ker(H) ∩ V | > 1] ≤ |F|−s .
But since dim(ker(H) ∩ V ) = rank(M) − rank(HM), this means that
Pr[rank(HM) < rank(M)] ≤ |F|−s .
- On the other hand, if rank(M) = dim(V ) ≥ r, then we can restate Equation (6.1) as
Pr[dim(ker(H) ∩ V ) > rank(M) − r] ≤ |F|−s .
Again using dim(ker(H) ∩ V ) = rank(M) − rank(HM) we obtain
Pr[rank(HM) < r] ≤ |F|−s .
All together, we obtain
Pr[rank(HM) < min(rank(M), r)] ≤ |F|−s ,
which concludes the proof.
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The next lemma states that we obtain a lower bound the distance of a matrix X from an
interleaved code C m by the rank of PX.
Lemma 6.1.3. Let C be a F-linear [n, k, s] code with a parity check matrix P. It holds for every
X ∈ Fn×m that dist(C m , X) ≥ rank(PX).
Proof. Let E ∈ Fn×m be a matrix of minimal row support such that X − E ∈ C
kEk0 = dist(C m , X). Clearly PX = PE. It follows that
rank(PX) = rank(PE) ≤ rank(E) ≤ kEk0 = dist(C

m

m,

i.e.,

, X).

Lemma 6.1.4. Let C be a F-linear [n, k, s] code with a parity check matrix P. Let X ∈ Fn×m
0
and X0 ∈ Fn×m . If it holds that
hPXicol ⊆ hPX0 icol ,
0

then for any C0 ∈ C m there exists a C ∈ C m such that the row support of X − C is contained
in the row support of X0 − C0 . As a consequence, it also holds that
dist(C

m

m0

, X) ≤ dist(C

, X0 ).

Proof. As hPXicol ⊆ hPX0 icol , we can express PX as
PX = PX0 T,
0

for a matrix T ∈ Fm ×m . This implies that P(X − X0 T) = 0, from which it follows that
X − X0 T ∈ C m . Thus there exists a Ĉ ∈ C m with
X − X0 T = Ĉ.
Now fix an arbitrary C0 ∈ C

m0 .

(6.2)

Rearranging equation Equation (6.2), we obtain

X − (Ĉ + C0 T) = (X0 − C0 )T.
Setting C = Ĉ + C0 T it follows directly that the row support of X − C is contained in the row
support of X0 − C0 , as X − C = (X0 − C0 )T.
Theorem 6.1.5. Let H : Fm → F2s+t be a family of |F|−2s -almost universal F-linear hash
functions. Further let C be an F-linear [n, k, s] code. Then for every X ∈ Fn×m at least one of
the following statements holds, except with probability |F|−s over the choice of H ← H:
(1) XH> has distance at least s from C
(2) For every C0 ∈ C
same row support

(2s+t)

(2s+t)

there exists a C ∈ C

m

such that XH> − C0 and X − C have the

Remark 6.1.6. If the first item in the statement of the Theorem does not hold, the second one
must hold. Then we can efficiently recover a codeword C with distance at most s − 1 from
X using erasure correction, given a codeword C0 ∈ C (2s+t) with distance at most s − 1 from
XH> . More specifically, we compute the row support of XH> − C0 , erase the corresponding
rows of X and recover C from X using erasure correction1 . The last step is possible as the
distance between X and C is at most s − 1.
1

Recall that erasure correction for linear codes can be performed efficiently via gaussian elimination.
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Proof. We will distinguish two cases, depending on whether rank(PX) ≥ s or rank(PX) < s.
- Case 1: rank(PX) ≥ s. It follows by Lemma 6.1.1 that rank(PXH> ) is at least s, except
with probability |F|−s over the choice of H ← H. Thus fix a H ∈ H with rank(PXH> ) ≥ s.
It follows by Lemma 6.1.3 that dist(C m , XH> ) ≥ s, i.e., the first item holds.
- Case 2: rank(PX) < s. It follows from Lemma 6.1.1 that rank(PXH> ) = rank(PX),
except with probability |F|−s over the choice of H ← H. Thus fix a H ∈ H with
rank(PXH> ) = rank(PX). Since hPXH> icol ⊆ hPXicol and rank(PXH> ) = rank(PX),
it holds that hPXH> icol = hPXicol . It follows from Lemma 6.1.4 that for every C0 ∈
C (2s+t) there exists a C ∈ C m such that XH> − C0 and X − C have the same row
support, i.e., the second item holds.

6.2

Linear Time Primitives

In this section, we will provide constructions of almost universal hash functions and rate-1 codes
with linear time complexity.

Linear Time Almost Universal Hashing with Short Seeds
Theorem 6.2.1 ([47, 63]). Fix a finite field F of constant size. For all integers n, m with m ≤ n
there exists a family of linear universal hash functions G : Fn → Fm such that each function
G ∈ G can be described by O(n) bits and computed in time O(n).
It is well know that evaluating a polynomial of degree at most d over a field F is a (d−1)/|F|almost universal hash function. We will use the family provided in Theorem 6.2.1 to pre-hash
the input in a block-wise manner, such that the computation time of the polynomial hash
function becomes linear in the size of the original input. A similar speed-up trick was used in
[63] to construct several cryptographic primitives, for instance pseudorandom functions, that
can be computed in linear time.
Lemma 6.2.2. Let d = d(s) be a positive integer. Let F be a finite field of constant size and F0
be an extension field of F of degree ds + log|F| (d)e. Let n = n(s, d) be such that a multiplication
in F0 can be performed in time O(n). Let G : Fn → F0 be a family of F-linear universal hash
functions which can be computed in time O(n) and has seed length O(n). For a function G ∈ G
and an element α ∈ F0 , define the function HG,α : Fd·n → F0 ∼
= Fs+log|F| (d) by
HG,α (x) =

d−1
X

G(xi )αi ,

i=0

where x = (x0 , . . . , xd−1 ) ∈ (Fn )d . Define the family H by H = {HG,α : G ∈ G, α ∈ F0 }. Then
the family H is 2−s -almost universal, has sub-linear seed-length O(n) and can be computed in
linear time O(d · n).
Remark 6.2.3. We can choose the function n(s, d) as small as O((s+log|F| (d))·polylog(s + log|F| (d))),
if a fast multiplication algorithm for F0 is used.
Proof. We will first show that H is 2−s almost universal. Let x = (x0 , . . . , xd−1 ) 6= 0. Thus there
exists an i ∈ {0, . . . , d−1} such that xi 6= 0. Consequently, it holds for a randomly chosen G ← G
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that G(xi ) 6= 0, except with probability 1/|F0 |. Suppose now that 0 6= (G(x0 ), . . . , G(xd−1 )) ∈
F0 d .
P (X) =

d−1
X

G(xi )X i

i=0

is a non-zero polynomial of degree at most d − 1, and consequently P (X) has at most d − 1
zeros. It follows that for a random α ← F0 that
HG,α (x) =

d−1
X

G(xi )αi = P (α) 6= 0,

i=0

|F0 |.

except with probability (d − 1)
All together, we can conclude that HG,α (x) 6= 0, except
with proability
1/|F0 | + (d − 1)/|F0 | = d/|F0 | = |F|−s
over the choice of G ← G and α ← F0 , as |F0 | = |F|s+log|F| (d) .
Notice that the seed size of HG,α is
|G| + log(|F0 |) = O(n) + (s + log|F| (d)) log(|F|) = O(n).
We will finally show that for any choice of G ∈ G and α ∈ F0 the function HG,α can be computed
in linear time in the size of its input x. Computing G(x1 ), . . . , G(xd ) takes time O(d · n), as
P
i
computing each G(xi ) takes time O(n). Next, evaluating the polynomial P (X) = d−1
i=0 G(xi )X
at α naively costs d − 1 additions and 2(d − 1) multiplications. Since both additions and
multiplications in F0 can be performed in time O(n), the overall cost of evaluating P (X) at α
can be bounded by O(d · n). All together, we can compute HG,α in time O(d · n), which is linear
in the size of the input.
Instantiating the family G in Lemma 6.2.2 with the family provided in Theorem 6.2.1, we
obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 6.2.4. Fix a finite field F of constant size. There exists an explicit family H : Fn →
Fs+O(log(n)) of |F|−s -universal hash functions that can be represented by O(s2 ) bits and computed
in time O(n).

Linear Time Rate-1 Codes
For the construction in this section we will need a certain kind of expander graph, called uniqueneighbor expander.
Definition 6.2.1. Let Γ = (L, R, E) be a bipartite graph of left-degree d with |L| = n and
|R| = m. We say that Γ is a (n, m, d, w)-unique neighbor expander, if for every non-empty
subset S ⊆ L of size at most w, there exists at least one vertex r ∈ R such that |Γ(r) ∩ S| = 1,
where Γ(r) = {l ∈ L : (l, r) ∈ E} is the neighborhood of r.
Lemma 6.2.5. Fix a finite field F of constant size. Let C be an F-linear [m, k, s] code. Further
let Γ be a (n, m, d, w)-unique-neighbor expander such that w · d < s. Let HΓ be the adjacency
matrix of Γ. Then the code C0 = {c ∈ Fn |HΓ · c ∈ C} is an F-linear [n, n − m + k, w] code.
Proof. Clearly, C0 has length n. If HC is a parity check matrix of C, then HC · HΓ ∈ F(m−k)×n
is a parity check matrix of C0 . Thus, the dimension of C0 is at least n − m + k. Now, let e ∈ Fn
be a non-zero vector of weight less than w. Then, by the unique neighbor expansion property
of Γ, HΓ · e is a non-zero vector of weight at most d · w. But now it immediately holds that
HΓ · e ∈
/ C, as C has distance at least s > d · w. Thus, C0 has minimum distance at least w.
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Remark 6.2.6. The same arguments show that if Γ is a (n, m, d, w)-unique-neighbor expander
(with no additional conditions on the parameters), the code C00 = {c ∈ Fn |HΓ · c = 0} is an
F-linear [n, n − m, w] code.
We will now use the statement of Lemma 6.2.5 on a suitable chain of expander graphs to
obtain codes with rate 1 and a linear time parity check operation. We will use the following
families of explicit expander graphs due to Capalbo et al. [21].
Theorem 6.2.7 ([21]). For all integers n, m < n there exists an explicit (n, m, d, w)-uniqueneighbor expander Γ with
d = (log(n) − log(m))O(1)
 
m
w=Ω
.
d
Moreover, if n = O(m), then Γ can be constructed efficiently.
Lemma 6.2.8. Fix a finite field F of constant size. There exists a constant γ > 0 and an
explicit family (Cs )s of F-linear codes, where Cs has length O(s2 ), minimum distance s and rate
1 − s−γ , i.e. the rate of Cs approaches 1. Moreover, the parity check operation of C can be
performed in O(s2 ), which is linear in the codeword length.
Proof. By Theorem 6.2.7, there exists a constant d and a constant α, such that for all choices
of m there exists a (2m, m, d, w)-unique-neighbor expander Γ with w ≥ αm/d. Now let t be a
constant such that t · α ≥ 1 and let ` > 0 be an integer. Choosing mi = t · 2i−1 d` s, we obtain a
chain of (2mi , mi , d, wi )-unique-neighbor expanders Γi with wi ≥ αmi /d. For 1 ≤ i ≤ ` we can
get a lower bound for wi by
wi ≥ αmi /d ≥ αt · 2i−1 d`−1 s ≥ d`−i s,
as αt ≥ 1 and i ≥ 1. We thus obtain that Γi is also a (t · 2i d` s, t · 2i−1 d` s, d, d`−i s)-unique
neighbor expander.
We will choose C1 = {c ∈ F : HΓ1 c = 0}, which is a code of length t2d` s and distance at
least d`−1 s by Remark 6.2.6. Applying Lemma 6.2.5 on C1 with the expander Γ2 , we obtain a
code C2 of length t22 d` s and distance d`−2 s. Iterating this procedure for i ≤ `, applying Lemma
6.2.5 on Ci with expander Γi+1 , we obtain codes Ci of length t2i d` s and distance d`−i s. Thus,
C` is a code of length t(2d)` s and minimum distance s. By construction, the matrix
H` = HΓ1 · HΓ2 . . . HΓ`
is its parity check matrix. Notice that multiplication H` can be performed in linear time
O(t(2d)` s) in the codeword length. This can be seen as multiplication with HΓi can be performed
it time O(d · t2i d` s) and thus multiplication with H` can be performed in time
`
X
i=1

O(d · t2i d` s) = O(d`+1 ts

`
X

2i ) = O(d`+1 ts2`+1 ) = O(t(2d)` s)

i=1

We can also see from H` that the dimension of C` is at least t(2d)` s − td` s, i.e. C` has rate
1 − 2−` . Now, choosing ` = dlog(s)/ log(2d)e we obtain a code C of length O(s2 ), minimum
distance s and rate 1 − s−γ , where γ ≥ 1/ log(2d) is a constant. This concludes the proof.
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We will now convert the codes constructed in Lemma 6.2.8 into codes with linear time
encoding operation. The idea is simple: compute a syndrome of a message with respect to the
parity check matrix promised in Lemma 6.2.8, encode this syndrome using a good code C2 and
append the encoded syndrome to the message. This systematic code has a linear time encoding
operation, and the next Lemma shows that it has also good distance and rate.
Lemma 6.2.9. Fix a finite field F of constant size. Let C1 be an F-linear [n, n − m, d] code
with linear time computable parity check operation with respect to a parity check matrix H1 .
Further let C2 be an F-linear [l, m, d] code with a linear time encoding operation with respect to
a generator matrix G2 . Then the code C3 , defined via the encoding operation x 7→ (x, G2 ·H1 ·x)
is an F-linear [n + l, n, d] code with linear time encoding operation.
Proof. The fact that C3 is linear time encodable follows immediately, as multiplication with both
H1 and G2 are linear time computable. Moreover, it also follows directly from the definition of
C3 that C3 has length n + l and dimension n. We will now show that C3 has minimum distance
at least d. Let e = (e1 , e2 ) ∈ Fn+l be a non-zero vector of weight less than d. Clearly it holds
that both e1 and e2 have weight less than d. If e2 is non-zero, then e2 ∈
/ C2 , as C2 has minimum
distance d. On the other hand, if e1 is non-zero, then H1 · e1 is non-zero as C1 has distance d.
But then, G2 ·H1 e1 has weight at least d, as C2 has minimum distance d and H1 ·e1 is non-zero.
Consequently, G · H1 · e1 6= e2 , as e2 has weight less than d. We conclude that (e1 , e2 ) ∈
/ C3 .
To use Lemma 6.2.9, we need a family of linear time encodable codes with constant rate
and constant relative minimum distance. Such codes were first constructed by Spielman [88].
Theorem 6.2.10 ([58, 88]). Fix a finite field F of constant size. Then there exists a family
{Cn } of F-linear codes with constant rate and constant relative minimum distance which supports
linear time encoding.
We can now bootstrap the statement of Lemma 6.2.8 into a linear time encodable code of
rate 1 using Lemma 6.2.9 and Theorem 6.2.10.
Theorem 6.2.11. Fix a finite field F of constant size. There exists a constant γ > 0 and an
explicit family of F-linear codes (Cs )s of length O(s2 ), minimum distance s and rate 1 − s−γ ,
which approaches 1. Moreover, C has an encoding algorithm Enc that runs in time O(s2 ), which
is linear in the codeword length.

6.3

Linear Time and Rate 1 Additive Commitments

In this section we construct a protocol for additively homomorphic commitments that UC realizes functionality FRCOM . This protocol achieves (amortized) linear computational complexity
for both parties and rate 1, meaning that the ratio between the size of the committed messages
and the size of the data exchanged by the parties in the protocol approaches one. We will show
how to make commitments to random strings, which allows the protocol to achieve sublinear
communication complexity in the commitment phase while keeping rate 1 in the opening phase,
a property that finds applications in different scenarios of multiparty computation [50]. This
protocol can be trivially extended to standard commitments by having the sender also send the
difference between the random and the desired strings. The resulting protocol maintains rate 1
and linear computational complexity.
The construction in this section will be based on a systematic binary linear code C, an
[n, k, s] code, where s is the statistical security parameter and n is k + O(s). It follows from the
construction in Section 6.2 that for any desired value of s, we can make such a code for any k,
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that is, the rate tends to 1 as k grows, and furthermore that encoding in C takes linear time. We
also need a family of linear time computable almost universal hash functions H. Furthermore
the functions in H must be linear. The functions will map m-bit strings to l-bit strings, where
m is a parameter that can be chosen arbitrarily large (but polynomially related to n, k and l).
We use the construction from Theorem 6.2.4, and hence, since we will need collision probability
2−2s , we set l = 2s + log(m).
We will build commitments to k-bit random strings, and the protocol will produce m−l such
commitments. In Section 6.5 we show how our protocol can be used to commit to arbitrary
messages achieving still preserving linear computational complexity and rate-1. In fact, in
Section 6.4 we show that we can get even higher rate when committing to random messages. In
the following, all vectors and matrices will be assumed to have binary entries. The construction
can easily be generalized to other finite fields. The Commitment Phase is described in Figure 6.1
and the Addition procedure and Opening Phase are described in Figure 6.2. Notice that the
Opening Phase presented in Figure 6.2 does not achieve rate-1 but we show how to do so in
Section 6.4. The security of our protocols is formally stated in Theorem 6.3.1.
As shown in Section 3.4, we can implement FROT based on n one-out-of-two OT’s on short
strings (of length equal to a computational security parameter) using a pseudo-random generator
and standard techniques. This will give the result mentioned in the introduction: we can
amortize the cost of the OT’s over many commitments.
Theorem 6.3.1. ΠRACOM UC-realizes FRCOM in the FROT -hybrid model with statistical security against a static adversary. Formally, there exists a simulator S such that for every static
adversary A, and any environment Z, the environment cannot distinguish ΠRACOM composed
with FROT and A from S composed with FRCOM . That is, we have
ROT
IDEALFRCOM ,S,Z ≈s HYBRIDF
ΠRACOM ,A,Z .

Proof. Simulation when both players are honest is trivial, so the theorem follows from the
Lemma 6.3.2 and Lemma 6.3.3 below, which establish security against a corrupt P and a
corrupt V , respectively.
Lemma 6.3.2. There exists a simulator SP such that for every static adversary A who corrupts
P , and any environment Z, the environment cannot distinguish ΠRACOM composed with FROT
and A from SP composed with FRCOM . That is, we have
ROT
IDEALFRCOM ,SP ,Z ≈s HYBRIDF
ΠRACOM ,A,Z

Proof. Assume that the sender P is corrupted. We use P̂ to denote the corrupted sender. In
the UC framework, this is actually the adversary, which might in turn be controlled by the
environment. We describe the simulator SP in Figure 6.3. The simulator SP will run protocol
ΠRACOM with an internal copy of P̂ exactly as the honest V would have done. First, SP runs
the instance of FROT used by P̂ and V exactly as in the real execution. In the commitment
phase, if V aborts, then the simulator aborts. If V does not abort, then the simulator inspects
FROT and reads off the matrices R0 and R1 that P̂ gave as input. Now let W be the correction
matrix sent by P̂ and define A0 = R0 and A1 = R1 + W. Let A = A0 + A1 . Notice that
because P̂ is malicious, it might be the case that A 6∈ C m .
We now describe how the simulator decodes the columns of A. The simulator will identify
< s rows such that A is in C m except for the identified rows. As the code has distance s, this
allows to erasure decode each column j of A to C and the corresponding decoded message will
be the extracted message mj that the simulator will input to FRCOM . We now give the details.
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Protocol ΠRACOM (Commitment Phase)
Let C be a systematic binary linear [n, k, s] code, where s is the statistical security parameter and
n is k + O(s). Let H be a family of linear almost universal hash functions H : {0, 1}m → {0, 1}l .
Protocol ΠRACOM is run by a sender P and a receiver V and proceeds as follows:
Commitment Phase
(1) The parties P and V invoke FROT with inputs (sender, sid, ssid) and (receiver, sid, ssid), respectively. P receives (sid, ssid, R0 , R1 ) from FROT and sets R = R0 + R1 . V receives
(sid, ssid, b1 , . . . , bn , S) from FROT and sets the diagonal matrix ∆ such that it contains
b1 , . . . , bn in the diagonal. R will contain in the top k rows the data to commit to. Note
that R0 , R1 forms an additive secret sharing of R, and in each row V knows shares from
either R0 or R1 .
(2) P now adjusts the bottom n − k rows of R so that all columns are codewords in C, and V will
adjust his shares accordingly, as follows: P constructs a matrix W with dimensions as R and
0s in the top k rows, such that A := R + W ∈ C m (recall that C is systematic). P sends
(sid, ssid, W) to V (of course, only the bottom n − k = O(s) rows need to be sent).
(3) P sets A0 = R0 , A1 = R1 + W and V sets B = ∆W + S. Note that now we have
A = A0 + A1 , B = ∆A1 + (I − ∆)A0 , A ∈ C

(4)
(5)

(6)
(7)

(8)

m

,

i.e., A is additively shared and for each row index, V knows either a row from A0 or from
A1 .
V chooses a seed H 0 for a random function H ∈ H and sends (sid, ssid, H 0 ) to P , we identify
the function with its matrix (recall that all functions in H are linear).
P computes T0 = A0 H, T1 = A1 H and sends (sid, ssid, T0 , T1 ) to V . Note that AH =
A0 H + A1 H = T0 + T1 , and AH ∈ C l . So we can think of T0 , T1 as an additive sharing
of AH, where again V knows some of the shares, namely the rows of BH.
V checks that ∆T0 + (I − ∆)T1 = BH and that T0 + T1 ∈ C l . If any check fails, he aborts.
We sacrifice some of the columns in A to protect P ’s privacy: Note that each column j in
AH is a linear combination of some of the columns in A, we let A(j) denote the index set for
these columns. Now for each j the parties choose an index a(j) ∈ A(j) such that all a(j)’s are
distinct. P and V now discard all columns in A, A0 , A1 and B indexed by some a(j). For
simplicity in the following, we renumber the remaining columns from 1.
P saves A, A0 and A1 , and V saves B and ∆ (all of which now have m − l columns).

Figure 6.1: Protocol ΠRACOM (Commitment Phase)

Let R ⊂ [n] be a set of indices specifying rows of A. For a column vector c ∈ Fn we let
πR (c) = (c[i])i∈[n]\R be the vector punctured at the indices i ∈ R. For a matrix M we let
MR = πR (M) be the matrix with each column punctured using πR and for a set S we let
SR = {πR (s)|s ∈ S}. The simulator will need to find R ⊂ [n] with |R| < s such that
AR ∈ CRm .

(6.3)

It should furthermore hold that
H∞ ((bi )i∈R |P̂ ) = 0
H∞ ((bi )i∈[n]\R |P̂ ) = n − |R| ,

(6.4)
(6.5)

where P̂ here denotes the view of P̂ in the simulator so far, i.e., the adversary can guess R
and each choice bit bi for i ∈ R with certainty at this point in the simulation and has no extra
information on bi for i 6∈ R.
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Protocol ΠRACOM (Addition and Opening Phase)
Assuming that the Commitment phase has been completed as specified in Figure 6.1, Protocol
ΠRACOM is run by a sender P and a receiver V and proceeds as follows:
Addition of Commitments
(1) To add commitments with index i and j, P appends the column A[·, j] + A[·, i] to A, likewise
he appends to A0 and A1 the sum of their i’th and j’th columns. P sends (add, sid, ssid, i, j)
to V .
(2) Upon receiving (add, sid, ssid, i, j), V appends B[·, j] + B[·, i] to B. Note that this maintains
0
the properties A = A0 + A1 , B = ∆A1 + (I − ∆)A0 , and A ∈ C m , where m0 is the current
number of columns.
Opening Phase
(1) To open commitment number j, P sends (sid, ssid, A0 [·, j], A1 [·, j]) to V and halts.
(2) V checks that A0 [·, j] + A1 [·, j] ∈ C and that for i = 1, . . . , n, it holds that B[i, j] = Abi [i, j]
(recall that bi is the i’th entry on the diagonal of ∆). If this is the case, he outputs the first
k entries in A0 [·, j] + A1 [·, j] as the opened string and halts, otherwise, he aborts outputting
(sid, ssid, ⊥).

Figure 6.2: Protocol ΠRACOM (Addition and Opening Phase)

Simulator SP
Simulator SP interacts with environment Z , functionality FRCOM and an internal copy of adversary
P̂ . Upon being activated by Z, SV proceeds as follows:
(1) Emulating FROT : Upon receiving (adversary, sid, ssid, R0 , R1 ) from P̂ , SP , stores
(sid, ssid, R0 , R1 ) samples (b1 , .., bn ) ← {0, 1}n , sets S[i, ·] = Rbi [i, ·] for i = 1, . . . , n and
stores (sid, ssid, b1 , . . . , bn , S).
(2) Commitment Phase: Upon receiving (sid, ssid, W) from P̂ , SP runs the rest of the steps
of the commitment phase of ΠRACOM exactly like an honest V would do. If an honest V would
abort at any point then SP also aborts. Otherwise, SP uses its knowledge of (sid, ssid, R0 , R1 )
to reconstruct A. For j = 1, . . . , m − l, SP decodes column A[·, j] obtaining message mj and
sends (commit, sid, ssidj , Ps , Pr , mj ) to FRCOM . We will show that if SP does not abort after
executing V ’s steps in ΠRACOM , then the remaining m−l columns of A can indeed be decoded
to their corresponding committed messages except with negligible probability.
(3) Addition: Upon receiving (add, sid, ssid, i, j) from P̂ , SP execute the steps of ΠRACOM
for addition, chooses an unused ssid ssida and sends (add, sid, ssidi , ssidj , ssida , Ps , Pr ) to
FRCOM .
(4) Opening Phase: Upon receiving (sid, ssid, A0 [·, j], A1 [·, j]) from P̂ , SP runs the checks
performed by V exactly as in ΠRACOM . If A0 [·, j], A1 [·, j] is not a consistent opening, SP
outputs whatever P̂ outputs and aborts. Otherwise SP sends (reveal, sid, ssidj ) to FRCOM ,
outputs whatever P̂ outputs and halts.

Figure 6.3: Simulator SP

Define T := AH. Let T̂0 and T̂1 be the values sent by P and let T̂ = T̂0 + T̂1 . Let
T0 = R0 H and T1 = (R1 + W)H be the values that P̂ should have sent. Let T = T0 + T1 .
Let R be the smallest set such that T̂R = TR . We claim that this set fulfills (6.3), (6.4) and
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(6.5).
We know that the receiver did not abort, which implies that ∆T̂0 + (I − ∆)T̂1 = BH. The
i’th row of ∆T̂0 + (I − ∆)T̂1 can be seen to be T̂bi [i, ·]. The i’th row of B can be seen to be
bi W[i, ·] + Rbi , so the i’th row of BH is Tbi [i, ·]. We thus have for all i that
T̂bi [i, ·] = Tbi [i, ·] .
For each i ∈ R we have that T̂[i, ·] 6= T[i, ·], so we must therefore have for all i ∈ R that
T̂1−bi [i, ·] 6= T1−bi [i, ·] .
It follows that if V for position i had chosen the choice bit 1 − bi instead of bi , then the protocol
would have aborted. Since P̂ can compute the correct values Tbi [i, ·] and T1−bi [i, ·] it also
knows which value of bi will make the test pass. By assumption the protocol did not abort.
This proves (6.4). It also proves that the probability of the protocol not aborting and R having
size |R| is at most 2−|R| as P̂ has no information on b1 , . . . , bn prior to sending T̂0 and T̂1 so P̂
can guess (bi )i∈R with probability at most 2−|R| . It is easy to see that the value of the bits bi
for i 6∈ R do not affect whether or not the test succeeds. Therefore these bits are still uniform
in the view of P̂ at this point.
In particular, we can therefore continue under the assumption that |R| < s. We can then
apply Theorem 6.1.5 where we set X = A. From |R| < s it follows that XH has distance less
than s to C m , so we must be in case 2 in Theorem 6.1.5. Now, since the receiver checks that
T̂ ∈ C l and the protocol did not abort, we in particular have that T̂R ∈ CRl from which it
follows that TR ∈ CRl , which in turn implies that AR H ∈ CRl and thus XR H ∈ CRl . We can
therefore pick a codeword C0 ∈ C l such that the row support of XH − C0 is R. From Theorem
6.1.5 we then get that there exists C ∈ C m such that the row support of A − C is R. From
this it follows that AR = CR , which implies (6.3).
Now notice that since C has distance s and |R| < s the punctured code CR will have distance
at least 1. Therefore the simulator can from each column A[i, ·]R ∈ CR decode the corresponding
message mj ∈ {0, 1}k . This the message that the simulator will input to FRCOM on behalf of
P̂ .
In order to fool SP and open a commitment to a different message than the one that
has been extracted from A[·, j], P̂ would have to provide A00 [·, j], A01 [·, j] such that A0 [·, j] =
A00 [·, j] + A01 [·, j] is a valid codeword of C corresponding to a different message m0 . However,
notice that since CR has distance s − |R|, that would require P̂ to modify an additional s − |R|
positions of A that are not contained in B so that it does not get caught in the checks performed
by a honest V in the opening phase. That means that P̂ would have to guess s − |R| of the
choice bits bi for i 6∈ R. It follows from (6.5) that this will succeed with probability at most
2s−|R| .
Lemma 6.3.3. There exists a simulator SV such that for every static adversary A who corrupts
V , and any environment Z, the environment cannot distinguish ΠRACOM composed with FROT
and A from SV composed with FRCOM . That is, we have
ROT
IDEALFRCOM ,SV ,Z ≈s HYBRIDF
ΠRACOM ,A,Z

Proof. In case V is corrupted, the simulator SV has to run ΠRACOM with an internal copy of
V̂ , commit to a dummy string and then be able to equivocate this commitment (i.e. open it
to an arbitrary message) when it gets the actual message from FRCOM . In order to achieve
this, we can construct a SV that executes the commitment phase exactly as in ΠRACOM only
deviating in the opening phase. Note that after the commit phase V̂ has no information at all
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Simulator SV
Simulator SV interacts with environment Z , functionality FRCOM and an internal copy of adversary
V̂ . Upon being activated by Z, SV proceeds as follows:
(1) Emulating FROT : Upon receiving (adversary, sid, ssid, b1 , . . . , bn , S) from V̂ , SV perfectly
simulates FROT by sampling random matrices R0 , R1 ← {0, 1}n×m , subject to S[i, ·] =
Rbi [i, ·], for i = 1, . . . , n. Finally, it stores (sid, ssid, R0 , R1 ).
(2) Commitment Phase: Upon receiving (receipt, sid, ssid, Ps , Pr ) from FRCOM , SV runs the
steps of P in the commitment phase exactly as in ΠRACOM .
(3) Addition: Upon receiving (add, sid, ssid1 , ssid2 , ssid3 , Ps , Pr , success) from FRCOM , SV runs
the steps of P exactly as in ΠRACOM (setting i and j corresponding to ssid1 , ssid2 ).
(4) Opening Phase:
Upon receiving (reveal, sid, ssid, Ps , Pr , m) from FRCOM , SV uses its
knowledge of b1 , . . . , bn to compute alternative columns A0 0 [·, j], A1 0 [·, j] such that A0 [·, j] =
A0 0 [·, j] + A1 0 [·, j] is a valid commitment to m that can opened without being caught by
V̂ even though m is different from the messages committed to in the commitment phase.
Namely, let G be the generating matrix of C, SV computes cm = Gm, initially sets A0 0 [·, j] =
A0 [·, j], A1 0 [·, j] = A1 [·, j] and then sets A01−bi [·, j] = cm [j] − Abi [·, j]. Note that matrices
A0 0 [·, j], A1 0 [·, j] only differ from matrices A0 [·, j], A1 [·, j] obtained in the commitment phase
in positions that are not known by V̂ . Finally, SV sends (sid, ssid, A0 0 [·, j], A1 0 [·, j]) to V̂ ,
outputs whatever V̂ outputs and halts.

Figure 6.4: Simulator SV

about the committed strings. This holds because the additive shares in S trivially contain no
information and furthermore because the columns in sacrificed positions a(j) contain uniformly
random data and are never opened. This completely randomizes the data seen by V̂ in the
verification stage (T0 , T1 ).
Therefore, SV can use its knowledge of b1 , . . . , bn to open a commitment to an arbitrary
message without being caught, by modifying position of the matrices that are unknown to V̂
(i.e. unknown to V in the real world). We describe SV in Figure 6.4. Note that SV exactly
follows all the steps of ΠRACOM (and FROT ) except for when it opens commitments. Instead,
in the opening phase, SV sends A0 0 [·, j], A1 0 [·, j], which differ from A0 [·, j], A1 [·, j] that was
set in the commitment phase and that would be sent in a real execution of ΠRACOM . However,
A0 0 [·, j], A1 0 [·, j], only differ from A0 [·, j], A1 [·, j] in positions that are unknown by V̂ . Hence,
the joint distribution of the ideal execution with simulator SV is statistically indistinguishable
from the real execution of ΠRACOM with a corrupted receiver.

6.4

Computational Complexity and Rate

It is straightforward to verify that the Commitment, Addition and Opening protocols run in
linear time, or more precisely, that the computational cost per bit committed to is constant.
Indeed, it follows easily from the fact that C is linear time encodable and that H can be
computed in linear time. This holds, even if we consider the cost of implementing FROT and
FOT : the first cost is linear if we use a PRG that costs only a constant number of operations
per output bit. The cost of the OT operations is amortized away if we consider a sufficiently
large number of commitments.
Furthermore, the commitment protocol achieves rate 1, i.e., the amortized communication
overhead per committed bit is o(1) as we increase the number of bits committed in one commitment. This follows from the fact that C is rate-1 and that the communication cost of the
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verification in the final steps of the protocol only depends on the security parameter, and hence
is “amortized away”. Note that in the case where the sender only wants to be committed to
random messages, it is possible to achieve rate higher than 1 in the commitment phase. This
happens if we plug in the implementation of FROT based on FOT , since then the random strings
output from FROT are generated locally from a short seed using a PRG, and later the sender is
only required to send the bottom n − k rows of W and the matrices T0 , T1 , which are both of
the order of O(s).
The opening protocol does not achieve rate 1 as it stands because the communication is
about twice the size of the committed string (both A0 [·, j] and A1 [·, j] are sent). However, for
sufficiently long messages, we can get rate-1 by using the same verification method as used in
the commitment protocol, namely we open many commitments at once. We can think of this
as opening an entire matrix A instead of its columns one by one. The idea is then that V
selects a hash function H and P sends A as well as T0 = A0 H and T1 = A1 H. The receiver
checks that AH = T0 + T1 , that all columns in A are in C and that ∆T0 + (I − ∆)T1 = BH.
This can be shown secure by essentially the same proof as we used to show the commitment
protocol secure against a corrupt sender. Now the communication overhead for verification is
insignificant for large enough matrices A.

6.5

Committing to Arbitrary Messages

Protocol ΠRACOM described in Section 6.3 realizes FRCOM and thus only allows the sender
to commit to random messages. However, this can be trivially used to commit to arbitrary
messages while preserving all properties of our scheme, namely, additive homomorphism, linear
computational complexity and rate 1. This is achieved by having the sender also give the receiver
the difference between the random string that it is committed to through ΠRACOM and the
arbitrary string that he wishes to commit to. First, P runs the commitment phase of ΠRACOM
and becomes committed to a string m, then it computes c = m0 − m and sends c to V (where
m0 is the message that P wishes to commit to). The addition of two commitments can proceed
the same way as in ΠRACOM with an extra step of setting c3 = c1 +c2 = m01 +m02 −m1 −m2 . In
the opening phase, P proceeds exactly like in ΠRACOM and V obtains the intended message by
computing m0 = c + m. We call this protocol ΠAHCOM and described it in the FRCOM -hybrid
model in Figure 6.5.
The security of ΠAHCOM can be trivially observed since all we do is sending the difference
between a random string that the sender is already committed to and the arbitrary string he
wishes to commit to. The random string acts as a one-time pad hiding all information and
binding is guaranteed by FRCOM , hence we obtain statistical security in the FRCOM -hybrid
model (which is realized by ΠRACOM ). Notice that the extra communication does not reduce
the rate of the resulting commitment scheme, since in ΠRACOM ’s commitment phase only the
n − k bottom rows of W are sent2 and here we send the remaining k bits that define m0 .
Moreover, it is possible to embed the difference c in W so that no extra rounds are required.

2

Apart from T0 , T1 , which only depend on the security parameter and are amortized over many commitments.
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Protocol ΠAHCOM
Protocol ΠAHCOM is run by a sender P with input m0 ∈ {0, 1}k and a receiver V interacting with
FRCOM , and proceeds as follows:
(1) Commitment Phase:
(1.1) P
sends
(commit, sid, ssid, Ps , Pr )
to
FRCOM .
Upon
receiving
(commit, sid, ssid, Ps , Pr , m) as answer, P sets c = m0 − m, and sends (c, sid, ssid,) to
V.
(2) Addition:
(2.1) P sends (add, sid, ssid1 , ssid2 , ssid3 , Ps , Pr ) to FRCOM and sets c3 = c1 + c2 = m01 +
m02 − m1 − m2 .
(2.2) Upon receiving (add, sid, ssid1 , ssid2 , ssid3 , Ps , Pr , success) from FRCOM , V also sets
c3 = c1 + c2 = m01 + m02 − m1 − m2 .
(3) Opening Phase:
(3.1) P sends (reveal, sid, ssid) to FRCOM and halts.
(3.2) Upon receiving (reveal, sid, ssid, Ps , Pr , m) from FRCOM , V computes m0 = c + m and
outputs m0 . Note that, even if c is an addition of two commitments c1 and c2 , this
procedure is still valid since c3 = c1 + c2 = m01 + m02 − m1 − m2 .

Figure 6.5: Protocol ΠAHCOM : Using ΠRACOM to commit to arbitrary messages.
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